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“The Coupe” 
In Bavaria, we werent 

surprised tolhear Road & Track named it 
“best sports coupe for the 80s? 

Audi Coupe 5-speed $12.3 

For many cars, such lavish 
praise might be impossible to 

live up to. But not for this car. 
The Audi Coupe is, clearly, the quin- 

tessential Gran Turismo Sports Coupe. 

In naming it the best sports coupe for 
the 80s, the editors of Road & Track are 
not alone. Motor Trend: “. .. we'd have to 

call it the most ferociously desirable 

new car in 1981.” 

Car and Driver: The Coupe is“. . . one 
of the most effective remedies yet, for 
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creeping four-door boredom.” 
From the drawing boards in Ingol- 

stadt, Bavaria, Audi engineers have cre- 
ated a car that truly advances the art of 
GT Coupes. 

In sleek, good looks and aerody- 
namics, it 1s second to none. In engl- 

neering, the Coupe offers Audi's 
matchless front-wheel drive, five- 
cylinder powerplant (0-50 in 7.4) anda 

tenacious road-holding ride. The inte- 

rior is first-class European GT styling. 

t graphed in Kastl, West Germany ©1982 Porsche Audi 

Even the EPA numbers are impres- 
sive: EPA estimated 24 mpg and 37 
estimated highway.* 

All in all, quite a coup for our Coupe. 

For your nearest Porsche Audi dealer, 
call toll free (800) 447-4700. In Illinois, 
(800) 322-4400 

*Use “estimated mpg” for compari- 
son. Mileage varies with speed, trip 
length, weather. Actual highway mile- 
age will probably be less. 
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ALetter from the Publisher 
WwW hen TIME Correspondent James Willwerth went to Mexi- 

co City in the fall of 1980, he anticipated a fairly quiet tour 
of duty. Says he: “I foresaw a few stories about the Mexican oil 
boom, an occasional look at Nicaragua’s revolu- 
tion, and a side trip or two to report on Mayan 
ruins.” He was wrong. “I had been in the region a 
few weeks,” he recalls, “when death squads in El 
Salvador wiped out the entire leadership of the 
only center-left group trying to work within that 
country’s system. A few days later, Salvadoran 
national guardsmen murdered three American 
nuns anda lay missionary. The past 15 months in 
Central America have all too often been as dra- 
matic, painful and fast-moving as those first 
weeks.” 

For Willwerth, who served 14 months as a 
correspondent in Viet Nam, covering the Salva- 
doran insurgency has revived old and unwanted 
memories. “The countryside is strikingly similar 
to Viet Nam’s,” he says. “One afternoon, another 
reporter, also a Saigon press veteran, and I were sitting on a 
porch in northern Morazan province, looking out over a garden 
filled with tropical flowers. Just then a U.S.-made ‘Huey’ heli- 
copter flapped overhead. We looked at each other, startled. 
Both of us had flashed back ten years to Viet Nam.” Caribbean 
Bureau Chief William McWhirter, on his third extended report- 

Index 

James Willwerth in El Salvador 

ing trip to El Salvador last week, also compares his experiences 
with Viet Nam. “In some ways,” he says, “the risks here are 
greater, but that is because there are still chances to see and re- 
port on both sides in this conflict.” Longtime Caribbean Corre- 
spondent Bernard Diederich, reporting from Nicaragua, draws 
a different parallel: to the 1965 U.S. invasion of the Dominican 

Republic. “Some say the invasion restored de- 
mocracy,” says Diederich; “others say it slowed 
its return. But it was costly to all.” 

Diplomatic Correspondent Strobe Talbott 
just completed a tour through Costa Rica, Nica- 
ragua and Guatemala to learn how US. policy 
looks from Central America. “Arriving in Gua- 
temala in the violent aftermath of last week’s 
elections,” he reports, “and meeting with defense 
officials, I found an embattled, suspense-charged 
atmosphere that reminded me of western films, 
in which the gunslingers are getting ready for 
high noon.” On a different front, Washington 
Correspondent Johanna McGeary has also been 
covering the Salvadoran conflict, but long-dis- 
tance at the State Department. She has been re- 
porting what she calls “the war of the words— 

sorting out fact from fiction, explaining the Reagan Adminis- 
tration’s controversial policy, and recognizing that on this sub- 
ject, no sources are wholly credible.” 
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Cover: Photograph by Harry Mattison 

18 
Cover: Using aerial 
photographs, the U.S. 
tries to prove that ex- 

ternal subversion is 
the cause of the insur- 
gency in El Salvador. 
But on the ground in 
Central America, 
things seem even 
more complex—and 
perilous. See NATION. 
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Living: Minis are 
back. The very short 
skirt with higher 
hemlines is in sight 
for women of all ages. 
No one is complain- 
ing. The clothes are 
easy to wear and mix, 

fuller and more femi- 
nine than the 60s 
versions. 
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Kissinger 
To the Editors: 

Kissinger is brilliant, articulate, in- 
sightful, compassionate and courageous 
{March 1]. If President Reagan isn’t con- 
sulting Kissinger at every turn in his for- 
eign policy, he should be. 

Jean Curtis 
Amboy, Wash. 

Your installment of the Kissinger 
memoirs has caused me to raise my as- 
sessment of him from low to high. 

As for my opinion of Sadat, I formerly 
considered him one of the great statesmen 
of this century; I now think he is one of 
the greatest statesmen of all time. 

John H. Cone 
Pasadena, Calif. 

| The October War + Soviet Showowwn + ihisterg2te's lemact 

| TAY 
| KissiWGeR 
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Kissinger explains the U.S. strategy in 
the Middle East as one in which “U.S. 
policy was simply to frustrate Arab reli- 
ance on Soviet support.” As long as that 
effort continued, says Kissinger, “Ameri- 
can and Israeli policies would be identi- 
cal, But once Arab states began to turn to 
us, differences in perspective or tactics 
might emerge.” 

It may not be the best approach, but it 
does help me understand AWACS, Hawk 
missiles, and why Mr. Begin gets upset. 
I'm impressed that we have been consis- 

| tent with it through four presidencies. 
Phil Haskell 

Easton, Conn. 

Cabinet Conflict 

Secretaries Haig and Weinberger find 
themselves frequently at odds [March 1] 
because President Reagan has not com- 
mitted himself to a firm and reasonable 
foreign policy. 

Mark Cohen 
Orange, N.J. 

The Secretary of Defense is responsi- 
ble for protecting this country. The Secre- 
tary of State, on the other hand, must 
build alliances, defuse disagreements be- | 

Letters 
tween the U.S. and friendly nations and 
develop common goals with our allies. 

Certainly we would not want the mili- 
tary to water down its efforts for de- 
fense, nor would we want the diplomats 
to diminish their attempts to make this a 
safer world to live in. The different view- 
points and responsibilities of these two 
major Cabinet departments make conflict 
inevitable. 

Robert C. Avrett Jr. 
Littleton, Colo. 

Bad Breath 
TIME performed an essential public 

service with its article about the well-or- 
ganized effort in Congress to weaken the 
standards of the Clean Air Act [March 1]. 
As the principal author of the law, I am 
delighted that interest in this issue is in- 
creasing. If anything, we need to expand 
the statute to cover new threats to our 
health and our environment—acid rain 
and airborne toxic pollutants. 

Bruce F. Vento 
Representative, Tenth District, Minnesota 

Washington, D.C. 

In your report on the current attempt 
to rewrite the Clean Air Act, you neglect- 
ed to mention that a recent Harris poll de- 
termined that 80% of the American pub- 
lic believe that the law should remain as 
strong as or stronger than it is today. 

Jay Addison Satz 
Seattle 

Insane Decision 

A question of sanity should not refer 
to Pilot Seiji Katagiri [March 1], but to Ja- 
pan Air Lines’ management for reinstat- 
ing him ina position of responsibility with 
full knowledge of his deficiency. 

Arthur H. Penrose Jr. 
Point Pleasant, N.J. 

Bond for Bush 

Contrary to the implication in your 
article “Bush Does It His Way” [Feb. 22], 
George Bush is a most effective Vice Pres- 
ident, ably assisted by a loyal staff who 
are far from dispirited. I never told your 
reporter my recommendations on sched- 
uling were overruled, as you state. 
Counter to your observation, I continue to 
be a Bush loyalist and deeply admire the 
Vice President for all he has done and is 
doing to support President Reagan. 

Richard N. Bond, Deputy Chairman 
Republican National Committee 

Washington, D.C. 

Pipes’ Dreams 
My worries about our foreign policy- 

makers were confirmed in your article 
“Reflections on the Soviet Crisis” [March 
1). Richard Pipes, the Soviet affairs expert 
for the National Security Council, argues 
that the U.S. must raise “the cost of a So- 

viet expansion with a credibly strong mil- 
itary posture” in order to support moder- 
ate Soviet leadership. I hope there are still 
a few people in Washington who would 
argue that we would be better off encour- 
aging Soviet moderation with a restrained 
defense budget and policy of our own. 

Richard S. Schkolnick 
Haverford, Pa. 

Richard Pipes’ comparison between 
cancer and nuclear war is seriously 
flawed. Cancer strikes a minority of our 
population. Many victims recover. Nucle- 
ar war would afflict us all, and none would 
survive. 

Carl Doerner 
Barnet, Vt. 

Secret Service Sitters 

Your story “The New Baby Bloom” 
{Feb. 22] stated that Senator Ted Stevens’ 
wife “occasionally uses convenient Secret 
Service agents as baby-sitters for her six- 
month-old daughter.” The Secret Service 
currently has no authority to provide se- 
curity for either Senator or Mrs. Stevens. 
Even when the agents are protecting a 
family, parents provide for a child’s per- 
sonal needs. 

Robert R. Snow, Assistant to the Director 
U.S. Secret Service 

Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D.C. 

Weather Prints 

In your story on new techniques for 
determining scientific evidence [March I], 
you failed to mention weather reconstruc- 
tion as one of the newest forensic sciences. 
My firm has provided juries with convinc- 
ing evidence that wind blew a car into a 
lane of oncoming traffic, or that at the ex- 
act time a plaintiff claimed a road was un- 
der water, there had not been enough rain 
to cause a flood. Forecasting is always 
subject to variable factors; hindcasting 
treads a more certain course. 

Sidney R. Frank 
Goleta, Calif. 

intoxicating Mesquite 
I am an ardent devotee of the vir- 

tues of mesquite [March 1]. The aroma 
given off by this burning shrub is a little 
scent of heaven. If you have never had 
a steak char-broiled over an open mes- 
quite fire, you haven't lived. And if you 
have never had soup made from the 
bones of that broiled steak, you really 
haven't lived. 

Doris K. Flowerday 
Westland, Mich. 

There is little mention of exactly why 
ranchers in West Texas, Arizona and oth- 
er areas of the southwestern U.S. want to 
remove invading species of mesquite. 
Ranchers go to the trouble of burning, 
chaining and chemically controlling their 
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WHY YOU SHOULD OPEN YOUR IRA 
RETIREMENT PROGRAM WITH A COMPANY DEEPLY 

INVOLVED IN RETIREMENT PLANNING. 

Now that virtually every wage 
earner is eligible to shelter earnings 
in a tax-deferred IRA retirement 
program, the important question 
is: Where should you open it? 

There are anumber of significant 
and substantial reasons why you 
should consider Metropolitan, a 
company long involved with the 
management of retirement funds on 
which millions of Americans depend. 

Begin withthis. The most critical 
fact about an IRA is security: 
that the money will be there 
when you retire whether that's 
10, 20 or 30 years from now. 

Metropolitan makes sure of 
that. Unlike some other IRAs, the 
money you pay into Metropolitan's 
IRA is guaranteed. More than that, 
your money earns a competitive 
current interest rate with mini- 
mum rates guaranteed. There is 
none of the danger involved in 
speculative funds that can go down 
as easily as up. 

Furthermore, Metropolitan offers 
an optional benefit that will keep 
your payments going if you should 
become totally disabled and cannot 
continue to contribute yourself. 

One last thing. When the time 

comes foryoutoretire, Metropolitan 
will offer you a number of options 
for using your IRA to provide a 
guaranteed retirement income that 
you can't outlive. 

We make the purchase of an 
IRA easy and convenient. Just call 
a Metropolitan representative who 
is a trained professional willing to 
help you choose an IRA in an 
amount that best complements 
your other retirement benefits. 

Metropolitan | 

METROPOLITAN REALLY STANDS BY YOU. 
©1982 Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New York, N.Y 

Life/Health/Auto/Home/Retirement 



A post audit 
Considering that television is the main source of news for nearly 
two-thirds of the American public, Americans were shortchanged on 
information during the oil crises of 1973-74 and 1978-79. This is the 
finding of a study by the Media Institute, the independent, non-profit 
organization which monitors media coverage of business and eco- 
nomic issues. 

Not that the TV networks ignored either of those oil shortages. 
According to the study, they aired 1,462 news stories, totaling 391 
hours, not counting peripheral coverage, such as stories about alter- 
nate energy sources, personnel shuffles in the government's energy 
agencies, or tanker collisions. 

With all that coverage, where did the networks go wrong? Basi- 
cally in two interrelated areas—failure to properly describe the eco- 
nomic size of the crises and in overreliance on the government for 
information. The result was that blame for the shortages fell largely on 
the oil industry and solutions were almost exclusively predicated on 
government intervention. Little attention was paid on TV news to 
possible market solutions which, even in times of shortage, have a way 
of balancing supply and demand. . 

The Media Institute found that non-market solutions, essentially 
by government regulation, received 63 percent of the air time, while 
market solutions got only 21 percent. The reason for this becomes 
quickly apparent—according to the study, the networks used the 
government as their source of information 56 percent of the time, 
compared with 17.percent for the oil industry. 

This distorted approach to news-gathering inevitably led to some 
distorted conclusions on the air. 

TV viewers were deprived of a chance to gauge for themselves the 
economic dimensions of the two oil crises. They received a “distorted 
picture in which certain solutions became the focusof discussion, and 
in effect became the limits of the debate,” the Media Institute found. 
“Price mechanisms, which many economists and outside energy 
experts even then were discussing as the solution, were left out of that 
debate for the most part. The public, then, was led to believe that half 
the picture was in fact the whole picture.” 

The report challenges the networks to explain why the govern- 
ment received so little blame for its role in causing and prolonging the 
oil crises, or why so little attention was paid on the air to market 
solutions, such as deregulation of oil and price decontrol. The events of 
the past year have clearly demonstrated that the marketplace and its 
price mechanism are a potent force, not only in allocating the available 
supply, but also in expanding that supply. 

Given the power to shape public thought, TV news owed a. 
news-hungry audience the wherewithal to make an informed judgment 
about the oil shortages, and this it failed to do. 

Itis worth noting that TV news generally steered clear of reporting 
the study's findings. While the Wall Street Journal, TV Guide and the 
Associated Press provided excellent coverage and commentary, none 
of the major commercial networks saw fit to pick it up. 

The Media Institute report deserved wider dissemination, and the 
news media's failure to report it serves only to compound the errors of 
the media themselves. 
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Mobil 

mesquite to provide a more favorable 
growing climate for range grasses. When 
grass is re-established, the soil is broken 
up, more water percolates into the water 
table, erosion lessens, perennial streams 
are re-established and, quite often, even 
wildlife returns. 

Kenneth A. Lucas 
Phoenix 

Wrong Bird 

A robin hopped upon a branch 
And had his picture taken 
At TIME they labeled him a 

starling 
But they are quite mistaken! 

(March 1]. 
Grace Wavra 

Wheeling, W. Va. 

Forgotten Heroes 
In 1960 I went to Viet Nam as a 21- 

year-old Army nurse with stars in my 
eyes and trust in my heart. By the time I 
came back, the stars in my eyes had 
turned to tears and the trust had been re- 
placed by heartbreak, anger, resentment 
and confusion. I also carried with me an 
overwhelming love and respect for the 
young men who, like me, carried on the 
best they could in the most miserable 
physical and psychological situations. If 
there is one monument [Feb. 22] to one. 
soldier on the face of this: earth, there 
must be one for the G.Ls of Viet Nam, 
who gave as much as any who fought in 
earlier conflicts and, so far, have been re- 
warded only with medals of contempt 
and disinterest. 

Kay Zorn 
Willow Springs, Mo. 

Deaf Ears 

Regarding your article “Auto’s New 
Deal” (Jan. 25]: the U.A.W. agreement 
with GM may represent the first time in 
history that the union has thought of giv- 
ing up its negotiated benefits to help re- 
turn the auto makers to health. It is not, 
however, the first time we have acknowl- 
edged our stake in a healthy industry. Un- 
fortunately, all of our previous attempts 
fell on reluctant ears. 

As long ago as 1950, U.A.W. leader 
Walter Reuther told the manufacturers 
that their future was in the small, more 
fuel-efficient car. Management responded 
that they would run the business as they 
saw fit, and that labor should stick to rep- 
resenting its members. 

Larry R. London 
U.A.W. Committeeman, Local 420 

Akron 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed 
to TIME, Time & Life Building, Rockefeller Center, 
New York, N.Y. 10020, and should include the writ~ 
er’s full name, address and home telephone. Letters 
may be edited forpurposes of clarity orspace. 
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WHO WORRICS ABOUT 
YOUR CORPORATC POSTURE 

You may think it’s funny that someone i. . 
i. r could spend a lifetime catering to your position. : \e , 

Insisting that your bed be long enough to stretch (9\" ¢ 
your potential in. That your room be big and quiet 

enough to have a brainstorm in. 
Some would say it’ overprotective, creating an entire i: Ae Be z 

Executive Section, * just to give you a little executive REM a wns 
peace and quiet. But what can 
they expect from someone who << 
guarantees your reservation at the drop 
of a credit card number? 4 And foots 

@ your bill at another hotel if the 
promise can’t be kept? And even lets you 

change your = na as long as you call before 6 p.m.? 
You know a worrier. The one with over 520 lodges downtown, 
cra on the highway and outage “ae tL in the suburbs, so 

you're never far from “Splits sight. 
. all you want are the 

that won’t test your 
jie ine tee Es wae | SENSE Of humor, who’S the one you turn to every time? 

———==\ _IFITS NOTYOUR MOTHER, 
iin lt ITMUST BE HOWARD JOHNSONS 

For reservations, call your travel agent or call toll free 800-654-2000. 
é <ogimx *Being introduced in many lodges. 
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IT’S AWHOLE 
NE W MORNING! 

NEWS 
Co-anchors Bill Kurtis and Diane Sawyer 
bring wide-range experience to coverage 
of world and national news. Fast-paced, 
fresh and lively. 

PORTS 
Jim Kelly with what's happening and what's 
coming up. A complete round-up twice 
each morning. 

MONEY 
Jane Bryant Quinn casts a practiced eye on 
the economy—the nation’s and your own. 

ENTERTAINMENT 
Pat Collins on the aisle. Reviewing movies. 
Interviewing celebrities. Giving you the 
inside story. 

WEATHER, LAW, 
SCIENCE, HEALTH 

THE CBS 
MORNING NEWS 

WEEKDAYS 
©CBS NEWS 
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WHY PEOPLE WHO DON’T 
JOIN BOOK CLUBS ARE JOINING QPB 

Four reasons: 
Great books. Great 
authors. Great sav- 
ings. Great editions. ~ 
QPB books are 

softcover editions in a 
hardcover sizes, dura- 
bly bound and a ig 
on fine paper. But 
they cost up to 65% 
less than their hard- 516. The Book of Rock Lists. Dave 
cover counterparts. Marsh and Kevin Stein. QPB: $7.95 

% 8 520. Borges: A Reader. Edited by 
You don t judge a Emir Rodriguez Monegal and Alastair 

book by its cover, so Reid. Hardcover: $17.50 QPB: $7.95 
wh fi the 632. Dover Logic Books: Puzzles in 

y gd rital Math and Logic, Aaron J. Friedland; 
cover: My Best Puzzles in Logic and Reasoning, 

Hubert Phillips ("Caliban"); Test Your 
Logic, George J. Summers; Recreations 
in Logic, D.G. Wells. (4 Vols.) 
QPB: $7.50 

644. Pills That Don’t Work. Sidney 
M. Wolfe, M.D., Christopher M. 
Coley and the Health Research 
Group. Hardcover: $15 QPB: $5.95 

108. Build Your Own Furniture 
Peter Stamberg. QPB: $7.95 

Let’ try each other for 6months. 

200. The Art of Cooking for Two 
Coralie Castle and Astrid Newton, 
and One Pot Meals. Margaret Gin 
(2 Vols.) QPB: $10.90 

~ 229. Starting to Draw 
Wendon Blake. QPB: $5.95 

538. Brideshead Revisited 
Evelyn Waug! 
Hardcover: "$9, 95 QPB: $4.95 

Join now. Pick any 
3 books or sets for 
$leach-with no 
obligation to buy 
another book. 
485. The Book of Laughter and 
Forgetting. Milan Kundera 
Hardcover: $9.95 QPB: $4.95 

487. oo 's Women 
Thomas Berge: 
Hardcover: 3 95 QPB Ed: $6.95 

432. Celebrations of Life 
René Dubos 
Herdooveri $12.95 QPB Ed: $6.95 

645. Sauce for the Goose and 
Tunnel of Love (2 Vols.) 
Peter De Vries 
Hardcover: $18.90 QPB Ed: $9.50 

389. Sex in History. Reay Tannahill 
Hardcover: $17.95 QPB: $7.95 

Club, Inc., Middletown, Pa. 17057. 

381. The New York Times 
Book of Wine. Terry Robards 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: $5.95 

177. Let’s Go: The Guide to Budget 
Travel in the USA 1982. 
Written by the Harvard Student 
Agencies, Inc. Edited by Peter S. P. 
Sanborn. QPB: $5.95 

661. Washington Itself: An 
Informal Guide to the Capital of the 
United States. E.J. Applewhite 
Hardcover: $15.50 QPB: $7.95 

646. Letters: A Novel. John Barth 
Hardcover: $16.95 QPB: $9.50 

396. The Brand-X Anthology 
of Poetry: A Parody Anthology 
(Burnt Norton Edition). 
William Zaranka, Editor 
Hardcover: $17.95 QPB: $9.50 

183. The Art of Picture Framing 
Sherwood and Connie McCall 
QPB: $7.95 
651. Mrs. Harris. Diana Trilling 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: $7.95 

412. Modern Irish Short Stories 
Edited by Ben Forkner 
Preface by Anthony Burgess 
Hardcover: $15.95 QPB: $4.95 

439. Woody Allen Set: Side Effects, 
Without Feathers, Getting Even 
(3 Vols., Boxed) Woody Allen 
Hardcover: $26.85 QPB Ed: $10.95 

$10.95 $5.95 

532. From Bauhaus to Our House 
Tom Wolfe 
Hardcover: $10.95 QPB Ed: $5.95 
472. Special Effects in the Movies 
How = = It. John Culhane 
QPB: $8. 
233. King "2 the Confessors 
Thomas Hoving 
Hardcover: $16. "95 QPB Ed: $8.50 

512. The Gate of Heavenly Peace 
The Chinese and Their Revolution, 
1895-1980. Jonathan D. Spence 
Hardcover: $19.95 QPB Ed: $8.95 

397. The Unabridged Mark Twain, 
Vol. I. Edited by Lawrence Teacher 
QPB: $8.95 

114. The Unabridged Mark Twain, 
Vol. II. Edited by Lawrence Teacher 
QPB: $8.95 

116. Information Please Almanac 
Atlas and Yearbook 1982. 
Hardcover: $9.95 QPB: $4.95 

447. Myths of Greece and Rome 
Thomas Bulfinch. Compiled by 
Bryan Holme. QPB: $8.95 

454. Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase 
& Fable. Centenary Edition, 
Revised. Edited by lvor H. Evans 
Hardcover: $25.95 QPB Ed: $12.95 

465. Taking the Quantum Leap 
¢ New Physics for Nonscientists. 

Fred Alan Wolf. QPB: $7.95 

643. Dun & Bradstreet’s Guide to 
$Your Investments$™ 1982 (27th 
Edition). C. Colburn Hardy 
Hardcover: $15.95 QPB: $7.95 
The title $Your Investments$ is a 
registered trademark of Harper & 
Row, Publishers. 

Quality 
Please enroll me in opps and send the 3 choices I've listed below. 
Bill me $3, plus shipping and handling charges. | understand that | 
am not required to buy another book. You will send me QPB 
Review (if my account is in good standing) for 6 months. If 1 have 
not bought and paid for at least | book in every six-month period, 
you = | cancel my membership. A shipping and handling charge 

to each shipment. QB 188-3 

Indicate by number the 
3 books or sets you want etl = nd 

N 2- 
(Please print clearly) 
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(oS a es ee 
How membership works. 
1. You receive QPB Review 
15 times each year (about 
every 34% weeks). Each 
issue reviews a new Main 
Selection, plus scores of 
Alternates. QPB books are 
softcover editions in hard- 
cover sizes, but they cost up 
to 65% less. 
2. If you want the Main 
Selection do nothing. It will 
be se to you automati- 
cally. If you want one or more 
Alternate books—or no book 
at all—indicate your decision 
on the Reply Form always 
enclosed and return it by the 
date specified. 
3. Bonus books for Bonus 

Points. For each QPB book 
or set you take (except for the 
books in this offer), you earn 
Bonus Points which entitle 
you to choose any of our soft- 
pied books. You pay only 
% ing and handling —— 

turn privilege. If QPB 
Soman is delayed and you 
receive the Main Selection 
without having had 10 days to 
notify us, you may return it for 
credit at our expense. 
5. Cancellations. You may 
cancel membership at any 
time by notifying QPB. We 
may cancel your membership 
if you elect not to buy and pay 
for at least one book in every 
six-month peri 

Prices generally higher in Canada. 

578. Einstein’s Universe. Nigel 
Calder. Hardcover: $10 QPB: 3. 95 

657. Who Killed Karen Silkwood? 
Howard Kohn 
Hardcover: $16.95 QPB: $7.95 

596. The Solar Age Resource Book 
Editors of ‘Solar Age’ magazine 
QPB: $7.95 

598. A History of Narrative Film 
David A. Cook 
Hardcover: $24.95 QPB: $11.95 

327. Riddley Walker. Russell Hoban 
Hardcover: $13.95 QPB Ed: $6.95 
330. The Poetry of Robert Frost 
Edited by Edward Connery Lathem 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: $6.95 

349. The Art of Calligraphy 
A Practical Guide. Marie Angel 
QPB: $5.95 
658. Pinball. Jerzy Kosi 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: 174 50 

QPB The first 
book club 
for smart 
people 
who 
aren't rich. 



wires D. McNown, a semiretired 
chiropractor, moved away from the 

Ridgemark Country Club last year. 
About 2 in. He did the same the year be- 
fore. First the living room and an upstairs 
bedroom moved, then the library and 
kitchen. The garage, or at least one side of 
it, followed a little later. Walls cracked, 
ceilings split and doors jammed. Before 
long, scientists and sightseers were arriv- 
ing by the busload. 

McNown is not a victim of termites or 
building-code violations. Rather, the Cal- 
averas fault—a tributary of the mighty 
San Andreas fault three miles away— 
runs right under his house in Hollister, 
Calif. (pop. 11,430), 85 miles south of San 
Francisco. The local Chamber of Com- 

merce likes to stress the area’s lush walnut 
and apricot groves, burgeoning industrial 
base and commuting proximity to “Sili- 
cone Valley.’ But some Hollister boosters 
have a catchier slogan for their communi- 
ty: THE EARTHQUAKE CAPITAL OF THE 
WORLD. Indeed, the San Andreas fault, 
largest of the 32 active and inactive inci- 
sions in San Benito County, stretches out 
its tightened muscles several times a day, 
sending shudders through the sandstone 
and loamy soil. Most of the temblors are 
minor, and only the 275 seismographs 
and other instruments screwed into the 
soil hereabouts pick up the rumble. The 
equipment is so sensitive that it can dis- 
tinguish the footfalls of humans from 
those of deer. 

About once a month, though, the 
juice glasses at Jerry’s Restaurant on San 
Felipe Road rattle in the rack, and the 
forest of real estate signs on San Benito 
Street shiver at the crest of a quake scor- 
ing 3 or more on the Richter scale. When 
a 5.9 quake snaked through town in Au- 

American Scene 

In California: Tremors on the Fault 
gust 1979, Tricia Brem was in labor at 
Hazel Hawkins Memorial Hospital; her 
bed rolled across the room and slammed | 
into the opposite wall. During the same 
quake, Store Owner Fernando Gonzalez 
watched $30,000 worth of liquor somer- 
sault from his shelves. Gonzalez was a 
new man to the liquor business, and an 
oldtimer cracked, “He should have put 
his best whisky on the back of the shelf.” 
Gonzalez still has not made up his losses, 
but he has learned to pen in his bottles 
with wire. 

Denying seismophobia is a matter of 
civic pride in San Benito County. Ex- 
plains Edna Martin, manager of the 
Howard Manor apartments in Hollister: 
“You get used to the small ones. You 

Bikers in Hollister taking a closeup look at the San perow fault on a sunny ima 

feel the rumble, but that is about all. 
Five years ago, the water in the pool 
flowed back and forth, and we had to 
fill it. But I try not to panic my tenants. 
We have an ideal climate here. We are 
close to everything. You adapt.” Adds 
David G. Edwards, director of mental- 
health services in the county: “I have 
not treated a single case of earthquake 
anxiety yet.’ Edwards works in Hollis- 
ter but lives 40 miles away in Monterey, 
out of prime temblor territory. 

Downtown Hollister could be mistak- 
en for a Trailways comfort stop. Diagonal 
parking off San Benito Street allows pick- 
up-truck owners to park comfortably and 
shop at shabby stores with dusty win- 
dows. Normally San Benito Street is dark 
by 9 o'clock, except for the glare of 
neon from car dealerships and fast-food 
kiosks. Two blocks away, in a tree-shaded 
neighborhood of modest bungalows, is the 
new county administration building. The 
old building, a Victorian pile put up in 
1886, was destroyed in 1961. You guessed 
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You are blind. A student. 
Facing four years of college. With 
about thirty-two textbooks to 
read. Plus fifty supplemental texts. 
How are you going to manage? 

With Recording for the Blind. 
Since 1951, we've helped over 
53,000 blind, perceptually and 
physically handicapped students 
get through school. By sending 
them recordings of the books they 
need to read. Free. 

Recording for the Blind is 
non-profit, and supported by 
volunteers and contributions from 
people like you who can jmagine 
whatit's like to be blind. 

Your tax-deductible donation 
will help our students meet their 
educational goals. We'd all be 
grateful. 

If you wantto know more 
aboutus, — 

for the Blind 
an educational lifeline. 

Station E,215 East 58th Street, 
New York, New York 10022 

(212) 751-0860. 

Recording 
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It takes more than April showers and a green 
thumb to grow a successful crop. 

And sometimes theres more to a steel company 
HeEIOMOEN@ leet leat lelekeucs 

At United States Steel theres a lot more —and 
one of the ways were growing in strength is through 
our USS Agri-Chemicals Division, one of the leading 
producers of phosphatic and nitrogen fertilizers. 
Fertilizers that help farmers maximize their growing 
ele) Caster Reve ticae-li\menlllt@ ete e-(anas 

Over the years, our Agri-Chemicals Division 
has been expanding to help meet the increasing 
demand for fertilizers and crop protection chemicals. 

They also supply a large variety of other farm 
products, through more than 7,000 independent 
farm supply stores. 

Things dont grow on wishful thinking. And at 
United States Steel our dreams of growth, like the 
successful farmers, are becoming a hard-earned 
reality. USS Agri-Chemicals Division is one of the 
Teslelevurvelmucr\eece @melelmureniuienieler\y 

Helping to rebuild the American Dream. ) 

United States Steel, 600 Grant St, Pittsburgh, PA 15230 



Nothing brightens up an audience like a star from the 
world of sport. And the Sports Illustrated Speakers 
Bureau has 2000 of them ready to sparkle at sales meet- 
ings, award dinners, conventions, store openings or 
wherever else the color and excitement of sports can help 
you shine. 

For more information contact Keith Morris, Director, 

SI Athletes Service Program and Speakers Bureau, Time 
& Life Bldg., New York, N.Y. 10020. (212) 841-3338-9 

Sens Tinsitated 
Speakers Bureau 

| American Scene 
it: an earthquake and 400 aftershocks did 
the damage 

Earthquakes aside, Hollister has 
small claim to fame. When Babe Ruth 
arrogantly pointed his finger toward the 
outfield wall and then hit a home run to 
that spot against the Chicago Cubs in 
1932, it was a Hollister boy, Charlie 
Root, who served up the pitch. Motor- 
cyclists have long gathered amid the 
rolling hills outside town for rallies and 
roguery. Back in 1947 the bikers rum- 
bled into Hollister and lounged around 
the main street until some boys from 
the Elks’ Lodge poured beer on them 
from their second-floor meeting room. 
The infuriated bikers terrorized the 
town, riding their cycles into bars and 
through the lobby of the old Hartman 
Hotel. The tumult inspired a Marlon 
Brando movie, The Wild One. 

At the Hollister Hills Recreational 
Park south of town, whole packs of mild- 
mannered motorcyclists ride up and 
down the fault every weekend for $1.50 a 
day. Campers arriving early enough can 
pitch their tents or park their vans right 
on the fault line and get a closeup look at 
the offset streams, broken rock forma- 
tions and hills forged by the geologic 
scraping. The park, according to local 
Businessman Howard Harris, “has the 
most active movement in the world,” with 
an average creep of 11 mm (.44 in.) each 
day. But visitors expecting to see a gaping 
fracture in the earth’s surface are usually 
disappointed. In fact, erosion and fill 
camouflage the San Andreas fault along 
most of its 600-mile length 

ne block from the fault, Joe Crevea, 
70, and three of his friends on San 

Juan Bautista’s volunteer fire department 
sit for hours on the “liars’ bench” in front 
of the shoe-repair store. Old Joe guesses 
he has been in 100 quakes but never walks 
up to view the fault, fearing the fire alarm 
may scream while he is gone. His noncha- 
lance is widely shared. “It is like living 
next to the Mississippi River,” says a San 
Juan Bautista housewife. 

Some of the natives are not above 
making a few bucks off their adversity. At 
the Fault Line Restaurant in San Juan 
Bautista, the previous owner called him- 
self Sam Andreas and offered free meals 
to patrons on the premises when a quake 
of 3.5 or better struck. Becky McGovern, 
owner of the Mariposa House Restaurant 
in San Juan Bautista, wants to have an 
“earthquake festival” along the fault to at- 
tract visitors this summer. Some years ago 
in Hollister, Newspaper Publisher Mil- 
lard Hoyle suggested an earthquake car- 
nival of his own. It called for, among other 
things, a macabre ride in a room that 
“would simulate a five” on the Richter 
scale. The scheme was turned down 

The offset curbs, sinking streets and 
chipped cement steps in Hollister testify to 
the fault’s ornery nature. To appreciate its 
sheer power, a trip to Almaden’s Cienega 
Winery ten miles to the south is instruc- 
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AT THE END OF THE DAY, EVEN A FIRE 
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Waring: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
16 mg ‘‘tar:’ 1.1 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Mar:81 
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100 YEARS OF POWER, PRIDE, 
LUST AND SHAME. 

One dynasty, Two brothers. Four generations. One hundred 
years in the lives of an indomitable Italian family caught 
up in the tumultuous events of the CENTURY. 

Fred Mustard Stewart carves a CENTURY of time into a 
passionate epic novel that sweeps from Sicilian prison 
cells to Fifth Avenue mansions; from Brooklyn ghettoes to 
Hollywood brass beds; from Chanel’s gowns to Mussolini's 
Blackshirts. CENTURY. 

“It has everything! Characters who live, scenes that 
linger, action that sets the pulse racing, and finally 
the glamour of films and fashion...rich, exciting, 
convincing” —John Barkham Reviews. 

A SIGNET PAPERBACK BESTSELLER 
A BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB ALTERNATE SELECTION 

Moving? 
Make sure TIME 
moves with you: 
1. Send us the mailing label on | 

the front of this magazine to 
let us know your old address. 

ag aa 
S. NATORVWIDE BESTSELLER 

2. Write your new address below. 

3. Mail this coupon to: 
TIME 
541 North Fairbanks Ct. 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

CD Please send TIME to my new address: 

oe 
., eens Rusted P Mr/Ms. (please print) 

Address Apt. No. 

City State Zip For anything that Sticks or Squeaks. 

Use in house, shop or car. Protects 
against rust, cleans and lubricates. 

It really works. 

Please give us 4 weeks’ notice if you plan to 
change your address. 

To enter a new subscription or renew your cur- 
rent subscription, order gift subscriptions or have 
your name removed from the TIME mailing list, 
please write to the address above. T1017 

Pe ee 
American Scene 

tive. From afar, nothing seems amiss: 
manicured vines growing Cabernet, Pinot 
Noir and Chardonnay grapes sweep to 
the base of the Gabilan Mountains. Up 
close, the scene is not so idyllic: the San 
Andreas splits the winery building like a 
conveyor belt. On the North American 
plate, employees are playing basketball. 
Across the road, on the Pacific plate, 
there is a seminar for salesmen in a con- 
ference center. Half of the 5,330-gal. oak- 
en tanks of stored wine are on the Ameri- 
can plate, while the rest are sliding by, 
ever so slowly, on the Pacific plate; if they 
maintained present course and speed, 
they would arrive in San Francisco in a 
few millenniums. The gray, wooden posts 

2 
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Geologic cracks in a winery drainage ditch 

serving as door jambs have moved 12 in. 
to the right. Outside, a drainage ditch 
zagged 18 in. Fire-fighting water lines 
that cross the fault have flexible joints to 
allow for earth movement. 

But Almaden is not going anywhere. 
Neither is Crevea or Martin. One Berke- 
ley geologist confronted a homeowner 
and urged her to move, since she lived on 
the Calaveras fault that parallels West 
Street in Hollister. She shooed him off, 
saying, “It’s my home.” 

That is a normal reaction, according 
to U.C.L.A. Sociologist Ralph H. Turner, 
who spent two years studying the con- 
cerns of Southern Californians. Says he: 
“We don’t worry about threats or risks 
unless they are highly probable and immi- 
nent. When we are confronted with 
threats about which we can do nothing, 
we react by denial. It keeps our sanity.” 

As for McNown, 63, he has hunkered 
down for a long struggle. He has installed 
a wooden shim to hold his garage togeth- 
er, and he has poured 80 yds. of concrete 
to reinforce the foundation. “I grew up in 
this house,” he explains. “It has always 
been my home. Others can leave. I am not 
overcome with fear. Besides, I like the 
craftsmanship.” —By Joseph J. Kane 
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Everywhere you look these days, it’s 
$600 for a transmission job here, $400 
for engine repairs there. 

It’s gotten to the point where even 
the remote possibility of major repairs 
is enough to worry anyone. 

Until now. 
Because now you can cut those 

worries down to a more manageable 
$25. And keep them that way for up to 
five full years. 

Introducing the Ford Extended 
Service Plan—for purchasers of Ford 
or Lincoln-Mercury cars or light trucks. 

Here’s how it protects you. 
The Extended Service Plan covers 

thousands of parts, including major 

Now you can shrink a $600 car repair down to $25. 
repairs. And promises no parts or labor 
charges, except a small $25 deductible 
each time you bring your car in. No 
matter how many different covered 
parts need to be fixed. 

Which means you can go to any one 
of 6,500 Ford or Lincoln-Mercury 
Dealers across North America, and the 
most you'll pay is $25 for any covered 
repairs. 

Plus there’s much more. With plans 
ranging up to 5 years/50,000 miles of 
maximum protection. See your Dealer 
for all the details on how to shrink car 
repair worries down to size. 

Ask for Ford Motor Company’s 
Extended Service Plan by name. 

Ford Extended Service Plan 
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A Lot of Show, but No Tell | 
The U. S. e U.S. bungles its evidence of foreign subversion in El Salvador 

\ 
There were briefings and 
consultations, complete 
with spy-plane pictures 
and closed-door revela- 
tions of secret intercepts 

l | It may have been the most 
intense national security 

information campaign since President 
Kennedy went public with graphic docu- 
mentation of the Cuban missile threat 20 
years ago. The purpose of the blitz was to 
convince skeptics of the correctness of the 
Administration’s approach to the critical 
problems of El Salvador and its neigh- 
bors—namely, that the struggles in Cen- 
tral America are not simply indigenous re- 

| volts but rather are crucial battlegrounds 
in a broad East-West confrontation 

Facing a credibility gap at home 
and abroad, the Reagan Administration 
sought to prove that the fire raging in El 
Salvador is primarily fueled by Soviet- 

sponsored subversion spread by Cuban 
surrogates and the Sandinista govern- 
ment of Nicaragua. In that extreme and 
simple form, their case is as yet unproved, 
and indeed—by the very nature of these 
conflicts—may never be. In a lesser 
form—that there is significant involve- 

| ment by Cuba and Nicaragua—the case is 
| almost self-evident 

The campaign, to say the least, had its 
problems. In fact, the inability of the Ad- 
ministration to line up convincing wit- 
nesses would have seemed farcical were 
the matter not so serious. First there 
was the so-called “smoking Sandinista,” 
grandly touted as a captured Nicaraguan 
commando who had helped lead the insur- 
rection in El Salvador. But when police let 
him loose to show the way to one of his pur- 
ported contacts, he disappeared into San 
Salvador’s Mexican embassy, which said 

he was only a student and granted him 
asylum. Then there were two Nicaraguan 
air force defectors who were scheduled to 
bear witness to their country’s involve- 
ment in El Salvador but by week’s end 

were judged “not ready” to face the press 

Finally, there was a young Nicaraguan 
soldier who was produced by the State De- 
partment but then promptly repudiated 

his previous statements about being 
trained in Cuba and Ethiopia and having 
been sent into El Salvador by his govern- 
ment. The U.S. did have solid evidence ofa 
major military buildup in Nicaragua, and 
former high national security officials 
were persuaded by still secret intelligence 

that the Sandinistas were helping the El 
Salvador rebels. Nonetheless, the blunders 

18 

and bad luck over the live witnesses to that 
subversion greatly undermined the Ad- 
ministration’s plausibility 

Presiding over this curious series of 
public presentations was the prime propo- 

nent of the Administration’s us-ys.-them 
world view, Secretary of State Alexander 

Haig. “This situation is global in charac- 
ter,” he told a Senate Appropriations Sub- 
committee last week. “The problem is 
worldwide Soviet interventionism that 
poses an unprecedented challenge to the 
free world. Anyone attempting to debate 
the prospects for a successful outcome in 

El Salvador who fails to consider the Sovi- 
et menace is dealing with only the leg or 
the trunk of the elephant.” 

Haig has been out front on the El Sal- 
vador issue from the first days of the Ad- 
ministration. He overcame objections by 
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger 
that it did not make military sense to 

stake so large a claim on such an uncer- 
tain battlefield and by top White House 
advisers who were reluctant to detract na- 
tional attention from the President’s eco- 
nomic program. Convinced that this bat- 
tle would be cleanly and quickly won, the 



Secretary of State designated El Salvador 
as the location for a U.S. showdown—not 
just with a band of 6,000 leftist guerrillas, 
who were then in disarray, but with the 
international Communist threat. At one 
of his first staff meetings, TIME has 
learned, Haig delivered a stemwinding 
speech about the need for the U.S. to stop 
being pushed around by Soviet proxies in 
the Third World. By calling for an end to 
the policies of accommodation that Jim- 
my Carter had pursued with the emerging 
revolutionary government in Nicaragua, 
Haig sought to establish quickly his hard- 
line credentials within the new conserva- 
tive Administration. 

In Haig’s view, accommodation with 
the Marxist, pro-Cuban Sandinistas was 
foolish because Nicaragua was already 
“lost.”” Meanwhile, the government of El 
Salvador, which has committed itself to 
land reform and fair elections, stands 
threatened by subversion; E! Salvador’s 

| conquest by leftist rebels would have a fall- 
ing-domino effect on the fragile democrat- 
ic government in neighboring Honduras 
as well as the insurgency-threatened right- 
ist regime in Guatemala. Haig’s ultimate 

fear is that the entire region, from Mexico 
to Panama, might fall into the Soviet orbit, 
which would not only threaten America’s 
vital security interests, but would also 
show the world that the U.S. is unable to 
contain the spread of Communism even in 
its own backyard 

his concern about the spread of 
Communism in the region is clear- 
ly legitimate. Thus the conflict, in 
its possible consequences if not its 

origin, is indeed part of the East-West ri- 
valry. But a stark East-West emphasis ob- 

scures the deeper reasons for turmoil in the 
Central American isthmus (see following 

story). Much of the unrest in these coun- 

tries stems from indigenous problems, 
most notably, as former State Department 
Official William Bowdler puts it, “the leg- 
acy of exploitation and abuse of the im- 
poverished majority by the privileged 
few.” By underplaying these factors, the 
U.S. often ends up backing regimes that 
turn out to be doomed—and perhaps de- 
serve to be. Meanwhile, the Soviets benefit 
from having popular rebel movements 
pushed into their embraces, despite the 
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ample record of the brutality of Commu- 
nist regimes 

Another potential consequence of the 
Administration’s heated rhetoric is that 
the region could eventually be divided 
along ideological lines, provoking a gener- 
al war pitting the military establishments 
of El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala 
against Nicaragua and the region’s leftist 
insurgents. Ironically, that possibility is 
further strengthened by widespread talk 
about a negotiated settlement, one conse- 
quence of which would be to drive the right 
into even more desperate acts. On balance, 
by leaping voice first into an anti-Soviet 
showdown in Central America, the Ad- 
ministration may well have alienated 
many of the moderate elements it hoped 
to bolster 

President Reagan tried to address 
these problems last month, in a thoughtful 
and moderate speech that outlined his 
Caribbean Basin Initiative. That program 
sought to stress the economic and social 
needs of the region and promote a multi- 
national approach to its problems. Last 
week, however, the Administration’s fo- 
cus shifted back to the military and strate- 
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57-mm antitank gun, enlarged on right. In motor-pool area, lower left, are some of the 1,000 trucks provided the Sandinistas by East Germany 
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gic aspects of the Central American 
turmoil. 

The new offensive began with a 
slide show for the press, in the State 
Department's Dean Acheson Audito- 
rium. John Hughes, deputy director 
of the Defense Intelligence Agency, 
accompanied by CIA Deputy Director 
Bobby Inman, displayed 36 declassi- 
fied aerial photographs, documenting 
a massive military buildup by the 

| Sandinista government since the 1979 
revolution that ousted right-wing 
Dictator Anastasio (“Tacho”) So- 
moza. Not only was this buildup far in 
excess of Nicaragua's legitimate de- 
fensive needs, said Hughes, but “the 
fingerprints we find in every case are 
the Cubans’.” 

Hughes identified 36 new mili- 
tary bases that have sprung up in the 

have grown from a 5,000-man guer- 
| rilla band, when they first took power, 
into a combined army, militia and re- 
serve force of 70,000. “Most of these 
garrison areas are built along Cuban 
design,” Hughes said. “We see the 
Soviet-style obstacle course and phys- 
ical-training area. This is the pattern 
we saw time and time again in Nica- 
ragua. It’s the pattern we've already seen 
time and again in Cuba.” To prove it, he 

past two years. The Sandinista forces pe 

juxtaposed a photograph of a Cuban com- | 
pound next to the Nicaraguan one. They | 
matched. Hughes also pointed out a mock- | 
up of an airfield. Said he: “This is the kind 
of field where you train commandos how 
to attack and destroy aircraft with explo- 
sive charges. This is reminiscent, of course, 
of the Ilopango raid in El Salvador in Jan- 
uary. These are not for the defense of Nic- 
aragua. They are primarily for the projec- 
tion of power in an unconventional way.” 
The construction, he said, is supervised | 
by 2,000 Cuban military advisers in | 

Nicaragua. 
The photographs also disclosed a | 

growing cache of Soviet matériel, includ- 
ing 25 aging but still potent T-55 battle 
tanks, twelve heavy howitzers, twelve ar- 
mored personnel carriers and two attack 
helicopters. Runways at four airfields had 
been enlarged, Hughes said, to accommo- 
date MiG-21 fighters. Fifty Nicaraguan 
pilots, he charged, are training in Bulgaria 

| and Cuba. Inman summed up the implica- 
tions of the slides. Said he: “The military 
structure being built up is clearly here to 
support the move on into a bastion [for ex- 
porting revolution], as we saw in Cuba. But 
this time there aren't the ocean barriers. 

| It’s not an island. You can move more rap- 
idly into the other Central American 
countries,” 

The CIA’s slide presentation did pro- 
vide unmistakable evidence of a military 
buildup that Nicaragua’s leaders have 
hitherto minimized. Nonetheless, Sandi- 
nista leaders were quick to dispute many of 
the charges. “There is not a single foreign 
soldier in Nicaragua,” insisted Sergio Ra- 
mirez, a member of the country’s three- 
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Nicaraguan Soldier Tardencilla at press conference 

“The only foreigner I know of who was fighting.” 

man ruling junta. “How could we hide 
2,000 Cuban soldiers in a country this 
size?” Agriculture Minister Jaime Whee- 
lock, who was in the U.S. for his own pub- 
licity offensive, called the Hughes briefing, | 
a bit redundantly, a case of “excessive hys- 
teria”; he noted that the airport expansion 
program was actually begun by Somoza at 
US. insistence. They justified the military 
buildup as necessary in the face of Ameri- 
can belligerency. Said Bayardo Arce, a 
member of the Sandinista nine-man na- 
tional directorate: “Your leaders are forc- 
ing us to take dramatic measures. We ex- 
pect an invasion any day. Look at these 
declarations of Haig! After words might 
come action.” 

Ha Major military base 

} JA Fighter airfield (under const.) 
|| aa Armored battalion 

t 

| Sandinista dictatorship. Both the House 

Sandinista fears of American in- 
tervention were unfortunately given 
credibility by two stories—clearly 
based on leaks—that appeared in the 
U.S. press last week. Ina piece by Bob 
Woodward (of Watergate fame) and 
Patrick Tyler, the Washington Post 
said that President Reagan had ap- 
proved a $19 million CIA plan to cre- 
ate a 500-member paramilitary force 
of Latin Americans to “disrupt” the 
Nicaraguan regime. The next day, 
the New York Times said that the 
US. was providing the money for co- 
vert support of individuals and orga- 
nizations within Nicaragua, in an 
attempt to bolster that country’s mod- 
erate elements, but had rejected any 
paramilitary action. The Times story 
quoted Inman’s dismissal of the Post's 
allegations about more provocative 
activities: “I would suggest to you that 
$19 million, or $29 million, isn’t going 
to buy you much of any kind these 
days.” 

“Everything in the Post story was 
true,” Republican Barry Goldwater 
of Arizona, who heads the Senate 
committee, told TIME. “They didn’t 
have everything, but everything they 
had is true.” At a meeting of the Na- 

tional Security Council last November, 
Reagan approved approximately $19 mil- 
lion to recruit, train and supply a small 
military force, in conjunction with certain 
right-wing governments in Latin Ameri- 
ca, including Argentina. Some of the mon- 
ey was earmarked for support of groups in- 
side Nicaragua that are opposed to a 

and Senate Intelligence committees were 
informed late last year of the Administra- 
tion’s covert plan to weaken Nicaragua. 

ganizing pro-Somoza exiles in 
D Florida and elsewhere into a 
counterforce that would “keep the Sandi- 
nistas off guard and on the defensive,” as 
one of TIME’s sources puts it. That idea was 
abandoned fairly early during the Reagan 
presidency, after CIA station chiefs 
weighed in with persuasive arguments 
that it would be against U.S. interests in 
Central America to appear to be associat- 
ed with a Somoza restoration movement. 
With Administration approval, the agen- 
cy has apparently concentrated on recruit- 
ing disgruntled Sandinistas and other anti- 
Somoza Nicaraguans for the paramilitary 
group. But recruitment has proceeded 
slowly, in part because exile communities 
in Florida have been heavily infiltrated by 
Cuban agents. According to one source, 
the principal goal of the paramilitary 
group is to unsettle Nicaragua by such sub- 
versive acts as blowing up bridges and 
power plants. Another source said that the 
purpose of the group was slightly more 
benign: the CIA simply wanted to have 
“assets” in place if the Sandinista govern- 
ment collapsed on its own because of do- 

uring the Carter Administration, 
there was high-level interest in or- 
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mestic unrest caused by food shortages 
and the deterioration of public services. 

Stories that the U.S. is financing covert 
operations in Nicaragua play directly into 
the hands of the Sandinistas. They contrib- 
ute to the widespread impression that the 
US. is as ham-fisted as ever in its approach 
to Central America, discourage Washing- 
ton’s remaining friends in the area and 
seem to justify the Sandinistas in seeking 
Cuban (if not Soviet) protection. Thus, the 
publicity may require the Government to 
review the feasibility of the operation, even 
though it could be validly considered a 
proper adjunct to U.S. diplomatic goals. 
Complained one high Administration offi- 
cial: “The leak was devastating.” Indeed, 
the consequence of a pattern of such leaks 
would be to cripple U.S. intelligence 
action anywhere in the world 

The evidence of Nicaragua’s 
military buildup was only the first 
step in what was supposed to be a 
justification of the Administration’s 
policies in Central America. The 
second—and crucial—step was to 
establish a firm link between that 
buildup and Sandinista support for, 
and even direction of, the rebel ef- 
fort in El Salvador. But Haig decid- 
ed to avoid any discussion of El Sal- 
vador in the State Department's 

briefing because there were not 
enough declassified data available 
to make a compelling case for the 
link. The Administration insists 
that its evidence of outside arms 
shipments to the El Salvador rebels 
is based partly on information gath- 
ered by undercover agents, and can- 

| not be discussed without compro- 
mising confidential sources. 

Some of this material, however, 
was presented by Haig and CIA Di- 
rector William Casey in a classified 
briefing to a bipartisan group of 26 
former security officials and advis- 
ers. Although these experts did not 
wholeheartedly endorse the Ad- 

ministration view that the Salvador- 
an guerrillas are actually controlled 
by Cuba and Nicaragua, they 
agreed that external forces were 
playing an important role in the Sal- 
vadoran struggle. Said Sol Linowitz, 

any evidence of outside interference in El 
Salvador, it is imperative it be brought for- 
ward. We want to support Administration 
policy, but we find it difficult to do so.” 
Said Vermont Democrat Patrick Leahy: 
“We are having trouble with your contra- 
dictory statements. This is hard on those of 
us who must make policy, and hard on the 
American people who want to get behind 
that policy.” 

Despite its doubts about Administra- 
tion policy, a House Foreign Affairs Sub- 
committee voted last week to postpone ac- 
tion on a bill that would have prohibited 
any military aid for El Salvador. Still 
pending on Capitol Hill are a host of other 
inhibiting resolutions. One calls on the El 
Salvador government to negotiate a settle- 

one of the negotiators of the Pana- 
ma Canal Treaty: “We found it so- 
bering and reason for concern. We found 
what we were shown to be credible and 
quite persuasive.” Added Jimmy Carter's 
National Security Adviser, Zbigniew 
Brzezinski: “Disturbing.” William Rogers, 
Richard Nixon’s first Secretary of State, 
called the case “overwhelming” and add- 
ed that it was the “duty of patriotic Ameri- 
cans to support their government when its 
position is sound.” 

Administration critics in Congress re- 
mained skeptical. Even Senate Republi- 
cans chided Haig for the absence of proof 
when he appeared before the Appropria- 
tions Subcommittee. “Your policy is being 
questioned by the American people, and 
abandoned by friend and foe alike,” said 
Wisconsin’s Robert Kasten. “If you have 
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ment with the rebels; an even stronger one 
would cut off military aid to El Salvador 
unless negotiations are started. The most 
comprehensive bill of all was proposed on 
Friday by- Democratic Senators Paul 
Tsongas of Massachusetts and Christo- 
pher Dodd of Connecticut, two of the Ad- 
ministration’s leading critics. It would re- 
quire prior congressional consent for any 
military aid or covert action in Central 
America. In practice, this would make co- 
vert action all but impossible. Said Tson- 
gas: “We're on the verge of a kind of 1950s 
intervention policy. The domino theory 
does work, but we’re going to be the ones to 
knock down that first domino” by driving 

Central American countries into the “Cu- 
ban embrace.” 

Mitterrand after meeting with Reagan at the White House 

On Central America: “Our analysis is different.” 

The skepticism on Capitol Hill is 
partly a reaction to the Administration's 
overblown talk about outside influences 
threatening El Salvador. Yet it is also a 
cause of such rhetoric. With its increased 
but scatter-brained role in foreign affairs, 
Congress has tended to become a trouble- 
some partner for the White House, under- 
mining the ability of any Administration 
to sustain a coherent program. Haig be- 
lieves that the only way to avoid a paraly- 
sis of policy is to persuade Congressmen 
that the fate of the Western world depends 
on their action. 

Congress has been bolstered in its 
skepticism by the attitude of American 
friends abroad. In London last week, De- 
nis Healey, the pro-American shadow 

reso’ Foreign Secretary of Britain’s Labor 
~~ Party, warned: “There is a growing 

feeling in Europe that the US. is 
drifting into a very dangerous pos- 
ture in Central America. Armed in- 
tervention by American forces in 
these countries would be a histor- 
ic blunder.” Actually, of course, 
armed intervention is politically 
close to impossible, which is one 
reason why tough Administration 
rhetoric does not get anywhere. 

rance has maintained friend- 
ly relations with Nicaragua 
out of the conviction that 
such sympathy will help keep 

the country from moving into the 

has even sold “defensive” weapons 
to the Sandinista government. Rea- 
gan raised this issue when President 
Francois Mitterrand visited Wash- 
ington last week. Said Reagan: “We 
discussed all facets of it.” Mitter- 
rand said that the warm and cordial 
meeting was too short to resolve 
any disputes over Central America 
Explained Mitterrand later: “Our 
analysis is different from the start. I 
think these people must come out of 
the economic misery in which they 
are held by the oligarchy. This re- 
quires comprehension from the 
West, or these countries will seek 
support elsewhere.” 

President José Lopez Portillo of 
Mexico feels that tension in the re- 
gion could be reduced through di- 

rect discussions between Washington and 
Havana. Said he last week: “I am absolute- 
ly certain that Cuba is willing to negotiate 
all the questions worrying the security of 
the U.S.” Haig and Cuban Vice President 
Carlos Rafael Rodriguez met secretly last 
November in Mexico City, and Haig indi- 
cated in his Senate testimony last week 
that there have been other secret discus- 
sions. Said the Secretary: “I can assure you 

the President has never rejected the con- 
cept of exploring every conceivable means 
possible. Discussions have involved all the 
contributors to the crisis, Cuba and the So- 
viet Union as well.” 

For all that, the Administration still 
fears that negotiations would only provide 
a screen for an eventual left-wing victory. 
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Soviet orbit. Despite U.S. dismay, it | 
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Moreover, the Administration keeps in- 
sisting, perhaps unnecessarily, that the 
key to its case must be whether it can pro- 
vide clear evidence that the Nicaraguans, 
and their Soviet and Cuban mentors, have 
in fact played a controlling (rather than 
just a shadowy but significant) part in the 
E] Salvador civil war. To his critics, Haig is 
stilla long way from making that case con- 
vincing. A “white paper” issued by the 
State Department in February 1981 cited 
“proof” that rebel arms were being chan- 
neled by Cuba and the Soviet Union 
through Nicaragua; the evidence was slop- 
pily presented and exaggerated in some 
cases, opening the Administration to 
charges of fraud. Last week the State De- 
partment had problems producing the two 
defectors from the Nicaraguan Air Force 
who were supposed to tell of their involve- 
ment in the Salvadoran insurrection. At 
the last minute, the appearance of the de- 
fectors was postponed because, as a senior 
official quaintly put it, “the new material is 
not ready to meet the press.” Privately, of- 

| evidence might not be strong enough. 
But what followed was worse. On Fri- 

day, the State Department proudly trotted 
out 19-year-old Orlando Tardencilla 
Espinoza, a Nicaraguan who had been 
captured in El Salvador by government 
forces. While in their custody, Tardencilla 
had confessed that he had been sent to 
fight in the civil war by the Sandinistas af- 
ter having received military training in 
Ethiopia and Cuba. After interviewing 
him in El Salvador last week, and attempt- 
ing to verify his story, the State Depart- 
ment flew Tardencilla to Washington to 
meet the press. 

nce TV cameras were turned on 
him at a press conference in the 
office of State Department 
Spokesman Dean Fischer, Tar- 

dencilla sang a different tune. While offi- 
cials from State watched in embarrass- 
ment and dismay, he repudiated his 
previous confession, which he said had 
been obtained through torture. Speaking 
through an interpreter, he said, “They 

have tried through certain psychological 
coercion to force me to say things about 
what is happening in El Salvador. In fact, 
an Official in the U.S. embassy told me that 
they needed to demonstrate the presence 
of Cubans in El Salvador. They gave mean 
option: I could come here, or face certain 

death.” 
Tardencilla admitted that he had 

served in the Sandinista army, but insisted 
that he had gone to El Salvador—where he 
became a guerrilla commander—out of | 
personal conviction and not because he | 
had been sent by Nicaragua. He went on 
to say that “I am the only foreigner I know 
of [who was] fighting in El Salvador.” His 
outpouring was too slick, too full of rev- 
olutionary rhetoric, to be very convincing, 
but it certainly did not help the Adminis- 
tration’s case. This weekend he was re- 
leased and allowed to return to Nicaragua. 
Said a State Department official: “It’s the 
first smart thing we've done with this 
young man.” —By Walter Isaacson. 
Reported by Johanna McGeary and Strobe 

ficials acknowledged some worry that the 
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Judging Spies and Eyes 
D uring the Cuban missile crisis of 1962, a youthful intelli- 

gence officer frequently appeared before U.S. officials 
and reporters and traced the Soviet missile bases on huge 
blowups of aerial photographs taken over Cuba. 
So it was perhaps fitting that the same man— 
John T. Hughes, now 54 and a deputy director of 
the Defense Intelligence Agency—picked up his 
pointer again to conduct last week’s briefing on 
Nicaragua’s military buildup. Hughes’ perfor- 
mance was professionally impressive, yet ques- 
tions remained about the reliability of the evi- 
dence he was called upon to interpret. 

The most solid evidence the U.S. has about 
events in Central America comes from IMINT 
(image intelligence). The photographs of airfields and mili- 
tary encampments in Nicaragua were taken by SR-71 Lock- 
heed reconnaissance planes, so-called Blackbirds, that are 
capable of flying higher than 80,000 ft. and at speeds of more 
than 2,000 m.p.h., as well as by U.S. satellites orbiting more 
than 100 miles above the earth. The U.S. has also relied on 
electronic eavesdropping to pick up radio communications 
between rebel forces in El Salvador and the Sandinistas in 
Nicaragua; one key U.S. listening post was a communica- 
tions ship stationed from last December until mid-February 
in the Gulf of Fonseca, between Nicaragua and El Salvador. 
Finally, agents of the CIA gather information from undercov- 
er agents and sympathetic local “assets,” whose material can 
be as tangible as documents from guerrilla camps and as elu- 
sive as street-corner gossip. 

Intelligence experts rate the photographs as “A-1” evi- 
dence—accurate as to both source and interpretation. Inter- 
cepted radio messages, which are often in code, are not al- 
ways fully understood, and thus their meaning may be 
distorted. The HUMINT (human intelligence) gathered from 
local spies is considered especially unreliable in Central 
America, where passions run deep and tips are often twisted. 
Complains one US. intelligence official: “The level of emo- 
tion in the information we receive is pretty high.” 

Over the years, the quality of U.S. intelligence emerging 

Talbott/Washington 

from Central America has ranged from superb to poor to just 
plain awful. Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, as the 
CIA’s attention shifted to Southeast Asia and Washington re- 
lied more on space-age technology than undercover agents, 
intelligence operations in Central America deteriorated. In 
1973 U.S. Ambassador to Nicaragua Turner Shelton consis- 

tently underplayed the opposition to President 
Anastasio Somoza in his reports home, thus 
blinding Washington to the signs of rising tur- 
moil. Complains one US. specialist on Central 
American affairs: “Too often [our] ambassadors 
in the region felt it was their job to play poker 
with dictators.” 

During the Carter Administration, the CIA 
began beefing up its network of agents in Central 
America and shifted its focus from tracking Sovi- 
et infiltration efforts to reporting on local politics. 

Throughout the Nicaraguan civil war, which ended in the 
overthrow of Somoza in 1979, Washington was able to follow 
the turmoil quite well. Since the Sandinistas have taken con- 
trol, however, undercover agents in Nicaragua have been 
stymied, partly because so many Cubans are engaged in 
counterintelligence there. 

In El Salvador, the CIA station chief was quite close to 
the right-wing security forces, which clouded his judgment; 
he was replaced in 1980, but Reagan Administration offi- 
cials complain that they inherited a network that had poor 
contacts with the leftist guerrillas. Nonetheless, a senior CIA 
official insists: “We are building up our assets and, while not 
the best, our resources are pretty good now.” Members of the 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence agree that, as one 
puts it, “We've had to play catch-up.” The quality of infor- 
mation has greatly improved over the past few months. Yet 
even when the information is gilt-edged, Washington is not 
always eager to listen if the details do not mesh with policy. 
One US. expert praises the intelligence collected by the U.S. 
Army command (dubbed SOUTHCOM) headquartered in 
Panama, but he believes its accurate—and pessimistic—as- 
sessments of the situation in El Salvador go largely unheed- 
ed. Says he: “Policymakers have been getting some very 
high quality stuff out of SOUTHCOM, and they don’t like 
it one bit.” 

onl 
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Terror, Right and Left 
A bloody struggle rips Central America and endangers U.S. interests 

The scene was an all too 

a familiar tintype of armed 
repression and political 
turmoil, a fitting symbol 
for the upheaval of the de- 
cade. Staccato bursts of 
gunfire echoed through 

the streets. Clouds of tear gas hung in the 
air. A phalanx of blue-shirted policemen, 
equipped with gas masks and steel hel- 
mets, blocked the avenue in downtown 
Guatemala City. They trained their rifles 
on the six unarmed men who were ad- 
vancing, like prisoners of war, with their 
arms held high. One of them clutched a 
large manila folder. Its contents: a letter 
to Guatemala’s outgoing President, Gen- 
eral Fernando Romeo Lucas Garcia, 
charging fraud in last week’s presidential 
election and demanding a new contest 
The politicians never delivered the letter; 
the police did. 

The six marchers were a formidable 
and respectable group: the three defeated 

civilian candidates and their running 
mates. But they were stopped on their way 
to the presidential palace last week by a 
band of police, led by an officer brandish- 

ing a .45. “We have come peacefully, 
without arms,” protested one of the candi- 
dates. “I don’t understand.” Suddenly, a 
red tear-gas canister landed in the street, 
scattering the group of journalists who 
had accompanied the candidates. Sniper 
fire popped like firecrackers a block 

away. Finally, the three presidential can- 
didates—Mario Sandoval Alarcén, Ale- 
jandro Maldonado Aguirre and Gustavo 
Anzueto Vielman—offered to go alone to 
present their grievances to the authorities 
The candidates never made it to the presi- 
dential palace. Instead, they were taken 
to police headquarters and lectured by 
Police Chief General German Chupina 
for almost an hour 

The struggle in the streets of Guate- 
mala City was symptomatic of the chaos 
that was churning through Central Amer- 

Backed up by their bodyguards, defeated candidates in Guatemala charge the election was a fraud 
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ica last week. Throughout the isthmus, a 
fight for power is evolving between ex- 
tremists on the far right and on the far left 
that is leaving leaders who are even 
vaguely in the middle in an increasingly 
exposed and perilous position. For the 
Reagan Administration, the whirlwind of 
revolt and repression poses special and | 
hazardous problems as it tries to find ways | 
of helping the moderates and of bringing 
stability to a region that is in America’s 

backyard. 
The hour is already dangerously late. 

The Guatemalan government may have 
been able to turn aside the pleas of un- 
armed politicians last week, but the most 
populous (7.5 million) of the closely relat- 
ed quintet of countries is faced with a ris- 
ing rebellion of dedicated guerrillas. In 
Nicaragua (pop. 2.5 million), the Sandi- 
nista guerrillas took power in 1979 and, 
despite their early vows to encourage 
“pluralism,” have been moving zealously 
leftward ever since. Honduras (pop. 3.9 



million) has a moderate government, but 
is fearful that it will catch the virus of re- 
bellion from its neighbors. Even Costa 
Rica (pop. 2.3 million), a stable democra- 
cy, fears that its economic problems will 
cause social unrest that could lead to 
trouble 

But El Salvador (pop. 4.9 million) is 
where the crisis is the most acute and U.S 

policy under the most tension. Guerrillas 
are increasingly challenging the civilian- 
military government headed by President 

José Napoleén Duarte. Says Assistant 
Secretary of State for Inter-American Af- 
fairs Thomas O. Enders: “If El Salvador is 
captured by a violent minority, who in 
Central America would not live in fear? 
How long would it be before strategic U.S 
interests were at risk?” 

Ata time when the U.S.—and indeed 
much of the world—is focusing its atten- 

tion on the perilous situation in El Salva- 
dor, last week’s events in Guatemala were 
equally foreboding for the future of the re- 
gion. Not only had all the defeated Guate- 
malan parties overcome their rivalries to 
form an ad hoc coalition to protest the al- 
leged fraud, but they had boldly chal- 

lenged the military regime to repudiate 
the victory of its own favored candidate 
General Angel Anibal Guevara Rodri- 
guez, who had officially won a plurality of 
35%. Guevara, 56, a tough-talking officer 
with a clipped mustache, had his own 
ready answer for his trio of opponents: “In 

all Latin American countries, the losers 
always declare fraud. If they have the 
proof, let them present it.”” Taking abso- 
lutely no chances on that score, however, 

the Lucas Garcia government hastily 
summoned its lameduck congress five 

days earlier than scheduled in order to 

confirm Guevara's election, a procedure 

that was to be followed by a burning of all 
the ballots 

he three defeated presidential can- 
didates ordered their deputies to 

boycott the congressional session 

That move paradoxically brought the op- 
position leaders, who range politically 
from moderate to populist conservative, 
to the same position as the country’s guer- 
rilla groups in opposing the legitimacy of 

the elections. The grim assessment of one 
Guatemalan businessman: “You now 
have the government with no popular 

support and the rest of the parties break- 
ing away from the government.’ 

So ended, in chaos, the electoral exer- 

cise that the Reagan Administration had 
hoped would restore some democratic le- 

gitimacy to the embattled, authoritarian 

Guatemalan government. The fiasco re- 
flected the Administration's inability to 
shape events not only in Guatemala but in 
an entire area that has vital strategic sig- 
nificance to the U.S. As Guatemala illus- 

trated Jast week, the flow of events is in- 
creasingly running against American 

interests. Despite the sincere efforts by 
Washington to nudge the military-backed 
system in Guatemala toward some kind of 
elementary civilian democracy, and to 

ameliorate the country’s officially sanc- 
tioned violence, the situation after the 
election, for both the Guatemalan people 
and the U.S., is worse now than before the 
voters went to the polls 

The controversy over the voting fraud 
became almost secondary to the televised 

spectacle, shown throughout the Ameri- 
cas, of blatant police confrontation in the 

Streets of Guatemala. The entrenched au- 
thorities may become more isolated and 

embattled, and therefore more inclined to 
crack down in every direction. The leftist 

insurgency, having failed to spoil the elec- 
tions by its own campaign of violence, 
could exploit the increased polarization in 
the society and eventually watch the 
country’s power groups disrupt and dis- 

credit each other 
The winners of the election are the 

forces of the extreme right and the ex- 
treme left. The losers are the forces of 
moderation, and probably the U.S. The 

already murderous and deteriorating po- 

litical situation in Guatemala is more po- 
larized than before, and undoubtedly will 
cause repercussions throughout the re- 

gion. Indeed, the Reagan Administration 
views the intricate relationships of power 

among the Central American nations as a 

kind of kaleidoscope that can be jarred 

Guatemalan soldier guarding captured guerrillas; General Guevara, center, Guatemala’s President-elect, at his press conference 
a ee ee eon . 

Death squad victims in Guatemala 
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into a new pattern by any major event, 
like the Guatemalan elections 

Now the U.S. is watching with special 
concern the election campaign in El Sal- 
vador. President Duarte argues that a de- 
cisive victory will give him a popular 
mandate to extend the regime’s reforms— 
notably a land redistribution program be- 
gun in 1980—and rein in the endemic vio- 
lence that haunts El Salvador, much of it 
attributed to the government’s own secu- 
rity forces. But he faces a tough challenge 
from ultrarightist candidates in the six- 
party contest. Major Roberto d’Aubuis- 
son, a former Salvadoran national guard 
intelligence officer and a fierce extrem- 
ist, has been campaigning aggressively 
on an unleash-the-army-and-crush-the- 
Communists platform, and has been gain- 
ing momentum. A victory by a coalition 
of D’Aubuisson’s National Republican 
Alliance with the conservative National 
Reconciliation Party, the traditional vehi- 

cle of the oligarchy, would be a disaster 
for Washington’s policy, which is aimed 
at shoring up the moderate center while 
providing military aid to fend off a 
mounting challenge from the country’s 

five main guerrilla groups (see box). 
The Salvadoran guerrillas, mean- 

while, are boycotting the election cam- 

paign and disrupting it with bold attacks, 
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principally on economic targets. A slash- 
ing rebel probe last week shut off a major 
stretch of the country’s Pan American 
Highway and destroyed a key bridge, ef- 
fectively isolating a third of the northeast- 
ern Morazdn department and putting it 
virtually under guerrilla control. Display- 
ing the same tenacity that they had shown 
a week earlier in heavy fighting around 
the Guazapa volcano, the guerrillas were 
able to surprise and tie down army forces 
with smoothly coordinated assaults with- 
in the provincial capitals of San Vicente 
and San Miguel, the country’s third larg- 
est cily 

he army’s resources were too 
strained to do more than lay down 
lines of defending fire and call in 

strafing attacks along the roadside until 
the guerrillas finally dispersed into the 
dense surrounding hillside 24 hours later 
The army did not pursue them, reports 
TIME Caribbean Bureau Chief William 
McWhirter. Next day, openly cynical 
townspeople defiantly drove past the 
army checkpoints in pickup trucks strain- 
ing with market goods and in crowded 
passenger buses sagging on their axles. 
“The soldiers don’t dare come up the 
road,” said one of the passengers as 
they headed toward a highway where /os 
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muchachos—the guerrillas—were collect- 
ing “war taxes” from passing vehicles 
Along the roadside lay the now common- 
place evidence of the country’s brutal 
strife: hacked and mutilated carcasses of 
the dead, some men, some teen-agers 
Newsmen could not determine why they 
were killed, or by whom. But one stripped 

corpse of a youth, lying face down, had a 
| short rope around the neck—a telltale 
| sign often left behind by the national 

guard 
The causes of the crises that are boil- 

ing over in much of Central America to- 
day can be traced as far back as the arriv- 
al of the Spanish conquistadors in the 
16th century. “We are in the wildest coun- 
try and among the wildest people we have 
ever seen,” wrote one of Hernan Cortés’ 
commanders from Guatemala in 1524. 
The conquistadors subdued the people 
and established a feudal social order, in 
which native Indians and mixed-blood 
peons were no more than chattel of the 
colonial haciendas. After the Central 
American republics gained independence 
from Spain in 1821, the pace of exploita- 
tion of the peasantry accelerated. By the 
late 19th century, the demand for export 
crops like coffee and, later, cotton and ba- 
nanas expanded the size of farms, increas- 
ing the division between rich and poor 

Salvadoran troops take up a position in the streets of San Vicente after the guerrillas attacked the provincial city 
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Soon the traditional social pattern of Cen- 
tral America was established: a relative 
handful of larger landowners, backed by 
the army, ruled in almost every nation as 
a prosperous oligarchy, while the campe- 
sinos struggled to stay alive 

From that tradition of entrenched so- 
cial injustice flows much of the region’s 
current political instability. Not only did 
that rigid social order prevent the growth 
of democratic institutions, it also slowed 
the development of an educated and en- 
lightened middle class—a fact that has 
made the 20th century transition to de- 
mocracy all the more traumatic. “One of 
the basic and most regrettable facts of life 
in Central America,” says Costa Rica’s 
President Rodrigo Carazo Odio, “is that 
in too many countries the status quo has 
been maintained by military force. People 
who have wealth have established a rela- 
tionship with the armed forces. Asa result 
of this connection, there has been an in- 
credible increase in the misery of the pop- 

ulation at large. The problem of Central 
America should be understood at its roots: 
it is a problem of social and economic in- 
justice.” 

In the 1960s and early ’70s, the situa- 
tion rapidly changed, both for better and 
for worse. Helped by such measures as the 

establishment of the Central American 
Common Market, the countries of the re- 
gion industrialized, bringing prosperity to 

Duarte campaigning in San Sebastian 
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a new middle class. But there was also an 
added explosion of social distress, as peas- 
ants, looking for jobs, surged into the 
overburdened cities. Most of the Central 
American countries were then hit by re- 
cession, added unemployment and high 
inflation after the 1973 world oil crisis 
Prices for the region’s most important ex- 
port products fluctuated wildly but in gen- 
eral have sagged. The result: a regional 
economic crisis that has shattered rising 
social expectations, exacerbated the suf- 
fering of the peasantry and the urban 
poor, weakened the private economic sec- 
tor and created a classic target of opportu- 
nity for domestic and foreign subversion 

ven today, the illiteracy rate in 
Guatemala is 47.5%, and the per 
capita annual income in the region 

ranges from a high of $1,820 in Costa 
Rica to $530 in Honduras. There were 
other factors at work causing unrest. The 
development of industry and large-scale 
commercial farming had the effect of po- 
liticizing the have-nots of Central Ameri- 
can society. Urban workers built trade 
unions, and campesinos formed rural or- 
ganizations. Eventually these groups be- 
gan to demand entrée into the political 
system. Costa Rica and Honduras man- 
aged to accommodate the new social pres- 
sures and achieved relative stability. But 
in Guatemala, El Salvador and Nicara- 

Clweah twin 

Trucks set on fire by guerrillas trying to disrupt the economy 

gua, where such organizations were often 
brutally resisted, revolutionary situations 

festered and finally burst 
The first eruption removed the late 

Nicaraguan Strongman Anastasio So- 
moza, whose corrupt and repressive re- 
gime was toppled in July 1979 after a 
popular insurrection led by the leftist San- 

dinistas who now rule the country—and 
after the Carter Administration withdrew 
support. In the cat's cradle of Central 
America, where the destinies of the coun- 
tries are so intertwined, the expulsion of 
Somoza encouraged the liberals and the 

young, well-educated officers in El Salva- 
dor to overthrow General Carlos Hum- 
berto Romero three months later. That 
coup, coupled with the Sandinista victory, 
helped fuel a murderous escalation of 
right-left violence in El Salvador and in 
neighboring Guatemala. In the after- 
math, guerrillas in both countries in- 
creased significantly their violent cam- 
paign to gain power as the kaleidoscope 
changed again 

While unrest spread throughout the 
region, the Carter Administration cau- 
tiously tried to encourage moderation by 

withholding military aid from countries 
that violated human rights, but the policy 
was either too little or too much, infuriat- 
ed sovereign nations with its public 
preachiness and was not uniformly ap- 
plied throughout the isthmus Carter's 



East-West rhetoric, are only the latest ex- 
amples of what many Central Americans 
consider to be US. insensitivity to the 
region’s true interests by the power they 
refer to as “Tio [Uncle] Sam.” 

Says Costa Rican President-elect 
Luis Alberto Monge, who will take over 
in May: “It has been the tendency of 
the U.S. to behave toward this region 
like a fire brigade. Whenever a fire 
breaks out, the U.S. comes down and 
tries to put it out. At other times, there 
is an attitude of neglect toward your 
southern neighbors.” 

That neglect has often meant turning 
a blind eye to some of the most blatant 
right-wing dictatorships in Latin Ameri- 

program, and the Reagan team’s tough 
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in the Marines to protect U'S. lives and 
business interests. American troops land- 
ed in the region 20 times between 1898 
and 1920, twice in Nicaragua alone. In 
1954, during the Eisenhower Administra- 
tion, the CIA backed a coup that ousted 
leftist President Jacobo Guzman in Gua- 
temala, initiating a tradition of right-wing 
military governments that has continued 
to the present day. 

The history of past American ven- 
tures haunts the Reagan Administration 
and helps the left-wing extremists as the 
struggle continues in Central America. In 
many ways, the situation is different, 
country by country, and yet the common 
denominators—the poverty of the many, 
the wealth of the few and the growing so- 
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ca. Says a Nicaraguan professor, who 
pointedly distances himself from the San- 
dinistas: “You can imagine how this 
makes many people in this area, whether 
they are resisting totalitarianism of the 
right or left, feel that you are a bit 
hypocritical.” 

fF ormally, U.S. policy toward Central 
America has been based on the dec- 
larations of two Presidents. In 1823, 

James Monroe proclaimed that no outside 
power would be allowed to meddle in the 
area. Specifically he meant the Europe- 
ans; the Monroe Doctrine was intended to 
protect the fledgling republics of Central 
and South America from recolonization 
by Spain, France and Britain. In 1904 
Theodore Roosevelt added what is known 
as the “Roosevelt corollary” to the Mon- 
roe Doctrine, declaring in effect that the 
US. reserved the right to interfere in Lat- | 
in America in case of “chronic wrongdo- 
ing or an impotence which results in a 
general loosening of the ties of civilized | 
society.” 

In practice, that often meant sending 
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cial resentment—knit much of the region 
together. A rundown: 

El Salvador. It looked at first like a vic- 
tory for democracy. The coup that top- 
pled rightist Dictator General Carlos 
Humberto Romero in October 1979 es- 
tablished a “progressive” junta that in- 
cluded civilian leaders. Trying to satisfy 
peasant expectations, the military-civil- 
ian junta later launched an ambitious re- 
form program. it nationalized the core of 
the banking system and expropriated 
many of the larger estates for redistribu- 
tion among the campesinos. 

The strategy backfired. Outraged by 
the changes, rightist death squads and 
maverick security forces stepped up their 
terror campaign, murdering men and 
women suspected of sympathizing with 
the left. In retaliation, the rebel bands, 
whose total strength is now estimated to 
number between 4,000 and 6,000, escalat- 
ed their attacks on military and economic 
targets. while the 14,000-man armed 
forces struggled vainly to crush the 
insurgency. 

een Macias 

The result has been an increasingly 
bloody conflict that now each month 
leaves as many as 1,000 dead or missing. 
An estimated 20,000 Salvadorans have 
died in the past two years alone. Although 
the left is responsible for many of the ran- 
dom killings, most appear to be the work 
of the death squads and security forces. 

In a barrio on the northern outskirts 
of San Salvador, a community of muddy 
streets, tin-roofed houses and open cook- 
ing fires, the people recall how the army 
swept through last month, apparently on | 
a hunt for left-wingers. When the troops 
left, at least 19 people were dead. “You 
heard the trucks pull up,” said a stout 
woman frying vegetables in a pan over a 
wood stove. “The dogs started to bark. 
The soldiers came marching fast down 
the streets. They banged on doors, and 
they dragged people out.” It is a litany 
that could also describe the raids of many 
right-wing death squads. In El! Salvador, 
the vultures have learned to go where the 
guns are firing. 

Life has become an ordeal for the peo- 
ple of this hauntingly beautiful land of 
tropical flowers, green mountainsides and 
winding gorges. Already burdened with 
the region’s highest population density 
(593 per sq. mi.) and one of Latin Ameri- 
ca’s lowest per capita incomes ($670 a 
year), the Salvadorans now face the possi- 
bility of economic collapse. The war has 
brought foreign investment to a halt, 
chased millions of dollars’ worth of capi- 
tal out of the country and crippled many 
transportation and communication links. 
The country’s gross national product has 
dropped 19.5% since 1978. 

in! Se 

hile the Reagan Administration 
is currently giving El Salvador 
$104 million in economic aid, it 

is also contributing $80 million to the 
armed forces. In October 1980, Washing- 
ton sent the first of 51 noncombatant mili- 
tary advisers to El Salvador to sharpen 
the army’s counterinsurgency skills. Last 
January, the U.S. Army began a training 
program for 1,466 Salvadoran troops at 
Fort Bragg, N.C., and Fort Benning, Ga. 
The Pentagon hopes that the course will 
solve one key weakness of the army: a 
lack of skilled young leaders to command 
small units. Says one U.S. military ana- 
lyst: “The basic Salvadoran unit isn’t 
trained to patrol. It doesn’t ambush. It 
doesn’t harass. It doesn’t pursue. They've 
never had to fight before. This army is ba- 
sically a year old.” 

As last week’s battle action showed, 
the rebels are becoming increasingly bold. 
Their morale is clearly improving, while 
the soldiers’ is declining, a major problem 
facing the army. Although the guerrillas 
are receiving equipment from outside 
sources, their success does not depend 
upon the quality of the rifles they carry. 
Indeed, journalists who have made nu- 
merous and often unscheduled visits to 
rebel units find that the most common ar- 
mament is still a weathered carbine, and 
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the heaviest a .50-cal. machine gun. 
The guerrillas attribute their recent 

successes less to the quality of their guns 
than to the fact that they are getting effec- 
tive guidance from both Nicaraguans and 
Cubans. Field commanders from El Sal- 
vador make frequent trips to Managua for 

consultations, and some travel to Cuba 
every two or three months to review tac- 

tics and targets. 
The government, for all the apparent 

power it still retains, seems to be losing in 
the struggle to retain the loyalty of the 
people. Many Salvadorans are preparing 
to follow whichever side ultimately wins 
out. Nor does there seem to be much en- 
thusiasm about the March 28 election, 
which Washington hopes will produce a 
solid majority for President José Napo- 
leon Duarte’s moderate Christian Demo- 
crats. A veteran politician who returned 
from exile and joined the junta, Duarte is | 
essential to the political solution that U.S. 
policymakers are banking on. Even if the 
guerrillas do not succeed in disrupting the 
balloting, the results could be fatal for the 
moderates: the right may get a significant 
representation in the government. That 
could lead to further polarization, halt the 
land reform program and step up the vio- 
lence even more 

One of the right-wing factions that 
could sap Duarte’s strength in the assem- 
bly is led by Roberto d’Aubuisson, a for- 
mer Salvadoran national guard intelli- | 
gence officer who has been repeatedly 
accused of being a death squad leader, a 
charge he ignores. He has become an at- 
tractive campaigner with a winning smile 
and a promise to step up the war against 

the guerrillas. At. one recent rally, the 
members of the audience put their hands | 

over their hearts while a tape played the 
party’s anthem, a light plane soared over- 
head dropping party leaflets, and, just as 

the song ended, D’Aubuisson drove up in 
a bulletproof yellow Wagoneer. Address- 
ing the crowd, he declared: “The guerril- 
las are destroying us with their guns, the 

Cuban teacher working with her pupils in a rural primary school in Nicaragua 

| ic. 

Christian Democrats with their laws. On 
March 28, we will show the army that we 
are saying thank you for the work they 
have done.” 

Campaigning in the provincial town 
of Zacatecoluca last week, Duarte was do- 
ing his best to drum up enthusiasm for the 
election. Although he may well be the 
country’s best political orator, he was 
guarded and defensive as he tried to ex- 
plain why the junta had not brought ei- 
ther peace or prosperity to the country 

Speaking from the tiled band shell of 
the central park square in Zacatecoluca, 
Duarte declared, “We are going through 
the exodus of the Jews from Egypt to the 
Promised Land. It is a long road. Elec- 
tions are only the first step on the road to 
democracy.” But few of the 2,000 or so 
faces in the square showed any belief that 
their future was still in their hands. As the 
haggard President left, the small village 

| brass band struck up the national anthem, 
and, for an instant, there was a bit of mag- 

Duarte affectionately waved to the 
crowd with both hands. Many waved 
back to wish him luck. But the moment 
died with the fading notes from the band. 
The crowd dispersed in silence and the 
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MARANA, BUATEMALA! 

| President was driven off in a heavily 
| guarded group of armored vans 

Guatemala. Interviewed by TIME shortly 
after last week’s stormy election, General 
Guevara said he planned to offer an am- 

nesty to the guerrillas who have been 
fighting the government for years. But he 
was quick to add: “Those who do not ac- 
cept will be battled against with all the re- 
sources of the state.” Those tough words 
did not hold out much hope for a speedy 
end to the fighting that has been escalat- 
ing on both sides since 1978 

Sporadic battles between left and 
right go back to the 1954 coup that 
brought the present military class to pow- 
er. A leftist insurgency was brutally put 
down in the late "60s. But the country has 
never before witnessed the sustained po- 
litical violence of today. The death toll 
has recently risen from 300 to 500 a 
month, As in neighboring El Salvador, 
much of the killing is the work of govern- 
ment security units, which are waging an 
all-out campaign to crush the small but 
hard-hitting leftist guerrilla movement 
In addition, right-wing paramilitary 
groups, like the Secret Anti-Communist 
Army (E.S.A.), appear to do their mur- 
derous work with the tacit cooperation of 
the authorities and are responsible for an- 
other large portion of the civilian deaths 
Such ruthless tactics on all sides have 
nearly destroyed the moderate political 

center 

pposing the government are an es- 
timated 3,000 guerrillas from four 

main Marxist factions, which re- 
ceive some weapons and training from 
Cuba. Their strategy: isolate the capital 
and seize parts of outlying departments 
The guerrillas are concentrating their 
propaganda and recruiting activities in 
areas inhabited by the country’s poverty- 
stricken Mayan Indians, who make up 
roughly half of the total population 

The 14,000-member Guatemalan 
army is currently underequipped and un- 
dermanned to deal with the escalating 
rebel challenge. Though Guatemala is 
still Central America’s richest country, its 
stagnating economy is unable to support a 

large-scale military expansion. U.S. mili- 
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Leftist graffito: “Yesterday Nicaragua, today El Salvador, tomorrow Guatemala!” 

A cruel past breeds a cruel present dominated by the fight between guerrilla and general 
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tary aid was cut off in 1977 when Guate- 
mala refused to go along with Carter's hu- 
man rights certification process. The 
Reagan Administration wants to resume 
military aid to help defeat the guerrillas, 
but in view of the regime’s continuing 
abuses and last week’s electoral farce, 
Congress would almost certainly block 
any such proposals. 

| Nicaragua. Thirty-two months after seiz- 
ing power, the Sandinistas are presiding 
over a country that feels threatened from 
abroad and is increasingly divided at 

| home. The military and security forces 

public increasingly disillusioned. Since 
July 1979, the country’s foreign debt has 
more than doubled, from $1.5 billion to 
$3.5 billion, while per capita income has 
dropped from about $800 a year in 1978 to 
an estimated $650 in 1981. Instead of 
achieving the political democracy they 
promised, the Sandinistas have moved to 
consolidate their power by postponing 
elections until 1985, restricting freedom of 
speech, outlawing strikes, jailing some op- 
positionists (including some avowed 
Communists) and forcefully moving 
against one of the country’s minority 
groups, the Miskito Indians, whose loyal- 

ragua is not yet a totalitarian society. Out- 
side the government, a limited pluralism 
is provided by such elements as the Nica- 
raguan Democratic Movement; the pri- 
vate sector, which accounts for over 60% 
of the country’s G.N.P.; the Catholic bish- 
ops; and the independent daily La Prensa. 

True to their Marxist-Leninist orien- 
tation, the Sandinista leaders make no se- 
cret of their “moral support” for the Sal- 
vadoran leftists. Still, they adamantly 
deny charges that they are channeling 
arms into El Salvador, although most ob- 
jective observers are convinced that at 
least some weaponry is coming through 
Nicaragua. The considerable Cuban in- are growing, the economy is crippled, the | ty to the new regime is suspect. Still, Nica- 

| | 16s | 

of the Cuban Communist Party. In 1950 Blas Roca invited Car- 
pio to Cuba to see how the Communist Party operated. 

Two years later, Carpio was arrested again in El Salvador. 
He has described how he was tortured during his nine-month 
imprisonment: his feet were beaten with iron bars; whippings 
severely damaged his left eye; and a hood was tied around his 
head to cause temporary smothering. In 1954 the Salvadoran 
Communist Party sent Carpio to the Soviet Union for several 
months. He returned to El Salvador to continue organizing 
workers, In 1959, inspired by the triumph of the Cuban revolu- 
tion, Carpio formed the United Front of Revolutionary Action 
to train workers, students and peasants for armed rebellion. 

During the 1960s, the Salvadoran Communist Party fol- 
lowed a political strategy of nonviolence, a policy that Carpio 

roveoa—visions increasingly opposed. In 1970 he finally 
broke with the party over the issue of armed 
action, and began creating the FPL. 
Among the guerrilla commanders, Carpio is 
now considered to be the principal exponent 
of “prolonged popular warfare,” the Latin 
American version of Maoist guerrilla strate- 
gy that calls for a sustained period of rural 
guerrilla warfare as the best road to revolu- 
tionary victory. 

Carpio has lived to a ripe old age for a 
Salvadoran revolutionary mainly because of 

‘| a fanatical obsession with security. Until re- 
cently, he and his closest lieutenants always 
wore hoods at meetings to hide their real 
identities even from one another. Carpio 
was known only by his nom de guerre, Mar- 
cial. His daughter Guadalupe, also a Com- 
munist organizer, was killed during a politi- 
cal demonstration in El Salvador in 1980. 
The guerrillas’ campaign in El Salvador, 
Carpio says, “has been a struggle of twelve 

years. Twelve years of spilling the blood of very valuable com- 
rades, hundreds of the most valuable of the people, in this pro- 
longed war.” 

There are signs that Carpio has not overcome his ingrained 
suspicions of the other top commanders of the F.M.L.N. He was 
probably the last of the leaders to agree to the current guerrilla 
strategy of combining warfare with an offer to negotiate with 
the Salvadoran government for a share of power. Significantly, 
the F.P.L. maintains its own underground radio station, Radio 
Farabundo Marti, separate from the guerrillas’ joint propagan- 
da station, Radio Venceremos. 

The Powers That Would Be 
They are shadowy and elusive figures, most of them content 

to remain in the background while others argue their cause in 
public. For security reasons, they often do not even use their own 
names. Despite their current unity, they have resorted to murder 
to settle factional disputes in the past. The five guerrilla com- 
manders who make up the general command of the Farabundo 
Marti National Liberation Front (F.M.L.N.) are the real powers 
behind the Salvadoran insurgency. If the guerrillas ever took 
power, these men would control El Salvador. The quintet: 

Salvador Cayetano Carpio, 62. Slightly built, bespectacled and 
grandfatherly in appearance, Carpio is 
known as the grand old man of the Salva- 
doran guerrilla movement. But despite his 
disarming looks, there is no mistaking the 
ruthlessness and tenacity of the man who 
heads the largest of El Salvador’s five major 
guerrilla organizations, the Popular Forces 
of Liberation (F.P.L.). In 1980, British Au- 
thor Graham Greene was impressed by 
Carpio when they met in Panama. The 
novelist pleaded unsuccessfully with the in- 
surgent to spare the life of Archibald Gard- 
ner Dunn, the South African Ambassador 
to El Salvador, whom the guerrillas had 
kidnaped. Said Greene of Carpio: “His 
eyes, they are hard.” 

That hardness was forged by a life of 
jailings, torture and clandestine activity that 
began long before many of Carpio’s revolu- 
tionary colleagues were even born. The son 
of a shoemaker, Carpio became a school The F.P.L.’s Salvador Cayetano Carpio 
dropout at the age of 13. He first tried and 
failed to become apprenticed in his father’s trade, then learned 
to be a baker. In 1943, at the age of 24, he joined the El Salvador 
Federated Bakery Workers’ Society, a trade union. With Car- 
pio’s help, the group built a powerful union that in 1944 staged a 
successful strike, a rare occurrence in El Salvador at the time. 
After a second strike in 1945 and the threat of another, Salva- 
doran authorities arrested Carpio. 

When he was released a year later, he immediately joined 
the Salvadoran left-wing underground. By 1947 he was a mem- 
ber of the illegal Salvadoran Communist Party. A year later, he 
became secretary of organization for the party’s central com- 
mittee and displayed a talent for recruiting disaffected workers. 
In 1949 Carpio was arrested again, was deported to Nicaragua 
and ended up in Mexico. There he made an important friend, 
Blas Roca Calderio, then secretary-general of the Cuban Social- 
ist Party, now a high-ranking member of the central committee 

Shafick Jorge Handal, 51. Currently secretary-general of the Sal- 
vadoran Communist Party, Handal long resisted the insurrec- 
tionist ideas that led Carpio to break away from the party. But in 
April 1979, even the Moscow-lining Communists decided to join 
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fluence in Nicaragua is increasingly re- | berto Suazo Cordova their first treaty: | political violence. In last month’s presi- 
sented by the populace. There are now 
about 6,000 Cubans in the country, in- 
cluding teachers, doctors, technicians and 
advisers to the armed forces and state se- 
curity apparatus. At a suburb outside Ma- 
nagua last week, a local resident pointed 
to some comfortable-looking villas under 
construction. “See those?” he said. 
“They're not for us. They’re not for ‘the 
people.’ They’re for the Cubans.” He spat 
out the words. 

Honduras. Although it is Central Ameri- 
ca’s poorest country, and is threatened by 
the possible spillover of neighboring up- 
heaval, Honduras has good cause to re- 
joice: last December its voters made Ro- 

elected civilian President since 1971. The 
election was the result of two years of U.S. 
pressure on the corruption-riddled regime 
of General Policarpo Paz Garcia. Though 
still in its fragile infancy, Honduran de- 
mocracy can serve the region as a salutary 
model of popular government, and an 
example of the positive leverage that 
Washington can wield under the right 
conditions. 

Costa Rica. The one politically sound 
link in the Central American chain is 
Costa Rica, which has long had a flour- 
ishing, multiparty democracy. In stark 
contrast to its militarized neighbors, Cos- 
ta Rica has no standing army and little 

dential elections, won by Luis Alberto 
Monge Alvarez, 76% of the electorate 
turned out to vote. But there is a major 
threat to the country’s stability: its failing 
economy. Decades of high spending on 
social programs, plus spiraling oil bills, 
left Costa Rica with a $130 million trade 
deficit last year and a $2.9 billion public- 
sector debt. Inflation is running more 
than 100%. Incoming President Monge 
has pledged to follow a strict austerity 
program, which is likely to include cuts in 
public spending, but this move will be ac- 
companied by substantial political risks. 

As the struggle grows between the ex- 
tremists in Central America, the Reagan 
Administration is coming under pressure 

——E——————— SSS 

the fighting. They formed the Armed Forces of Liberation, one of 
the smallest of the guerrilla groups, which Handal commands. 

The son of Palestinian immigrants to El Salvador, Handal 
began his revolutionary career in 1949, when he became in- 
volved in student politics while studying law. In 1950 he joined 
the Communist Party. In 1952 he was exiled, first to Honduras 
and then to Chile, returning to El Salvador only after a govern- 
ment amnesty for political offenders. In 1960 he was exiled 
again to Guatemala. In 1961 he returned to El Salvador as a 
member of the Communist underground. He organized the 
Unitary Front for Revolutionary Action, attached to the il- 
legal Communist Party, and became the Communist Party’s 
secretary-general in 1972. 

According to the U.S. State Department, Handal has close 
links with the Soviet Union and Cuba, and often travels to both 
countries, as well as to other East bloc members. He also has 
ties to the Palestine Liberation Organization, and in particular 
to its leader, Yasser Arafat. Handal has been active in the pur- 
chase of arms for the Salvadoran guerrillas. Richard Araujo, a 
Latin American expert at the Heritage Foundation, says of 
Handal: “He'd like to be the Latin American Arafat.” 

Joaquin Villalobos, 30. Commander of 
the People’s Revolutionary Army 
(E.R.P.), the second largest guerrilla or- 
ganization and the one that is probably 
the least doctrinaire, Villalobos has 
been described in some leftist publica- 
tions as a “militarist,”” meaning that he 
denigrates theory in favor of action. 
Unlike some of the other groups, Villa- 
lobos’ E.R.P. did not stem from the 
Communist Party; its original members 
were largely radicalized Roman Catho- 
lics who resorted to kidnaping and ur- 
ban terrorism. 

A would-be economist turned university dropout, Villalo- 
bos was a left-wing student leader. In 1971 he began to form 
clandestine groups to foster “armed struggle” in El Salvador. In 
1973 he officially declared the existence of the E.R.P. and led it 
underground. 

In 1974, Villalobos caused a sizable scandal in Latin Ameri- 
can leftist circles when he personally executed a well-known 
Communist poet, Roque Dalton Garcia, on trumped-up charges 
of being an agent of the CIA. In reality, Dalton was Villalobos’ 
chief political rival. The killing led to bitter factional fights 
within the E.R.P. and to a breakaway movement. Villalobos’ 
chief gestures of conciliation, on the other hand, have been to- 
ward his erstwhile enemy, the Salvadoran army. While some 
extremists want to purge the whole force in the event of a guer- 
rilla victory, Villalobos has said that “those army sectors that 
take a progressive position and patriotic and revolutionary 
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viewpoints have an important role to 
play.” 

Eduardo Sancho Castafieda, 35. Better 
known as Ferman Cienfuegos, Sancho 
commands the Armed Forces of Na- 
tional Resistance (FARN), a group that 
split from the E.R.P. over internal polit- 
ical differences. At times it seemed as if 
the two terrorist organizations were 
spending as much time shooting at each 
other as at their common enemy, the 
Salvadoran military. FARN was the only 
guerrilla group to break with the guerril- 
las’ united front after it was formed in 

early 1980, at the insistence of Fidel Castro. FARN rejoined the 
others, . within a few months, after one of its command- 
ers, Ernesto Jovel, died in a mysterious airplane crash. 

Sancho, who was born in Costa Rica, was also a student rad- 
ical in San Salvador. In the late 1960s, he began to organize 
workers, peasants and students into clandestine armed cells in 
the department of San Vicente. He worked aboveground as a 
professor of art history for the Salvadoran Ministry of Educa- 
tion. In 1970, Sancho formed “The Group,” a political-military 
organization that brought together radical students and radical 
Christians. Like the other organizations, FARN bankrolled itself 
through kidnapings; Sancho is accused of responsibility for the 
1978 kidnap-assassination of Japanese Industrialist Fujio Ma- 
tsumoto, among others. By one estimate, FARN had amassed $60 
million through kidnapings by 1979. 

Sancho admits that the guerrilla high command is Marxist, 
but “itis a Marxism that is 100% Salvadoran. We know we have 
to act with great realism and seek a policy of coexistence be- 
tween our little peoples of Central America and the U.S.” 

Roberto Roca, 34. Head of the Central American Workers’ 
Revolutionary Party (P.R.T.C.), a onetime student strike leader, 
he was the last to bring his organization under the F.M.L.N. um- 
brella. Roca is one of the least known 
of the guerrilla commanders, and his 
organization is probably the smallest. 
Like the other, younger guerrilla lead- 
ers, Roca began to organize secret 
armed groups in 1971, and formed the 
P.R.T.C. in 1975. Like the other 
commanders, Roca says that he is will- 
ing to negotiate with the current Salva- 
doran government. But he is just as 
willing to spread violence further in | 
the beleaguered country. Says he: |'7) 
“We will make the war felt at all |* ™ 
levels everywhere.” Joaquin Villalobos 
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from its allies abroad and liberals at home 
to try to help negotiate a settlement in the 
country where the stakes are currently the 
highest: El Salvador. Mexico has offered 
to act as an intermediary in the negotia- 
tions. But Mexico’s motives and credibil- 
ity are questionable. Privately, Mexican 
leaders admit that they are fearful of a 
Red tide sweeping through the countries 
to the south and spilling over their own 
borders. Publicly, however, they preach 
tolerance toward the possibility of more 
Marxist regimes in the hemisphere, and 
they chide the U'S. for its cries of alarm. In 
addition to their conciliatory rhetoric to- 
ward Castro and Communism, the Mexi- 
can authorities have allowed Cuban mili- 

| tary aid to reach the Guatemalan 
insurgents across Mexican territory. 
There is little doubt that Mexico is playing 
a double game in the region. As a senior 
Guatemalan official put it last week: 
“Mexico thinks that by 
throwing meat to the Cu- 
ban dog, it can avoid being 
bitten itself.” 

The idea of a negotiat- 
ed settlement seems at- 
tractive as a possible solu- 
tion to El Salvador’s 
bloodletting. But that 
course of action has seri- 
ous drawbacks for the 
US. at this stage. It would 
give the guerrillas power 
that they had won neither 
on the battlefield nor at 
the ballot box. Negotia- 
tions would vindicate 
guerrilla warfare by aban- 
doning the principle that 
an insurgency should not 
be allowed to force a gov- 
ernment to the bargaining 
table by means of vio- 
lence. The talks would 
also be bound to increase the momentum 
for an eventual leftist triumph. 

What is more, a negotiated settlement 
would undercut the U.S. position in the 
East-West struggle with the Soviet Union; 
it would be proof that the leading power 
in the West could not find a way to protect 
a friendly government close at hand. The 
U.S. would appear to lack the strategy, 
the power and the will to influence events 
in the world at large. In Central and 
South America, where U.S. resolve is al- 
ready under question, the result would be 
particularly troublesome. 

US. strategists have another compel- 
ling reason to avoid negotiations in E] Sal- 
vador at the present time. The Adminis- 
tration believes that it would have little 
chance of persuading right-wing elements 
to agree to a settlement that would in- 
clude the guerrillas. More important, even 
the attempt could be dangerous. The 
rightists in El Salvador see negotiations as 
being a prelude to their political defeat 
and possible extermination. The rightist- 
military coalition in Guatemala is also 
feeling embattled and vulnerable. U.S. ex- 
ee 

Familiar signs 
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of brutal strife: graves of unidentified bodies in Guatemala 

Right-wing hit squads are responsible for a large portion of the civilian deaths. 
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perts who have been studying the increas- 
ing frustration, belligerence and obstina- 

| cy of the right in Central America fear the 
ultraconservatives might join in an alli- 
ance against the left, creating an inter- 
national ideological war in Central 
America. 

Although the point is often obscured 
| by its simplistic and angry bombast about 
an East-West encounter in Central 
America, the Reagan Administration al- 
ready does have in place the framework 
for an effective policy that takes into ac- 
count the North-South problems of deal- 
ing with unstable and economically trou- 
bled nations. The Caribbean Basin 
Initiative of economic aid for the Central 
American region was enlightened and 
constructive, and was so hailed by leaders 
in the region. 

Using the Caribbean plan as a foun- 
dation, U.S. policy in the area should in- 

" la a be 

clude four elements: 1) bilateral and mul- 
economic aid; 2) military 

assistance directly linked to political re- 
form; 3) sustained attention to, and assis- 
tance for, countries that are not yet on the 
brink of crisis; 4) fence mending and coor- 
dination with the Western Europeans and 
the Mexicans on policy in the area, even if 
it means backing down on the Adminis- 
tration’s harder line toward Nicaragua. A 
survey of how these points might be ap- 
plied throughout the region: 
> The fundamental problem in El Salva- 
dor is social and political, not military. 
The U.S. should continue its backing of 
the Duarte government and sustain it 
with economic aid. One probable difficul- 
ty even if Duarte does well in the elec- 
tions: the economy may collapse. In that 
case, the U.S. should be prepared to in- 

crease its aid program. U.S. experts are 
convinced that El Salvador is by no 
means a lost cause. 
> In Guatemala, the U.S. has influence it 
can use to encourage the government to 
reform. For one thing, the country’s econ- 

| omy needs American investment. Second, 
4 4 

the military is going to become desperate 
for U.S. arms to fight the guerrillas. As a 
condition for aid, the U.S. should insist 
that the generals who run the country stop 
repressing political opponents and start 
sharing power more widely and genuine- 
ly. Costa Rica’s Monge believes that there 
are young officers in the Guatemalan 
army who realize that their country has to 
be more democratic to survive. Monge’s 
advice to the U.S.: identify with those ele- 
ments and help them prevail. 
> In Nicaragua the Sandinistas are un- 
questionably oriented toward Cuba and 
the Soviet bloc in foreign policy and are 
heading toward one-party, totalitarian 
rule at home. But the U.S. can still work to 
modify that government’s behavior. The 
Administration should immediately soft- 
en its tone, thereby giving the Sandinistas 
fewer pretexts to justify their militancy 
and repression. In addition, the US 

uasxuw should work with Western 
nations to aid the non- 
Sandinista parties and the 
private sector. The Sandi- 
nistas’ biggest worry is 
that they will be shunned 

tional, an association of 
democratic socialist par- 
ties; that could mean West 
Germany would stop its 
aid program and Vene- 
zuela its system of selling 
the government oil at 
preferential rates. 
> The US. should give 
political 
support, and plenty of it, 
to Honduras and Costa 
Rica, the two democracies 
that are holding on in the 
whole troubled area. 
While Costa Rica’s stan- 
dard of living will suffer 

| as the country takes the steps necessary to 
avoid bankruptcy, there is still good rea- 
son to hope that the underpinnings of 
its democratic institutions will remain 
intact. 

Above all, the U.S. needs to recognize 
that everything has changed in Central 
America, that 7io Sam cannot ignore until 
the last desperate moments what is occur- 
ring not all that far south of the border. As 
events during the past months have 
proved dramatically, the U.S. has a vital 
interest in Central America’s future.’ That 
interest will ultimately depend on forming 
a genuine partnership with the region. 
Says Fernando Volio, who will be Costa 
Rica’s next foreign minister: “We don’t 
want to be involved in the global confron- 
tation just for the sake of the superpowers. 
We want the US. to be involved for our 
sake as well, and we want to sense and see 
that clearly.” By getting more involved 
with the Central American countries for 
their sakes, the U.S. will help its own cause 
in the long run. —8y Thomas A. Sancton. 
Reported by Strobe Talbott/San José and James 

Willwerth/Guatemala City 

by the Socialist Interna- | 

and economic | 
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- Nation: 

Playing It Cool or Frozen in Ice? 
Reagan urges G.O.P. to “draw sabers and charge” 

f the fate of the U.S. economy were not 
at stake, there might be some macabre 

enjoyment in watching the cat-and-mouse 
game being played out in Washington over 
Ronald Reagan’s proposed budget for fis- 
cal 1983. The President’s men look at Cap- 

| itol Hill and argue, in the words of one, 
“We have to let the process up there cook a 
while longer. It needs to bake some.” Con- 
vinced that a projected $96.4 billion feder- 

| al deficit is unacceptable, Republicans 
stare back at the White House, hoping for 
a sign of presidential compromise. Glee- 
fully eyeing the disarray within the 
G.O.P., the Democrats sit back and wait 
nervously for the Republicans to try 
to quell the rebellion in their ranks. 

had little effect. One problem is Reagan’s 
charm. Observes one Senator about the 
persuaders: “They go in like tigers, but in 
the Oval Office they're pussycats.” 

Gracious and smiling, Reagan ap- 
plied his blend of amiability and tough- 
ness at a lunch on Capitol Hill last week 
with most of the Senate’s 53 Republicans. 
Any air of confrontation evaporated as he 
told the Senators: “Together I believe we 
can hold down taxes, hold down spending 
and ensure a national defense that is able 
to preserve the peace.” He said that he 
would be happy to consider any biparti- 
san plan that meets those standards, add- 
ing: “When we have honest differences, 
you can count on me to be willing to lis- 

Laxalt, Dole, Baker and Domenici after Republican Senators’ meeting with the President 

The Big Five seek to break the budget impasse, if the President will not. 

Almost everyone in Washington is try- 
ing to figure out what the President will do. 
Is he playing it cool, trying to preserve as 
much of his budget as he can before finally 
compromising, as nearly everyone thinks 
he must? Or is he frozen in ice, convinced 
that his program is right for the nation and 
that Congress must take it or leave it? Not 
even his closest aides know for sure. Says 
one adviser: “Either he will spring a com- 
promise at the most appropriate time, or 
he just doesn’t see the nature of the prob- 
lem and is being obstinate.” One longtime 
Reagan associate bets on the latter. “He's 
an ideologue. He’s saying what he believes, 
not necessarily what's smart.” 

Having failed previously to persuade 
the President that he should reduce the 
increase in defense spending and impose 
new taxes to lower the deficits, key advis- 
ers are not urging their boss to ease his 
rigid stance now. But without being dis- 
loyal, they are quietly prompting influen- 
tial Republican and business leaders to 
make that case. So far, this campaign has 

ten.” Declared Oregon Republican Mark 
Hatfield after the meeting: “He brought a 
reconciliation in place of estrangement.” 
Added Nevada's Paul Laxalt: “It was up- 
beat. An obvious show of unity.” 

till, the President’s visit clarified 
nothing about the budget, since he 

coupled his willingness to listen with a 
warning that “we must stand firm on the 
three basic commitments.” Despite his 

| call for a bipartisan approach, he posed 
the issues in sharply partisan terms when 
talking privately with a handful of Re- 
publican leaders on the Hill. “What are 
the Democrats going to run on?” he 
asked. “Raising taxes? Bargain basement 
defense when our planes won't fly? Where 
the hell have they been for the last 40 | 
years? They have been in charge and look 
at the mess they've created. That’s why I 
say draw sabers and charge.” 

Yet in the November elections, Re- 
publicans face the prospect of trying to de- 
fend Reagan’s budget, with its huge defi- 
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cits and reduced social spending, at a time 
when the country may still be suffering 
from the effects of recession, high unem- 
ployment and double-digit interest rates. 

The Senate’s majority leader, Howard 
Baker of Tennessee, is keenly aware of the 
high stakes, for both the economy and his 
party. He has been meeting almost daily 
in his back office as a member of a group 
known as the Big Five to work on alterna- 

| tives to the President’s budget. The five 
include himself; Mark Hatfield of Oregon, 
chairman of the Senate Appropriations 
Committee; Paul Laxalt of Nevada, a | 
Reagan intimate; Robert Dole of Kansas, 
head of the Finance Committee; and New 
Mexico’s Pete Domenici, chairman of the 
Budget Committee. “My objective is to 
find a budget we can pass,” says Baker, 
who is widely seen as the only man with 
the clout and skill to break the impasse, if 
the President will not. 

Baker intends to have the Big Five lay | 
out a number of options to their Republi- 
can colleagues at a lunch this week. If the 
G.O.P. Senators can reach agreement on 
a package, the results will be conveyed to 
the White House. No one knows what 
Reagan’s reaction will be, although he is 
certain to say no if the Senators recom- 
mend any reduction in military spending, 

| which most of them want. 
Democrats in both houses, on the oth- 

er hand, fear that the President would 
wield his veto power if they pushed an al- 
ternative of their own. “I went through 
that drill last year,” recalls Illinois’ Dan 
Rostenkowski, chairman of the House 
Ways and Means Committee, who had 
proposed a Democratic substitute for Rea- | 
gan’s tax cuts. “I came away unbowed but 
a little bloody. I can’t move anything in the | 
Congress.” Democrats find themselves in 
an ambiguous political position. Most be- 
lieve that Reagan’s budget makes no eco- 
nomic sense and will severely prolong or 

even deepen the recession. Lacking the 
clout to revamp it totally, they are reluc- 
tant to block key parts of it, since they 
might then have to share the political 
blame for any economic chaos that occurs. 

South Carolina's Democratic Senator 
Ernest Hollings outlined his comprehen- 
sive alternative proposals in a letter to the 
President last week. Hollings later told a 
news conference: “He ought to understand | 
that this is not a poker game with cards 
played close to the vest.” The implied plea, 
that Reagan should end the uncertainty by 
showing all his cards now, ignores an even | 
more worrisome possibility: all his cards 
may already be on the table. 

If so, the continued stalemate in it- 
self could doom hopes for a prompt re- 
covery from the deepening recession. 
Convinced that those huge deficits will 
keep interest rates high, businessmen 
are thus far unwilling to bet their bucks 
on new investments and expanded pro- | 
duction. Washington’s waiting game, in 
short, carries risks that are not just 
political. —By Ed Magnuson. Reported by 

Laurence |. Barrett and Neil MacNeil/Washington 
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Barbed Farewell 
A blast at Reaganomics 

nusually modest for a_ politician, 
Pennsylvania Congressman Marc 

Lincoln Marks admits that he has had a 
“very undistinguished” three-term career 
in the House. A moderate Republican, he 
had loyally supported Reagan’s economic 
program in what he called “my own best 
political interests.” But as the white- 

| haired lawmaker spent 19 days in the Be- 
thesda National Naval Medical Center 
undergoing treatment for a chronic back 
problem, he brooded about his pro-Rea- 
gan votes. “I had a gut feeling that I was 
wrong,” he recalls. “I should have paid at- 
tention to it. I was as guilty as anyone.” 

Last week Marks, 55, who has a repu- 
tation as a responsible and intelligent 
member of the House, tried to shake that 
guilt. In a rambling but barbed half-hour 
address to a nearly empty chamber, he 
bitingly assailed Reaganomics. “Mr. 
Speaker,” he said to Democrat Tip 
O'Neill, who listened with unusual atten- 
tiveness, “the time has come to stop this 
massacre. . . The time is now to call out to 
thinking women and men everywhere to 
raise their voices against this murderous 
mandate that is being carried out.” 

cronies whose belief in Hooverism 
has blinded them to the wretchedness and 
to the suffering they are inflicting.” He 
ticked off those whom he considers the vic- 
tims of Reaganomics, including “the sick, 
the poor, the handicapped, the blue-collar 
and white-collar workers, the small busi- 
ness person, the black community, women 
of all economic and social backgrounds, 
men and women who desperately need job 
training, families that deserve and desire 

the right to send their chil- 
dren to college; in fact, 
anyone and everyone, oth- 
er than those who have 

insulate themselves in a 
corporate suit of armor.” 

The former trial law- 
yer attacked the military 
budget as “stuffing the de- 
fense community with 
more dollars than it can in 
its wildest dreams use 
without vomiting money.” 

He accused the Administration of “spit- 
ting out words of war” while trying “to ex- 
cuse the millions of people that are march- 
ing in Europe, opposed to our nuclear 
policies. . . by saying it is alla Communist- 
inspired plot. My God, did the McCarthy 
era teach us nothing?” 

Why had Marks chosen to speak out 
now? Well, he admitted, he had decided 
not to seek re-election in November be- 
cause of his back problem. Did he fear re- 
taliation from conservative Republicans, 
including the President? “When I called 
my wife in the bomb shelter.” Marks 

| quipped, “she wasn’t concerned.” = 
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Superpower chess: Reagan, center, with advisers in White House Situation Room 

The Presidency / Hugh Sidey 
asset Ss ee 

Needed: Strength and Patience 
Fo Ronald Reagan’s first day on the job, photographs and clandestine re- 

ports have flowed across his desk every morning, convincing this President 
that a revolution in the Caribbean has been coaxed and fed by Moscow and Ha- 
vana. The CIA gave the world a glimpse of that evidence last week. But docu- 
mentation of a big military buildup in Nicaragua is only one fragment of the in- 
doctrination the President has received in superpower chess. 

He has listened to CIA Director William Casey narrate how the Soviet Union 
has exploited food, technology and credits from the free world: both men were 
astonished at how important these were to Soviet society. Lips pursed, head 
shaking in grim amazement, Reagan watched the agency’s “horror show” 
of satellite pictures of Soviet ships and submarines coming down the ways, 
bow to stern, like compacts rolling off a Detroit production line. 

Reagan has sat, wondering at the irony of it all, as his briefers have traced 
how captured American M-1l6s, their serial numbers clumsily altered, were 
shipped around the world from Viet Nam to the rebels in El Salvador. The Presi- 
dent has observed the painstaking accumulation of evidence that Moscow’s cli- 
ents have used poison gas (the deadly “yellow rain”) in Southeast Asia and that 
the Soviets have themselves employed it in Afghanistan—perhaps out of frustra- 
tion that all their troops and equipment have been unable to break down a stub- 
born resistance by the mountain tribes to military occupation. 

Reagan relished the accounts of how the CIA penetrated the Polish govern- 
ment and how informers, once discovered, were spirited out of the country along 
with their families—but not before they had disclosed Moscow’s hand in the 
martial-law crackdown. Reagan has followed the cabled details of Leonid 
Brezhnev’s tears and grief after the recent death of Mikhail Suslov, the hard-line 
ideologue of the Politburo. Some of those secret reports tell of instant “personal- 
ity changes” of high Soviet diplomats when they were informed of Suslov’s de- 
mise. Those diplomats grew distant, their minds back in Moscow, as they wor- 
riedly waited for the changes that inevitably follow any unexpected interruption 
in totalitarian authority. 

Reagan has been tutored day after day by his experts that the Soviets are in a 
“historic decline” and a “systemic failure” that renders them, despite their pow- 
er, more unpredictable and dangerous than ever. From all of this, and much 
more, he has concluded that we have entered two of the most perilous years of 
modern times and that in this period it is imperative for the U.S. to stay strong. 
This conviction explains why the President seems shrill about Central America 
and sometimes nearly fanatical in his refusal to cut defense spending. He be- 
lieves that America’s—and his—credibility, both with adversaries and friends, 
lies in the extra billions. Those dollars instantly translate in Reagan's mind into 
helicopters and guns, then into confidence and courage, and ultimately into vic- 
tory for our side. 

The danger—and it is a serious danger—is that the President may be a pris- 
oner of his preconceptions, and that the selectively chosen evidence being shown 
him could simply reinforce his entrenched ideology in illusory ways. El] Salvador 
and Viet Nam are not alike, in either geography or politics, but restraint and pa- 
tience about American intervention may be as much in order as they should 
have been 20 years ago. If the Soviet empire is overextended, Reagan’s challenge 
is to assist that “historic decline”—a long journey requiring quiet courage and 
extraordinary sensitivity. 
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HastyExit 
Williams forgoes a vote 

€ was unrepentant to the end. “I know 
I broke no laws,” said Senator Harri- 

son Williams before all 99 of his col- 
| leagues. He had been victimized by the 
| FBI, “ruthless con men bearing hunting li- 

} censes,” said the New Jersey Democrat 
He quoted the Lord’s Prayer (“Lead us 
not into temptation”) and volunteered 
that “God Almighty had something to do 
with all of this.” And then he resigned, “I 
leave in good spirits, good heart and 
strong resolve. I feel no stain. I've been 
strengthened.” 

Despite his insistence that he had 
been framed, Williams, 62, surely would 
have been expelled if the matter had 
come to a vote. The Senate Ethics Com- 
mittee had unanimously recommended 
expulsion. Williams stood convicted of 
nine felony counts of bribery and influ- 

| ence peddling in a scheme involving an 
FBI agent posing as an Arab sheik and 
faced up to three years in prison. Most 
damning both in court and in the Senate 
were FBI videotapes that showed him 
promising to use his office to further a 
business venture in which he had a hid- 
den interest. He met with the phony sheik 
not once but seven times. This repeated 
flouting of propriety made a devastating 

| impression on the Senators who viewed 
the tapes in recent weeks. Said one irritat- 
ed Democrat: “To convince Senators that 
what they saw was not what they saw was 
just impossible. Williams should not have 
pretended he was innocent.” 

Williams offered a maundering six- 
hour defense last week that stupefied even 
his defenders. Impatient to bring the 
painful proceedings to an end, some Sena- 
tors slept in their chairs and others 
strolled about the chamber chatting. 
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When Williams finished, they began ris- 

Nation 
ing one by one to urge his expulsion. The 
decisive blow was struck by Thomas Ea- 
gleton of Missouri, a fellow Democrat and 
longtime Williams friend. Said he: “Sena- 
tor Williams has not had the good grace to 
withdraw from this body. We should not 
perpetuate our own disgrace by asking 
him to stay.” California Democrat Alan 
Cranston offered a last-ditch substitute 
resolution merely to censure Williams on 

the grounds that the FBI had improperly 
entrapped him, but the motion garnered 
little support and was never brought to a 
vote 

Williams resigned after Cranston and 
others unofficially assured him that the 
Senate would pursue an investigation into 
the FBI's methods in the Abscam opera- | 
tion, which also netted six Congressmen 
In fact, by week's end sentiment on Capi- 
tol Hill was running harder against the 
bureau than it was against Williams 
Many Senators were appalled by the cli- 
mate of corruption created by the FBI to 

Harrison Williams with his wife Jeanette at press conference after resigning from the Senate 

ensnare public officials. Says Connecticut 
Senator Christopher Dodd: “I'd like to 
catch the s.o.b. who thought Abscam up. 
He should be hung by his heels.” 

After Williams’ farewell speech, col- 
leagues gathered around to shake his 
hand and pat his back. Such good will is 
customary after the Senate disciplines one 
of its own, but this time the gestures were 
heartfelt. “Pete” Williams, after all, was a 
hard-working member of the Senate for 
23 years. Said Majority Leader Howard 
Baker: “Pete, we wish you well.” As:Wil- 

Arms Chill 
Bomb banning in Congress 

ail i his is not only bad defense policy,” 
fumed Secretary of State Alexan- 

der Haig, “but it is a bad arms-control 
policy as well.” The target of Haig’s blast 
a congressional! resolution calling for a 
freeze on nuclear weapons by both the 

U.S. and the Soviet Union. The nonbind- 
ing measure, introduced in both houses of 
Congress last week, has already attracted 
20 Senators and 143 Representatives as 
sponsors. “Will the time ever be more 
right?” asked Democratic Congressman 
Jonathan Bingham of New York. “Will 
the Russians stand still while we build the 
MX missile, the B-1 bomber and the Tri- 

dent submarine?” 
The resolution was the brainchild of 

Democratic Senator Edward Kennedy of 
Massachusetts, who returned to Wash- 
ington after the holiday recess last Janu- 
ary deeply impressed with the burgeoning 
grass-rools movement against nuclear 
arms. Republican Senator Mark Hatfield 

| of Oregon agreed to join him as sponsor, 

and the two lawmakers spent several 
weeks lining up other supporters. The sin- 
gle-page resolution calls upon both Wash- 
ington and Moscow to “pursue a com- 
plete halt to the nuclear arms race,” asks 

for a bilateral ban on the “testing, produc- 
tion, and further deployment of nuclear 
warheads,” and urges “major reductions” 
in stockpiled weapons 

Haig contended that the proposed 

| freeze would be “devastating” since it 

liams said his goodbyes, New Jersey Gov- | 

ernor Thomas Kean, a Republican, was 
preparing to choose an interim successor 
to serve until Williams’ term expires next 
January. The front runners, all Republi- 

| cans: U.S. Representatives Millicent Fen- 
wick and James Courter, and former Rea- 
gan Adviser Jeff Bell, who lost to Bill 
Bradley in the 1978 Senate race. a 

would preserve as much as a “six-to-one” 

Soviet advantage in nuclear weapons in 
Europe. Kennedy and Hatfield shot back 
that the Secretary chose “to use mislead- 
ing figures to attack his caricature of that 
resolution.” In Europe, they argued, the 
Soviets have 2,000 nuclear warheads, vs. 
1.200 for NATO. The Senators stressed 
that the proposed freeze would be world- | 
wide, not just in Europe, and that overall 
the U.S. has 9,000 warheads, vs. only | 
7,000 for the Soviet Union. (The London- 
based International Institute for Strategic 
Studies, whose estimates are given wide 
credence by nuclear experts, places the 
Soviet arsenal at 8,000 warheads. The So- 
viet weapons, moreover, far outstrip their 
U.S. counterparts in megaton force.) 

The measure’s sponsors are now 
pushing for formal hearings, and while 
chances for passage in the House look 
good, the outcome in the Senate is uncer- 
tain. Though the resolution is purely 
symbolic, its passage would surely em- 
barrass, if not hamper, the Administra- 
tion in any arms-control negotiations. 
Meanwhile, as Administration hawks 
scramble to defuse the measure, a grass- 
roots campaign against doomsday weap- 

| ons picked up more support last week. 
Maine’s legislature became the eighth to 
request a moratorium on the spread of 
nuclear arms. e 

J 
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Loose Talk and Stacked Cadavers 
The coroner to the stars fights to stay in office 

pS cme revelations, televised press 
conferences, racy conjecture about 

the hours before death—all are trade- 
marks of Los Angeles County Medical 
Examiner Dr. Thomas Noguchi. But 
when Actor John Belushi, 33, was found 
dead in a Hollywood hotel bungalow, the 
“coroner to the stars” was uncharacteris- 
tically circumspect. He remained silent as 
the first ugly details of Belushi’s death | 
drified into print, and finally issued only a 
terse written announcement of his find- 
ings: “The deceased died of an overdose 
due to intravenous injections of heroin 
and cocaine. Both cocaine and heroin 
were found on the premises.” 

Noguchi’s tight-lipped discretion was 
not the result of a spontaneous personality 
change. Rather, the five-member Los An- 
geles County board of supervisors had or- 
dered him two months ago to confine his 
reports to strictly physiological data and 
refrain from “sensationalism and editori- 
alizing.” Three days before Belushi’s 
death, the board expressed its displeasure 
more firmly and voted unanimously to 
seek the coroner's resignation. Noguchi 
refused to quit his $69,000-a-year job, and 
so the supervisors late last week upped the 
ante by suspending him for a month. The 
board seems intent on firing or at least de- 
moting Noguchi from the high-profile job 
he has held for 15 years. 

As the battle to remove him intensi- 
fied, Noguchi relapsed into his customary 
loquaciousness with the press. He said 
that given free rein, he would have hinted 
days earlier at the unnatural causes of Be- 
lushi’s death. Noguchi referred to the use 
of the cocaine-heroin mixture by its street 
name—speedballing—and said that the 
dose would have killed Belushi even if he 
had been less paunchy and dissipated. 
.The comedian’s death had its public after- 
math in the East as well. Actor Dan Ayk- 
royd led the funeral cortege on Martha’s 
Vineyard astride a Harley-Davidson mo- | 
torcycle, and later eulogized his friend 
and co-star before 
Manhattan’s Cathedral Church of St. 
John the Divine. 

Noguchi’s political overseers have al- 
ways bridled at the way he seems to bask 
in the strange, refracted limelight of dead 
Hollywood celebrities. In fact, Noguchi, 
55, was fired once before—13 years ago 
this week—only to be reinstated by a civil 
service commission; he may again tri- 
umph judicially, but this time the case 
against him is more scrupulous and sub- 
stantive. The most shocking charge in 
1969—that he was “smiling and dancing” 
with glee at the prospect of performing 
the historic autopsy on Robert Kenne- 
dy—was never corroborated. The county 
board muzzled him in January because it 
thought he had been too quick to specu- 
late about the murky circumstances sur- 
rounding the deaths of Natalie Wood and 

| William Holden. 

1,000 mourners at | 

The embattled Dr. Thomas Noguchi 

First-rate medicine, sloppy management. 

It is clear that Noguchi, a naturalized 
citizen who emigrated from Tokyo in 
1952, is a habitual grandstander. He has 
been a guest on the Dick Cavett show, and 
the TV character Quincy is partly mod- 
eled on him. “Noguchi is the Salvador 
Dali of forensic pathology,” says a coro- 
ner from an East Coast city. 

But more than his vivid style is now at 
issue. A Los Angeles Times exposé 
charged that the 140-member coroner’s 
Office is colossally mismanaged. Cadavers 
are sometimes stacked for lack of space, 
jewelry is stolen from bodies, broken 
equipment goes unrepaired, lab tests are 
botched, and crucial evidence—including 
the severed hand of a murder victim—has 
been lost. Noguchi rarely performs autop- 
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sies himself. According to the county’s 
chief administrator, the coroner’s chronic 
absences, due to a lucrative lecture and 
consulting schedule, result in a “lack of ad- 
equate central management and control.” 

Noguchi’s lawyer, Godfrey Isaac, sug- 
gests that the disarray of the $5 million- 
a-year operation may be “sabotage.” 
Dr. Leslie Lukash, chief medical examin- 
er of Nassau County, N.Y., whom Los An- 
geles County commissioned to scrutinize 
management under Noguchi, believes 
that the main problem is not the man but 
insufficient funding. The current annual 
budget for supplies, for example, was spent 
in just six months, but even that may be 
symptomatic of poor planning. 

oguchi has insisted that his perfor- 
mance should be evaluated by a panel 

of seven big-city forensic specialists, and 
he might well win vindication from such 

| peers. Says Dr. Robert Stein, chief medical 
examiner of Cook County, III: “He is one 
of the outstanding forensic pathologists in 
the country, if not the world.” Rhode Is- 
land’s chief medical examiner, Dr. Wil- 
liam Sturner, says Noguchi is “first-rate,” 
and wonders if racial prejudice may fuel 
some of the current anti-Noguchi senti- 
ment. So far, however, Los Angeles’ large 
Japanese community has not rallied to de- 
fend him as it did in 1969. 

Doctors who work under Noguchi 

acc: 

agree his technical expertise is beyond | 

question, but are ambivalent about his 
threatened ouster. Says one: “Noguchi 
doesn't check on things, so things basically 
go to hell. But if he did mind the shop, it 
might be worse.” Even if Noguchi’s antag- 
onists prevail, the coroner’s office would 
not necessarily function better. “Who do 
you get to replace him?” wonders a col- 
league who favors dismissal. “My suspi- 
cion is the board couldn't find anyone bet- 
ter.” Perhaps not, but Los Angeles | 
authorities seem determined to find some- | 
one more prudent. ~By Kurt Andersen. 
Reported by Russell Leavitt/Los Angeles 
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PERSIAN GULF 

A Hot and Holy War 
Iran stages a surprising comeback in its bloody struggle with Iraq 

ranian military intelligence units pa- | 
trolling the hills northwest of the bor- 
der town of Bostan flashed a warning: | 
the Iraqis were about to attack Tang- | 

e-Chazzabeh, a narrow mountain pass | 
straddling the frontier. Two dozen Irani- 
an crews manning field guns and Soviet 
Katyusha rocket launchers were awaiting 
the signal from their commanding officer. 
Sure enough, an Iranian forward observer 
spotted the columns of Iraqi armor and 
infantry on the move. He called “Now!” 
into his walkie-talkie. The commanding 
officer yelled “Fire!” The guns roared and 
the missiles blasted off toward the attack- 
ing Iraqi units. 

Then, without waiting for orders, 500 
Iranian Islamic Guards and militiamen 
leaped out of their trenches swinging 
West German G3 and Soviet Kalashni- 
kov rifles and Soviet antitank rocket 
launchers. Screaming “Allahu Akbar!” | 
(God is great), they charged the advanc- 
ing Iraqis and were quickly locked in sav- 
age hand-to-hand combat. Meanwhile, | 

| the Iranian regular army commander, | 
startled by the untimely appearance of his 
fanatic countrymen directly in his line of 
fire, was obliged to redirect his guns to the | 
rear of the enemy formations in order to | 
avoid killing fellow Iranians. 

Even so, the Islamic Guards and mili- 
| tiamen suffered more than 100 casualties 

in the fighting. The Iraqis sustained far | 
| fewer losses, but the frenzied Iranian 
| charge evidently confused them. Within 
| an hour of their initial attack, the Iraqis | 

fell back. Surveying the carnage, a frus- 
trated Iranian army captain said, “This | 
madness was unnecessary. We could have 
blown the Iraqis to bits with our fire pow- 
er alone.” 

That bizarre border battle two weeks 
ago was characteristic of the brand of 
bloody warfare the Iranians have been 
waging, with growing success, in an 18- 
month-old holy war against their Iraqi in- 
vaders, By combining conventional infan- 
try and artillery tactics with suicidal 
attacks by fanatic Islamic Guards and ir- 
regulars, the Iranians have recaptured a 
considerable part of the territory they lost 
to the Iraqis immediately after the Iraqi 
invasion of Iran in September 1980, the 
beginning of the war. 

Iran’s surprising military recovery | 
has, however, been won at an appalling | 
economic and human cost. Drained of 
foreign reserves by the mounting cost of | 
the war ($100 billion so far), Tehran has | 
had to ban all imports except food, medi- | 
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cines and war matériel. About 25,000 Ira- 
nians have been killed, 50,000 wounded 
and 1.5 million driven from their homes 
by the fighting. 

For Iran’s Middle Eastern neighbors 
the conflict has served to intensify long- 
standing divisions within the Arab world. 
Saudi Arabia and other oil-rich gulf states 
haye supported Iraq in the contest, while 
Syria and Libya have stood by Iran. If the 
war should spread, it could conceivably 
destabilize the entire gulf region. For the 
Soviet Union, which has 25 military divi- 
sions on its border with Iran, the pro- 
longed and debilitating fighting offers a 
host of opportunities to exploit weakness- 
es on both sides. 

Iran’s inch-by-inch recovery of its ter- 
ritory began last September, when it 
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Clockwise from top: Iraqi soldiers attack tra- 

nian position with recoilless rifle near Bostan; 
traqi P.O.W.s in Tehran; remains of combat- 
ant after Bostan battle 

broke the grip of the Iraqi army around 
the key oil refinery city of Abadan. The 
Iranians also launched a series of success- 
ful attacks on Iraqi positions along the 
southern segment of the border between 
the two countries. In addition, the Irani- 
ans have recovered a total of about 155 sq. 
mi. of land at different points along the 
625-mile front. 

Meanwhile, the Tehran government 
has continued to throw tens of thousands 
of ill-trained but fanatically loyal Islamic 
Guards and volunteers against the belea- 
guered Iraqi forces. Evidently helpless to 
reverse the course of an unpopular war, 
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein has indi- 

| cated his readiness to negotiate withdraw- 
al of his troops from the 800 sq. mi. of Ira- 
nian territory still occupied by his troops. 



Nonetheless, Saddam is clearly not pre- 
pared to accept terms so humiliating that 
they would precipitate his fall from power. 

But Iran has proved obdurate. Know- 
ing that any decisive advance over Iraqi 
forces is unlikely in the immediate future, 

| the revolutionary government of Ayatul- 
lah Ruhollah Khomeini has discovered 
that a protracted war has its benefits as 
well as its penalties. The Iraqi invasion 

| has served to unify Iran in the midst of 
revolutionary turmoil, rallying disparate 
and even dissident elements behind a pa- 
triotic cause, Says one Arab diplomat who 
has had extensive dealings with Tehran: 
“The Iranians now believe that the longer 
the war goes on the more they are in con- 
trol. With every week that passes they feel 
they are placing added pressure on Sad- 
dam to resign.” 

To compound Saddam's problems, | 
Iran has set unrealistic conditions for a 
cease-fire: Baghdad’s unconditional with- 
drawal, payment of massive reparations 
and unqualified United Nations condem- 
nation of Iraq as the aggressor. In effect, 
they are a demand for Saddam’s political 
suicide. Efforts to mediate a cease-fire by 
the U.N. and a council of Islamic states in 
recent months have met with stubborn 
opposition in Iran 

eaffirming his country’s intransi- 
gent position, Khomeini told 
troops last week that the war 
would continue until Saddam 

Hussein fell. “We shall not compromise,” 
he vowed. “Islam will not allow compro- 
mise with a criminal. Saddam is desper- 
ate. He is appealing to everyone for help, 
but he is doomed.” 

Iran’s continuing military advances 
have caused increasing concern in the 
US. and in neighboring Arab states. Any 
significant redistribution of power in this 
geopolitically sensitive area could bring 
disruption in the flow of oil supplies from 
the Persian Gulf. It could also offer the 
Soviet Union greater scope for extending 
its influence in the region 

Even more threatening, from the 
point of view of such conservative gulf 
states as Saudi Arabia, are Lran’s stepped- 

Khomeini: Islam will not compromise 

up efforts to export its particular brand of 
Islamic revolution. There is abundant evi- 
dence that Tehran believes that the war 
with Iraq offers a unique opportunity for 
fomenting fundamentalist coups d état in 
other Muslim states. A recent appeal for 
volunteers issued by the Islamic Guards 
called on Iranians to help enable “the Is- 
lamic revolution to open the gates of free- 
dom to the oppressed peoples of the re- 
gion.” Last December police in the tiny, 
prosperous gulf state of Bahrain arrested 
80 terrorists trained and armed by Iran 
for the purpose of overthrowing the gov- 
ernment of Sheik Isa Al-Khalifa 
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Fear of Iranian subversion in the re- 
gion is one reason a group of four gulf 
States headed by Saudi Arabia has decid- 
ed to contribute more than $20 billion in 
interest-free loans and billions more in 
grants to Iraq. The gulf states are also 
mapping a regional defense plan. The six- 
nation Gulf Cooperation Council has de- 
cided to create a joint armed forces com- 
mand and a military strike force designed 
to intervene if any of the member states is 
threatened. So far, however, only Jordan 
has actively participated in the Iran-Iraq 
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war. A 2,000-man Jordanian force has 
been formed to fight on the Iraqi side, and 

| Jordan’s King Hussein has even offered to | 
lead his men into battle. 

The US., which long regarded Iraq as 
an ally of the Soviet Union, is edging to- 
ward a rapprochement. The Reagan Ad- 
ministration last month lifted a number of 
stringent trade restrictions that had been 
levied against Iraq for supporting interna- 
tional terrorism. Though the U.S. has no 
intention of selling arms to Iraq, it can 
now be more flexible in dealing with that 
nation. In any case, Iraq has had no trou- 
ble purchasing arms from France and 
other Western European countries to sup- 
plement the vast stock of weapons it ob- 
tained from its closest ally in the 1970s, 
the Soviet Union. 

Iran’s principal supporters in the 
Middle East, Libya and Syria, have been 
able to fill only part of the country’s arms 
needs. Tehran has thus had to turn for 
help to a strange assortment of suppliers. 
A significant portion of the arms ship- 
ments going to Iran comes from the Soviet 
Union, East Germany and North Korea 
Israel, which regards Iraq as its most im- 
placable enemy among the Muslim states, 
has sold Iran Israeli-made weapons such 
as sea-to-sea and air-to-air missiles, as 
well as some parts for the U.S.-made ma- 
tériel the Ayatullah’s regime inherited 
when Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi 
was deposed in 1979. Still, most of the $1 
billion in weaponry that Iran has bought 
has come from an international network 
of arms dealers or directly from Western 
European sources. 

oscow’s aid to Iran, overt and 
otherwise, has increased mark- 
edly since 1980. In addition to 
the vast stores of Soviet Katyu- 

sha rocket launchers, mortars, antitank 
rocket launchers and Kalashnikov rifles 
that make their way to Iran, Soviet tech- 
nicians and KGB experts have come to 

train the Islamic Guards and the intelli- 
gence services. “For Russia, Iran is the 
prize,’ says the Rand Corporation’s Ste- 
ven J. Rosen. “The Soviets are playing all 
sides of the street: supplying arms to Iraq 
through Jordan and arms to Iran through 
North Korea. The Soviets are trying to 
maintain good relations with conservative 
mullahs while backing the Iranian Com- 
munist Party.” 

So far, however, Iran appears to have 
been playing the old and perilous game of 
exploiting the Soviet Union's help while 
pursuing what it regards as a holy war 
against its neighbor and historic enemy, 
Iraq. Buying arms wherever it can find 
them, throwing masses of young Muslim 
zealots against enemy guns, Iran has 

achieved a remarkable military come- 
back. In spite of its pariah status among 
former gulf allies, its uninterrupted revo- 
lutionary turmoil and domestic violence, 
its bankrupt economy and shattered oil 
industry, Ayatullah Khomeini’s Iran may 
be emerging as a power for the world to 
ponder. —8y Patricia Blake. Reported by Raji | 

Samghabadi/New York, with other bureaus | 
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World 
BRITAIN 

he daffodils were abloom in London’s 
Hyde Park, and over at Downing 

Street, Prime Minister Margaret Thatch- 
er put on her brightest smile for the tour- 
ists. It was, after all, nearly the end of one 
of Britain’s bitterest winters, and she had 
reason to think that sunnier days might be 

ahead for her government. Chancellor of 
the Exchequer Sir Geoffrey Howe had 
just presented the House of Commons 
with a new budget. It shrewdly offered a 
little something for everyone, effectively 
assuaging dissidents within the Tories’ 
own ranks and taking the steam out of ex- 
pected Labor opposition. A few days later, 
a new Market and Opinion Research In- 

Howe, left, carrying the Budget Box, is snapped by his wife as he leaves for the Commons 

it Happens Every Spring 
After a hard winter, Thatcher finds a little sunshine for all 

| from 3.5% to 2.5%. Child allowances, old- 
age pensions and unemployment benefits 
will receive a slight boost. But Britons, 
who already pay a 15% value-added tax 
on all but essential goods and services, will | 
have to pay excise taxes averaging about 
12% on beer, cigarettes and gasoline. 

Still, the average Briton did a little 
hasty calculation and concluded that the 
budget was tolerable. “It’s a case of losing 
on the swings and gaining on the round- 
abouts,” said a self-employed street ven- 
dor. The main complaint about the bud- 
get is that it fails to take strong measures 
to combat unemployment, now at a rec- 
ord 3 million (a rate of nearly 13%) and” 

Skillfully, if parsimoniously, crafted to give a teaspoonful of relief to nearly everyone. 

ternational poll showed Thatcher's Tories 
ahead of the opposition for the first time | 
since the 1979 national election. 

Last year’s budget was rated the most 
unpopular in 30 years, so Howe had only 
to be fairly moderate and evenhanded to 
come out ahead. In fact, his modest pro- 
posal for a $2.35 billion expansion of the | 
economy managed to win approval from 
business leaders and even backbench 
conservatives who have been critical 
of Thatcher’s harsh economic policies 
“This will be a budget for industry, and so 
a budget for jobs,”” Howe declared in his 
address to the Commons. “But it will be a 
budget for people as well.” 

It was skillfully, if parsimoniously, 
crafted to give industry a teaspoonful of 
relief with cheaper electricity and gas 
rates and provide modest assistance for 
the ailing construction business. It con- 
tains a raise in income tax exemptions of 
14%, and a cut in the payroll tax, or social 

| security surcharge paid by employers, 

| still showed “no proper understanding of 

still rising. Labor Party Leader Michael 
Foot, borrowing from Gilbert and Sulli- 
van's The Mikado, scorned Howe's cost- 
and-balance sheet as “a thing of shreds 
and patches.” The government, he said, 

the scale of the catastrophe which has be- 
fallen our country and our people.” 

Labor's shadow chancellor, Peter 
Shore, offered his party’s alternative bud- 
get, calling for $16.3 billion in additional 
spending to generate a 5% growth in the 
economy next year. (The Tories’ projec- 
tions call for only 1.5% growth.) More- 
over, Shore charged, tables issued by the 
government’s own tax office showed 
Howe's figures on tax benefits to be a 
fraud. Only Britons with incomes of more 
than $36,000 would actually benefit from 
the Tories’ budget. Scoffed he: “So much 
for this ‘budget for the people.’ ” 

Economists generally doubt that Brit- 
ain has begun to shake off its worst reces- 
sion in decades. But Thatcher’s spokes- 

aamamemeatl 
men insist that the economic indicators 
are on their side. Inflation, for instance, 
has dropped from a high of 13% last year 
to 12%, and seems headed for single-digit 
territory. Building-industry lenders low- 
ered mortgage rates late last week by 
1.5%, to 13.5%. Not least, Thatcherites ar- 

| gue, the pound has remained quite steady 
despite the $4-per-bbl. cut in North Sea oil 
prices (to $31 per bbl.) earlier this month. 
Even those oil cuts, which gouged $1.6 bil- 
lion in revenues out of Howe's budget, 
were being touted by the Tories as good 
news. Asserted one of Thatcher's aides: 
“It’s going to stimulate the economy, and | 
expansion is the securest form of reve- 
nue.” The government last week also con- 
fidently committed Britain to buying $14 
billion worth of U.S. Trident II missiles 
for its nuclear submarines. 

The sudden surge in Tory popularity 
did not bode well for Roy Jenkins, the for- 
mer Labor Cabinet minister who quit the 

| party last year to help found the centrist 
| Social Democrats. Jenkins is running in a 
by-election March 25 in the Glasgow con- 
stituency of Hillhead, and he must win a | 
seat in Parliament if he is to be a candi- 
date in the leadership stakes of the Social 
Democratic/Liberal Party alliance. But 
the Social Democrats’ popularity has 
dropped off markedly, and the polls 
showed him slipping to third place behind 
the Tory and Labor candidates. 

he budget’s favorable reception, along 
with the Tory lead in Glasgow, helped 

compensate for a major embarrassment to 
Thatcher: the premature White House 
announcement last week that President 
Reagan would address a joint session of 
the Houses of Parliament in Westminster 
Hall when he visits Europe in June. Such | 
invitations are rare and reserved for rath- 
er special statesmen. (The only foreign 
head of state to be so honored was French 
President Charles de Gaulle in 1960.) In 
this case, the invitation to Reagan had not 
even been formally issued, much less tak- 
en up in obligatory consultation with La- 
bor M.Ps, whose outrage just about 

| dashed any prospects that the Reagan ap- 
pearance would take place in that historic 
setting. Explained one irritated Labor 
M.P.: “It would be like having Mrs. 
Thatcher announce that she would speak 
to a joint session of Congress before any- 
body had checked with [Speaker of the 
House] Tip O'Neill.” 

Despite such minor storms, the weath- 
er clearly seems to be warming for Thatch- 
er and her embattled party. The major re- 
maining cloud is the economy, and the 
Tories must perform a minor miracle in 
that department before Thatcher dares 
face a general election. She has until May 
1984 to call one, but could act by late next 
year. So no matter how promising the next 
few months appear, there will still be an- 
other winter to endure. Indeed, as every 
Prime Minister knows, one budget does 
not makea spring. —8y Marguerite Johnson. 
Reported by Bonnie Angelo/London 
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THE *1 BESTSELLER NOW IN PAPERBACK! 

PRRIDESHEAD REVISITE 
Te Vem ORAM AERATION OF EVRY Wakeaey: 

The entertaining and best- 
selling author of The Money ORIGINAL 

Over 2% months on Game and Supermoney tells us TELEVISION 

the New York Times _ how to beat inflation by ex- SOUNDTRACK 
bestseller list! plaining what it is and what 

COMPOSED 
AND CONDUCTED 

BY GEOFFREY BURGON 

NOW AVAILABLE AT 

can be done about it. 
“Before there is a run on the 

bank, there should be a jog to Dell Publishing Co., Inc 
1 Dag Hammarskjoid Plaza 

New York, NY 10017 
the bookstore?’ —Time 

ROSE RECORDS, 
LAURYS, 

RECORDLAND 

OR BY MAIL ORDER 

YES, please send me copy(s) of 
the original BRIDESHEAD 
REVISITED SOUNDTRACK 
ALBUM. Lam enclosing $8.98 plus 
$1.75 for postage and handling per 
record. (California Residents add 6% 
sales tax. 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 

TO: BRIDESHEAD REVISITED 
SOUNDTRACK ALBUM 
P.O. BOX 1282, Canoga Park, 
CA 91304 

MASTERCARD OR VISA CREDIT 
CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 
(800) 554-3000 Oper. #138. 

Some things never change... 
And we're spending $35 million to make sure they don’t. From 
the Empire elegance of our historic lobby, to the world’s largest 
conference center (38 brand new rooms on our 7th floor), our 
guests’ taste for luxury is quietly indulged. Like the Palmer 
House, it’s a tradition too good to change. Call 312-726-7500, 
or your Hilton Reservation Service. 

Thank goodness...and the 
Yf 

Hider House 
CHICAGO + A HILTON HOTEL 

Watch BRIDESHEAD REVISITED, 
Mondays at 8 PM, PBS Television. 
Read the original Paperback Novel 

from Little, Brown. 
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Now Avis gets you 
around Des Moines 

and half your hotel bill. 
Rent a brand new GM car 
from Avis and we'll do more than 
get you comfortably around 
Des Moines. 

We'll get you neatly around 
half of one night's hotel bill. 

Just present your Avis receipt 
when you check in at the new 
Des Moines Marriott Hotel. Then 
enjoy a peaceful night's sleep for 
half price. Courtesy of Avis. 

You'll find the Marriott is 
not only Des Moines’ newest and 
nicest hotel, but also one of its 
most convenient. Located on 7th 
Street and Grand Avenue, the 
Marriott is in the heart of the 
business district. And near 
some of Des Moines’ finest res- 
taurants and best entertainment. 
(So there's plenty to do with 
the money Avis saves you on 
your room). 

This trip, why not get around 
Des Moines the Avis way? 

This offer good for one room, one 
night, and cannot be used in conjunction 
with other discounted rates, group rates, 
or package plans. Offer good through 
December 31, 1982. 

Oldsmobile Omega “ee 

Avis features GM cars and trucks. 

AV/S 
We try harder. 



Invest in 
Sears Bank IRA. 

Not the IRS. 
Save on taxes now. Save for 

retirement later with a Sears Bank 
Individual Retirement Account. 

The Sears Bank IRA is the perfect plan if 
you want to build up a sizable retirement 
nest-egg and shelter that money now 
from income taxes. 

Anyone who works can put away up 
to $2,000 a year. 

Without a Extra 
Sears Bank money for 

t With a 

Sears Bank 

jerage yield of 11% per year 

And unlike some other IRAs, the funds you 
deposit are insured for up to $100,000 by an 
agency of the Federal Government. 

Earn from among the highest 
interest rates. 

The Sears Bank IRA offers you both 
a fixed-rate and a variable-rate 18-month 
certificate. 

You're guaranteed the highest interest 
from among the one-month, six-month or 
12-month Treasury Bills, whichever is 
greatest. And you can open the account 
with as little as $250. 

In addition, you have the option of 
“locking-in” your rate at any time you feel 
the interest rates have peaked. 

You're guaranteed that rate until maturity 
even if other rates go down. 

Our Automatic Deposit Plan makes it 
easy to add to your Sears Bank IRA. 

As an extra convenience, we can trans- 
fer a deposit from your checking or savings 
account at Sears Bank, or most other banks, 
directly into a Sears Bank IRA. You pick 
the amount and the deposit date. 

Additional deposits earn interest at the 
same rate you established earlier. 

Start investing in your future now. 
To take advantage of this plan or learn 

about other Sears Bank IRAs, simply fill out 
the coupon below. Or contact one of our 
personal bankers. They'll be happy to explain 
each of our IRA plans and help you open 
the right one. 

Of course, some restrictions apply. 
So invest in a Sears Bank IRA today. 

Instead of the IRS. 

Sears Bank and Trust 
(312) 876-4308 
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CJ Please send me a free Sears Bank Individual 
Retirement Account Start-up Kit. 

CJ Please have one of your personal bankers 
call to answer my questions. 

Name 

Address 

City 

Phone 

State. Zip 

Mail to: Sears Bank and Trust 
Sears Tower 
Chicago, IL 60606 
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WHAT'S A SPECIAL EVENING WITHOUT 
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Baileys. A unique taste so silken, so full of character, 
only one word can describe it. Magic. 

Perhaps it’s that taste of magic that has made Baileys 
America’s fastest growing liqueur. 

BAILEYS. TASTE THE MAGIC. 



— World 
POLAND 

The Long Night of Martial Law 

Since General Wojciech Jaru- | 
zelski imposed martial law on Po- 
land last Dec. 13, his security 
forces have interned more than 
6,000 officials and sympathizers of 
the independent trade union Soli- 
darity. Until now, little has been 
known about the treatment of the 
3,600 who, according to the govern- 
ment, are still held in about 40 
camps around the country. Among 
the few visitors they have been per- 
mitted to receive is Archbishop Jo- 
zef Glemp, the Primate of Poland, 
who is said to have traveled to all 
the camps. Last month he was al- 
lowed behind the walls of the top- 
security Bialoleka prison near 
Warsaw, where some 300 Solidar- 
ity activists are held in isolation. 
TIME has obtained a rare photo of 
the Primate’s visit to Bialoleka, as 
well as the remarkable diary of a 

oned there. Smuggled out of Po- 
land, these documents reveal for the first 
time the extent of the ordeal faced by Po- 
land's prisoners. Excerpts from the anony- 
mous diary: 

: tis night, the cell is asleep. The yard in 
front of the building is shrouded in 

snow and washed with fluorescent light. 
The barking of the police German shep- 
herds and the squeak of the warden’s 
shoes can be heard through the bars. 
There is no way of knowing what time it 
is: the prisoners are deprived of watches. 
The warden is making his rounds. A min- 
iature walkie-talkie attached to his chest 
emits a muffled cacophony of incompre- 
hensible orders. 

The warden stops. Silhouetted behind 
him is a high metal fence topped by 
barbed wire. He peers suspiciously into a 
barred window. Inside, everything is dark 
and quiet. Only the heavy breathing of the 
sleeping men is audible. Through the 
black of night can be glimpsed twelve steel 
cots that have been pushed together and 
stacked to the ceiling in the cell. Earlier 
the prisoners had formed a choir. Singing 
through the slightly opened window, they 
had intoned: “Unto Thee, Lord, we call: 
restore a free Fatherland to us all.” 

Singing such hymns could well pro- 
voke another nighttime search of the cells 
of the 300 men imprisoned here in the 
Bialoleka detention camp. Suddenly the 
cell doors burst open and the detainees 
are thrown out into the corridors to be 
frisked meticulously. In the meantime, 
police tear the cells apart, looking for 
cameras, tape recorders and especially 
the small radios that are the prisoners’ 

main source of news from the outside 
world. The news is passed on in bulletins 
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A prisoner's diary tells of roaches, radios and smiling visitors 

Solidarity member who is impris- Archbishop Glemp, Primate of Poland, with Bialoleka prisoners 

Snow Kidding 
n Polish, the word for snowman, bal- 
wan, has a second meaning: block- 
head or dummy. Prisoners at the Bialo- 
leka detention camp no doubt had that 
ambiguity in mind when they dressed a 
snowman in a general's cap, i nmayai 
decorations and dark glasses. The 
percussions were recounted in From 

bulletin that was closed down by secu- 
rity forces in Wroclaw last week. 

“That’s Jaruzelski!” the comman- 
dant shouted when he saw the snow- 
man. “No, that’s a snowman,” the de- 
tainees responded. The bemused 

uacgued Tait maaretince whe cae: 
mant, threatening the detainees with 
all sorts of punishments if they did 

not obey his or- 
ders. In mock obe- 

m@ dience, one of 
¥ them approached 
the snowman and 
knocked off his 

y glasses. Then, 
with one deci- 
sive stroke, he 
chopped off its 
head. 

that travel from cell to cell via hidden 
openings drilled through the walls. 

Twelve persons were put in each cell 
after the Dec. 12-13 raid [when martial 
law was imposed]. That was the night 

when people were taken from 
their homes, when doors were 
pried out of their frames with 
crowbars; when women in hand- 
cuffs were led out into the cold; 
when children, the handicapped, 
the ailing and the elderly were put 
on trucks and taken away. That 
was the night when a woman in 
labor and her two young children 
were left at home alone while her 
husband was taken out into the 
frosty night, dressed only in a 
bathrobe, then pushed into a cell 
with broken windows. This was 
the same cell where Professor | 
Klemens Szaniawski had fallen 
sick with pneumonia right after 
he finished chairing a session of 
the Congress for Polish Culture. 

So each cell had twelve people 
in it. Everybody got two dirty 
blankets, two sheets, a small pil- 
low, two aluminum bowls, a flat 
spoon, and a cot consisting of a 
steel frame with planks and a rag- 

stuffed mattress. Just before Swiss repre- 
sentatives from the International Com- 
mittee of the Red Cross paid us a visit to 
see how we were being treated, half the 
prisoners were taken to other barracks. 
Now there are only six of us in each cell. 

he food trolley that sails through the 
corridors has been nicknamed the 

Batory [the name of a Polish ocean liner]. 
The Batory is commanded not by politi- 
cal prisoners but by two common crimi- 
nals. At 6 a.m. one of the criminals fills a 
bucket with coffee. It contains no sugar, 
but it does have a faintly detectable 
brown tinge to it. There is a bromide in 
the coffee that helps the prisoners forget 
about women. Sometimes cockroaches | 
float in the bucket. Cockroaches? They 
were dismissed as a mere prisoner’s fan- 
tasy by those smiling Swiss on their in- 
spection tour. 

The other criminal deals out the daily 
portion of 1% oz. of margarine onto alu- 
minum plates. Sometimes there is some 
marmalade, sometimes 2 oz. of water- 
logged sausage or a 3% oz. portion of 
cheese spread. At noon the Batory will 
call with lunch: a thin soup and a ball of 
mashed potatoes dipped in brownish flu- 
id. Occasionally one can fish out of this 
mixture a shredded bit of hairy pig flesh, 
even a piece of cold bacon fat. Once lunch 
was served late. That was when Primate 
Glemp visited Bialoleka. Since he went 
through all the cells at lunchtime, it was 
considered bad manners to let the Pri- 
mate see such food 

At about 4 p.m. the Batory arrives 
with water for tea. If it crossed the yard 
quickly enough, the water is hot. If not, 
the tea leaves just don’t drop to the bot- 
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tom of the jug. Two hours later everyone 
gets a pint of watered-down milk soup 
containing lumps of rice or buckwheat. 
That’s why everyone here eagerly awaits 
the twice-a-month parcels. The families 
of internees can’t find the food the prison- 
ers need in the shops. Fortunately, Piwna 
[a volunteer organization] provides food 
parcels as well as legal advice to the in- 
ternees and their families, and since it op- 
erates under the auspices of the Roman 
Catholic Episcopate, the martial law au- 
thorities tolerate it. 

It is night. The time for the rats and 
mice to scramble out of the crevices and 
sewer pipes. The six men in our cell sleep 
on the upper bunks to avoid being 
crawled upon by rats. Rats? “Impossible!” 
said the benevolent-looking inspectors 
from Switzerland. Now the prisoners are 
asleep in the stuffy, dingy cell. Across the 
yard is a small, squat building where the 
security forces reside. Every day prisoners 
are summoned there and pressured to sign 
loyalty oaths. Prisoners are promised free- 
dom, or blackmailed. Sometimes they are 
asked: “Why don’t you want to talk to 
us?” Most prisoners refuse to talk because 
they know the procedure is illegal. 

On Sunday a priest will come to Bialo- 
leka and say Mass in the assembly hall. 
There have to be several Masses; that is 
one of the ways of limiting contact among 
prisoners. Before Mass the prisoners will 
be searched to try to prevent them from 
giving the priest notes. Messages must be 
sent out the official way, through the mili- 
tia, but they often get lost in the files. 

It is night again. The men in the cell 
are asleep. Behind the security officers’ 
building looms a taller structure. It’s a 
special building, and it is guarded with 
particular care. Its cells are filled with 
members of the Solidarity National Com- 
mission. The conditions of their imprison- 
ment are worse than ours because they 
tried to rid the country of a venomous red 
spider. So now they must be isolated. 
They cannot attend Mass. They are re- 
garded as very dangerous; even the hun- 
ger strike by all the Bialoleka prisoners 
protesting their treatment did not im- 
prove conditions for the Solidarity lead- 
ers. The strike just showed our solidarity. 

robably the martial law general [Jaru- 
zelski] has not decided how to punish 

them. Maybe he will give them long pris- 
on terms, maybe he will kick them out of 
the country. 

It is night. The fluorescent light flick- 
ers, and the snow under the warden’s 
boots crunches. Outside the bars is the 
walkway where small groups of prisoners 
will be allowed to exercise for half an 
hour, maybe 45 minutes tomorrow. The 
prisoners are separated from the world by 
a wall with watchtowers, by armed guards 
and barbed wire. 

On this side of the wall there is the de- 
tention camp. On the other side is the 
Military Council for National Salvation. 
It is night. a 

ITALY 

Songs of the Pentiti 
As Red Brigades talk, their terrorist network begins to unravel 

olice with submachine guns ringed 
Verona’s 12th century Palazzo della 

Ragione while helicopters whirred over- 
head and sharpshooters kept a vigil from 
nearby rooftops. Inside, seven of the 16 
Red Brigades terrorists accused of kid- 
naping U.S. Brigadier General James L. 
Dozier awaited the first day of their trial 
in two adjoining steel cages. In one were 
the duri (hard-liners), who have stubborn- 
ly maintained their silence during interro- 
gation. In the other, for their own protec- 
tion as much as anything else, were the 
pentiti (repentant ones), whose surprising 
willingness to betray their comrades has 

Savasta on his way to court in Verona 

Surprising willingness to betray comrades. 

given Italian authorities reason to believe 
that they may be close to unraveling the 
once tight Red Brigades terrorist network. 

The first major break came on Jan. 4, 
just 18 days after Dozier’s kidnaping, 
when police picked up two suspected ter- 
rorists near Rome’s Spanish Steps. The 
arrests led to raids on apartments that 
yielded documents containing a gold 
mine of information on hideouts, action 
plans, weapons caches—and other gang 
members. In all, more than 375 suspected 
left-wing terrorists have been arrested 
over the past two months. 

For the first time since the Red Bri- 
gades launched their murderous cam- 
paign, officials have also rounded up nu- 
merous sympathizers who form the 
terrorists’ underground support network. 
They include operatives who supplied the 
Brigades with information from redoubts 
as diverse as parliament, the office of a 

YSnY 

Cabinet minister, the army and even the 
police antiterrorist squad. 

The prize catch is Antonio Savasta, 
26, leader of the unit that abducted Dozier 
and a participant in 17 terrorist murders. 
Short, stern-faced, and clean-shaven since 
his Jan. 28 arrest in the Padua apartment 
in which Dozier was held prisoner, Sa- 
vasta has fingered dozens of fellow briga- 
tisti. He has also signed an open letter to 
Red Brigades members still at large, urg- 
ing them to abandon their armed struggle. 
The message was underscored by a similar 
plea ftom the Brigades’ reputed master- 
mind, Enrico Fenzi, 43, a onetime profes- 
sor of Italian literature at the University of 
Genoa who was arrested in Milan last 
year. Wrote Fenzi: “In ten long bloody 
years, the armed struggle has demonstrat- 
ed its inability to construct any political 
program whatever. The Red Brigades 
chapter is tragically closed.” 

Savasta confirmed reports that the 
Red Brigades had developed ties to other 
terrorist groups, including the Palestine 
Liberation Organization and West Ger- 
many’s Red Army Faction. He also pro- 
vided a fascinating, if as yet inconclusive, 
link between the Red Brigades and the 
Soviet bloc. In prison depositions, he 
claimed that the Red Brigades had been 
in contact with the Bulgarian embassy in 
Rome. One of the supposed intermediar- 
ies was Luigi Scricciolo, 35, an official of 
the Unione Italiana del Luvoro, one of Ita- 
ly’s largest trade union federations, and 
an alleged Red Brigades undercover 
agent. After Dozier was kidnaped, the 
embassy reportedly was willing to offer 
assistance in exchange for any NATO se- 
crets the kidnapers might pry out of Dozi- 
er. (They were unsuccessful.) 

U naccustomed to assistance from ter- 
rorists, some officials wonder if the 

jailed Red Brigades may actually be 
spreading false information in order to 
confuse their captors. Cesare di Lenardo, 
a duro arrested in the Dozier kidnaping, 
accused the police of using torture to ex- 
tract information. More likely, the spate 
of confessions is due in part to a proposed 
new law that could reduce the sentence of 
cooperative prisoners found guilty of mur- 
der or kidnaping to as little as twelve 
years. Most of the information provided 
by the terrorists has proved accurate. 

Italian authorities are also heartened 
that the number of terrorist acts has 
dropped sharply since the beginning of 
this year. Still, no one is taking any 
chances. As Dozier returned to his desk at 
the headquarters of NATO’s Southern Eu- 
rope land forces in Verona last week, he 
admitted that he had “learned his lesson” 
and promised to take adequate precau- 
tions for his safety. a 
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The shot 
seen ‘round the world. 

Only CNN (Cable News Network) shot it. 
But everybody saw it. Our exclusive video- 
tape of American advisers in El Salvador 
carrying M-16 rifles without authorization. 
The kind of aggressive coverage of world 
events people have come to expect from 

whether the advisers were wrong or right, 
but that CNN viewers have a right to know 
what’s really happening all over the world. 

That’s also why CNN has simulcast 
actual Polish newscasts during the current 
crisis. So that our viewers could see exactly 

CNN, the network that works how Polish authorities reported 
at ug hh eae a a In the world, their Soo aaa of ee. ‘ 

S vador exclu- . e for yourself why mil- 
sive was not only picked up as CNN IS lions of Americans who want to 
the lead story on other TV net- the news. know all they can about world 
work news, it also became a 
front-page story in major newspapers. It 
even started debate in Congress and led to 
reevaluation of the rules in which Ameri- 
can advisers can operate in E] Salvador. 

Of course, the real issue to us wasn’t 
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news know CNN will always 
give it their best shot. Turn to cable’s most 
important network on 
your system. Or if you CINN 
don’t have it, contact 
your cable operator. 

CABLE NEWS 
A Service e of Turner Broadcasting 
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High-cost hardware: F-16 jet fighters under assembly by General Dynamics in Fort Worth, Texas Adjusting guidance unit for MX missile 

Dangers in the Big Buildup 
Reagan's $1.6 trillion defense program creates unforeseen problems 

he full-page newspaper advertise- 
ments from Tenneco Inc. brimmed 
with pride. As its contribution to 

the Reagan Administration’s arms build- 
up, the company announced that it had 
delivered not one but two potent new 
nuclear-powered warships to the US. 
Navy in a single day: the 93,000-ton air- 
craft carrier Carl Vinson and the 6,900- 
ton attack submarine A//anta. Proclaimed 
the ads’ headline: MISTER PRESIDENT, 
WE HAVE BEGUN. 

With a combined price tag of $1.63 
billion, the cost of the two vessels is rela- 
tively cheap compared with the more 
than $1.6 trillion in defense spending that 
the Reagan Administration plans to lav- 
ish on American industry between now 
and 1987. In addition to at least 130 new 
combat and support vessels for the Navy, 
the Administration’s shopping list calls 
for more than 3,900 jet fighters, bombers 
and transport aircraft, 8,880 tanks and 
cannon-carrying troop transports and, 
during the next decade, some 14,000 stra- 
tegic and tactical bombs and missiles for 
the nation’s nuclear arsenal. 

Pentagon defense planners last week 
told Congress that achieving the Admin- 
istration’s strategic objectives may actual- 
ly require more money than the President | 
is proposing. Last December senior Pen- 
tagon staff officials estimated the shortfall 
at nearly 50%, or $750 billion. 

For the major military contractors, 
the buildup will prove a bonanza. Many of 
them have excess factory capacity 
brought on by the recession, and they are 
already revving up unused production 
lines. Boeing, for example, which has 
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been hard hit by the slump in domestic 
aviation, is at work on the cruise missile. 

Even so, a growing number of econo- 
mists have begun to warn that over the 
long term, the Administration may be ask- 
ing for too much. The fear: that defense 
spending at anywhere near proposed lev- 

Building the M-1 tank in Lima, Ohio 

“A rapid mobilization will undermine us.” 

els will eventually create crippling bottle- 
necks at key choke points in private indus- 
try, reignite inflation and ultimately 
thwart the productivity surge that is essen- 
tial for stable economic growth. Says Mi- 
chael Evans, a Washington-based econo- 
mist: “Until recently I assumed the 
economy could easily handle the buildup 
because of unused industrial capacity. 
Now I’m convinced there’s going to be 
trouble if it goes through as proposed.” 

It would be reassuring to think of 
multibillion-dollar defense contracts as a 
tonic for cash-starved U.S. industries. For 
years businessmen and the Pentagon have 
rightly urged Congress to take a long view 
in planning its defense expenditures, us- 
ing multiyear procurement programs in 
order to ensure the steady and smooth de- 
velopment of new weapons systems. Un- 
fortunately, the explosive new surge in de- 
fense spending is coming just when 

| factories and financial markets will find it 
difficult to handle the strain. 

The greatest pressure in all likelihood 
will fall on precisely those industries (mil- 
itary aerospace, microelectronics) that | 
are already running near capacity. Later 
in the decade, as the buildup moves into 
high gear, the resulting resources squeeze 
could cause severe shortages of everything 
from strategic materials such as titanium 
and graphite to sophisticated specialty 
machinery and, especially, skilled 

| manpower. 
Arms procurement is projected to 

grow 16% annually through 1987, vs. a 
14% rate of increase during the peak Viet 
Nam War years. Injecting all those dol- 
lars into defense-related industries could 
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wind up being like installing a 
turbocharger on the engine of a 
Model T. Since military spend- 
ing increases first began to tail 
off in the 1970s, the industry’s 
infrastructure has seriously 
eroded. Hundreds of small 
foundries that made vital metal 
castings have gone bankrupt or 
have been forced to close by the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (for excessive dust, 
smoke and chemical byprod- 
ucts). Traditional smokestack 
industries such as steel and rub- 
ber have gone into a steep de- 
cline, losing their customers and 
even entire markets to more effi- 
cient overseas competitors. 

Once the defense buildup Work on an Air Force cruise missile at a Boeing plant near Seattle 
begins in earnest, this erosion of 
productive capacity will probably start to 
pinch. The backlog for aluminum forg- 
ings used in military aircraft is expected 
to swell from 12 months to 24 months by 
the end of 1982. The waiting time for alu- 
minum powder and other components in 
rocket propellants, now ten to twelve 
months, is expected to grow longer. The 
delay in supplying integrated circuits used 
in computerized missile-guidance systems 
is already 80 weeks in some cases. 

The crunch will be most acute for the 
small manufacturers who supply major 
contractors. Hans Weiss of Manchester, 
Conn., whose Dynamic Metal Products 
Co. welds machined engine parts for the 
F-15 Eagle and F-16 Fighting Falcon jet 
fighters, has a two-year backlog of orders. 
He warns, “If subcontract work on the 
B-1 bomber comes here, we just won't be 
able to take it on.” Apex Machine Tool 

Bomb Bottleneck 
one most bizarre shortages that may result from the 

Reagan defense buildup concerns a man-made mineral 
that many people feel is already in all too abundant supply: 
plutonium, a uranium byproduct used in the manufacture of 
nuclear weapons. The Reagan defense budget calls for 
stepped-up production of the ground, sea- and air-launched 

Co. in nearby Farmington, Conn., which 
makes fixtures and gauges for giant lathes 
and milling machines used in aircraft pro- 
duction, is already running at 100% ca- 
pacity. Says President James Biondi: “If 
orders start to pick up, it will stretch our 
lead time.” 

A squeeze on domestic suppliers will 
almost automatically send more business 
overseas. The U.S. once dominated the 
world market for machine tools, but last 
year 36% of new machines were installed 
by foreign suppliers. A surge in demand 
could make the U.S. even more dependent 
on overseas machinery. Says James Gray, 
president of the National Machine Tool 
Builders Association: “A rapid, massive 
mobilization will undermine us. If the De- 
fense Department isn’t concerned about 
the health of the American machine-tool 
industry, then it damned well ought to be.” 

being given to construction of two new plutonium production 
reactors alongside plants currently operating in Savannah 
River, S.C., and Hanford, Wash. Neither project is expected 
to be completed before 1990, and the eventual cost is estimat- 
ed by one weapons authority’ to be “fantastically expensive— 
in the billions.” 

| buildup will be worsened by the corrosive 

| tériel soaks up available resources but pro- 

i Even more worrisome is a 
»:growing lack of experienced 
= workers in high-tech fields. 

fense procurement sent enroll- 
ments in engineering schools 
plummeting. Though that is now 

m changing, the number of gradu- 
ates is still far too small to han- 
dle the projected demand. Exec- 
utives at Eaton Corp.’s AIL 
Division frankly admit that 
their company will have to raid 

S other electronics firms to find 
the engineers and computer ex- 
perts needed to make controls 
for B-1 bombers. Asserts Eco- 
nomics Professor FM. Scherer 
of Northwestern University: 
“This means either a bloody bat- 
tle to divert engineers from oth- 

er businesses into defense, or a very slow 
process of adjustment.” 

The long-term problems posed by the 

effect of defense spending on the economy 
as a whole. Money spent on men and ma- 

vides little in the way of productive goods 
and services. Marion Anderson, director 
of Employment Research Associates, a 
Lansing, Mich., consulting firm, has con- 
cluded that while $1 billion invested in 
missiles creates 14,000 jobs, the same 
amount would mean 48,000 positions in a 
labor-intensive area like hospitals. 

Since the Pentagon is increasingly in- 
terested in high-technology products with 
narrow military applications, there seems 
little prospect for productive new civilian 
and consumer-market spin-offs. In addi- 
tion, a new report by the Council on Eco- 

— 

The manufacture and assembly of nuclear weapons are 
bid out to private suppliers, as is the case with every other 
item in the U.S. defense arsenal. Final assembly takes place 

cruise missile and the Navy's Trident IT sub- 
marine-based missile, as well as deployment 
of the MX missile system. Most of these weap- 
ons will be tipped with nuclear warheads. 

With an average of 15 Ibs. of the silver- 
white, highly toxic metal needed for each 
warhead, the Reagan plan will require up- 
wards of 130 tons of weapons-grade plutoni- 
um to build the 17,000 or so new warheads 
that defense specialists estimate will be added 
to the U.S. nuclear arsenal by the mid-1990s. 
But according to congressional testimony ear- 
lier this year by F. Charles Gilbert, an Energy 
Department nuclear expert, the lack not only 
of plutonium but also of tritium, an associated 
radioactive gas, threatens eventually to pre- 
sent “a serious problem.” 

ery 

The Government will not say what its Loading a simulated nuclear 
plutonium stockpiles are, but consideration is warhead into a cruise missile 
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in a spread of low buildings, protected by 
guard dogs and a high cyclone fence, that 
range over several acres north of Amarillo, 
Texas. The heavily guarded facility is owned 
by the Department of Energy, but the day-to- 
day business of building warheads and bombs 
at the site is the responsibility of the little- 
known Kentucky-based engineering firm of 
Mason & Hanger-Silas Mason Co. 

The companies that perform this sensitive 
work are reluctant to talk about whether they 
can produce nuclear weapons in the quanti- 
ties wanted. Independent observers are much 
less reticent. Says Richard Whittington, a re- 
search analyst at Wall Street’s Bache Halsey 
Stuart Shields: “Capacity will be challenged 
across the board.” Adds Rob Laufer, editor of 
Nucleonics Week, an industry newsletter: 
“Plutonium is the critical issue.” 
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Economy & Business _ 
nomic Priorities, a nonprofit research 

| group, pointed out last week that the U.S. 
aerospace industry, which has depended 
heavily on Air Force contracts, is seeing 
its position as the world’s leading produc- 
er of commercial aircraft being slowly but 
steadily eroded. Meanwhile, Airbus In- 
dustrie, a multinational European consor- 
tium of planemakers best known for the 
270 passenger Airbus A300, is pushing 
energetically into overseas markets that 
once were virtual U.S. fiefdoms. 

The inflationary pressures of Penta- 
gon procurement are perhaps the most 
worrisome element of the big Reagan 
buildup. Inflation has been coming down 
sharply in recent months, and last week 
the Labor Department reported a drop of 
.1% in producer prices during February, 
the sharpest decline in six years. Surging 
defense spending could undo much of that 
progress. 

The potential damage goes far beyond 
cost overruns and sloppy budgeting. Be- 
cause the Pentagon in effect is able to pay 
whatever is necessary to obtain a product 
or service, it forces up prices for civilian 
industries that compete for the same re- 
sources. James Capra, senior economist of 
the New York Federal Reserve Bank, 
says with blunt certainty, “Demand from 
the buildup will mean a higher inflation 
rate for the next few years than would be 
the case without it.” 

Charles Schultze, former chairman of 
the Council of Economic Advisers, makes 
the point that $20 billion spent on, say, 
Social Security or unemployment com- 
pensation would represent less than 1% of 
the U.S.’s gross national product. By con- 
trast, the same amount of money if spent 
on weapons procurement would consti- 
tute perhaps as much as 20% of the output 
of the defense contractors, creating price- 
boosting jolts that would be magnified 
many times over as they rippled out into 
the general economy. 

S has down-played the dark side of 
its defense buildup. In the econom- 

ic report of the President, Murray Wei- 
denbaum, chairman of the Council of 
Economic Advisers, in effect admitted the 
new dangers but argued that careful plan- 
ning, tight management and accurate cost 
estimates could reduce their impact. Yet 
it is precisely those three qualities that 

| have traditionally been most lacking in 
defense spending. 

In budgeting the nation’s defense 

o far, the Reagan Administration 

dollars this year, the President and | 
Congress must consider not only the na- 
tional security but also a fragile economy 
and an industrial base that has been rav- 
aged by inflation and neglect. It will re- 
quire both sensitivity and restraint to pre- 
vent the requirements of defense from 
tipping the national budget, as well as the 
economy, in a direction that could prove 
ruinous. —By Alexander L. Taylor Ill. Reported 
by David Beckwith/Washington and Frederick 

Ungeheuer/New York 

Airlines in a Nose Dive 
Reregulation is the cry as fares continue to slide 

t no time in their history have U.S. 
airlines been in worse shape than 

they are now. Economic recession has cut 
| deeply into the number of air passengers, 
slimming the market to a mere shadow of 
its once lusty self. Eight of the top carriers 
alone lost $824 million last year. Regional 

| airlines did not do much better as a group. 
Many of the smaller carriers that initially 
prospered under fare-cutting schemes en- 
couraged by the Airline Deregulation Act 
of 1978 are now in trouble and may not 
survive. 

To lure passengers, the airlines have 
slashed fares suicidally almost without in- 
terruption since last fall. Last week TWA 
and Capitol Airlines joined United Air- 
lines in offering $99 one-way night flights 
between New York and San Francisco, 
which is far less than the going Grey- 
hound bus fare of $133. 

So far, the rate cutting has almost to- 
tally failed in its principal objective: fill- 
ing up the planes with enough bargain- 
hungry passengers to return the carriers 
to profitability. Industry “load-factors,” 
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or numbers of seats filled on scheduled 
flights, keep going down, from 59.1% in 
1980 to 58.7% last year, with some indi- 
vidual airlines in far worse shape. During 
February, for example, financially ailing 
Pan Am’s load-factor slipped to 54.8% of 
capacity, from 60.8% last year, while 
TWA’s dropped even further in the first 
two months of this year, to 49.1%. 

Among the most troubled of all the 
major carriers are Continental and Bran- 

| iff, both of which are widely regarded by 
analysts as close to bankruptcy. At Bran- 
iff, sacrifices have become part of the job. 
Employees took a 10% pay cut in 1981 to 
help pull the airline out of its slump, and 
two weeks ago Braniff put its 9,500 em- 
ployees on half pay for one week to save 
$8 million after its $94.8 million operat- 
ing loss in 1981. 

Braniff badly needed the wage defer- 
ral assistance from its employees to ease a 
sudden and potentially ruinous cash 
crunch. The trouble arose when approxi- 
mately $9 million worth of Braniff tickets 
were unexpectedly presented for redemp- 
tion by the airline industry's ticket clear- 
ing house. The clearing house operates 
like a kind of back-office ticket exchange, 
allowing reservation agents for one air- 
line to accept tickets for fares written by 
another carrier. 

Problems surfaced when rumors 
started to spread that Braniff was on the 
verge of bankruptcy. Thousands of pas- 
sengers holding Braniff tickets panicked 
and traded them in at ticket offices for 
seats on Braniffs archrival, American 
Airlines. Last week allegations were 
made to the Civil Aeronautics Board by 
unspecified airline-industry insiders that 
American let the Braniff tickets accumu- 
late, then abruptly dumped them into the 
clearing-house hopper in a “dirty tricks” 
campaign designed to create a Braniff 
cash crunch and hasten the airline’s de- 
mise. Though American Airlines dis- 
missed the charge as “absolutely ridicu- 
lous,” the CAB is looking into the 

| matter anyway. 
So bad have conditions become 

throughout the industry that pressure is 
mounting for a return to regulated fares. 
Several years ago, World Airways was 
one of the first to begin fare cutting. Last 
week World’s chairman, Edward Daly, 
did an about-face and petitioned the CAB 
for a return to what amounted to reregu- 
lation. So far, the agency has resisted act- 
ing, but if fare slashing continues, it may 
have no choice. Since deregulation began 
four years ago, the number of commercial 
air carriers has increased sharply, creat- 

| ing a condition of overcapacity. Thus, 
even as fewer and fewer people are flying, 
more and more companies are competing 
for their business. w 
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LOGIC WOULD SUGGEST THAT IT'S 
IMPOSSIBLE TO DESIGN AN ENGINE THAT 

IMPROVES PERFORMANCE AND 
FUEL ECONOMY AT THE SAME TIME. 

IT CERTAINLY WASN'T EASY. 
Follow this logic for a 

second: 
To improve performance, 

you build a larger engine. 
To improve fuel economy, 

you build a smaller engine. 
The logic of an Einstein. 
Of course, it becomes the 

logic of a Frankenstein when 
you make the grand public an- 
nouncement of “The Perfect 
Compromise” And you begin 
peddling mediocre performance 
and mediocre gas mileage. 

The real trick is to rise 
above Einstein's logic and in- 
crease performance and fuel 
economy at the same time. 

That act of transcendental 
engineering is manifested for 
the first time in the 1982 Saab 
APC Turbo. 

The APC stands for Auto- 
matic Performance Control. It 
improves gas mileage by 11%* 
over the conventional turbo en- 
gine. And, at the same time 
that it’s being wonderfully civic- 
minded, it chops a g-force- 
inducing second from 0 to 60 
acceleration. 

Turbocharging 101. 
(You can skip this section of 

the ad if automotive engineer- 
ing doesn’t interest you. ) 

‘Turbochargers were orig- 
inally designed for airplanes and 
racing cars. When they finally 
and logically found their way 
into passenger cars, a problem 
arose. 

Turbocharging generates 
additional pressure in an en- 
gine. If the pressure gets too 

great, the engine starts to 
knock. That's the engine's none 
too subtle way of telling you 
that it’s headed for self- 
destruct. 

So, most automakers 
adopted a “better safe than 
sorry” attitude. They set their 
maximum turbo boost well be- 
low the critical pressure point. 

The good news: The Turbo 
could operate safely under any 
circumstances. Namely, when 
the fuel quality is erratic (the 
octane level is low) or when the 
climate is too hot or dry. 

The bad news: Those cir- 
cumstances happen only about 
5% of the time you drive. So, in 
protecting the engine against a 
5% possibility, turbocharged 
engines couldn't give you full 
power and full fuel efficiency 
the other 95% of the time. 

Advanced turbocharging: 
an engine that thinks. 

Saab’s new APC system 
monitors the effects of heat, 
humidity, and fuel octane. It 
analyzes the data and decides 
for itself just how much power 
can be produced at any given 
moment. 

If the given moment shows 
normal conditions, the Turbo's 
maximum boost is determined 
by fuel quality. Which is to say 
that it operates more efficiently 
than any turbocharged engine 
on the market. 

The other 5% of the time, 
the engine operates at the 
same efficiency level as all the 
other turbos on the market. 

Final exams. 

In 1977, Saab introduced its 
first turbo. 

In 1981, Road & Track mag- 
azine named the Saab Turbo as 
“The Best Sports Sedan for the 
Eighties” By unanimous choice 
of its usually non-effusive editors. 

In 1982, with the introduc- 
tion of the APC Turbo, Saab 
demonstrates that while it was 
busy accepting Road & Track’s 
plaudits, it was also busy im- 
proving the car. 

1982 SAAB PRICE LIST** 
900 3-door 5-speed $10,650 

Automatu 11,000 

900 4-door 5-speed $10,950 
Automatic — 11,300 | 

9008 3-door 5-speed $12,800 | 
Automatic 13,150 | 

SOUS 4-door 5-speed $13,500 
Automatic — 13,850 

HOOAPC Tirbo3-door — 5-speed $16,200 
Automatic 16,550 

S00APC Turbo4-door — 5-speed $16,860 
Automat 17,210 

Tierbo models include a Sony XR70, 4-Speaker 
Stereo Sound System as standard equipment. 

Take one for a long test 
drive. At least to the point 
where your Saab dealer begins 
to get a little nervous. 

Think about the technologi- 
cal innovations, but reflect 
more on the “driving experi- 
ence” An elusive concept that 
boils down to a few questions. 

How does the car feel? 
How do you feel driving it? 
How does the car make 

you feel? 
At that point, you'll be able 

to appreciate (we presume) the 
intelligence of Saab engineering 
on an emotional level as well as 
an intellectual one. 

*Saab 900 5-speed Turbo Deva , SOE d mpy, 31 estimated inghway mpg. Remember, use these figures for comparison only Mileage varies with speed, weather and trp length, Actual highway mileage will probably 
‘ EPA €s be less. Saab 900 5-speed APC Turbx timated mpg, 34 estimated highwery mpg. ** Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Not including taxes, licen se, frewght, dealer charges or options 



The most intelligent car 
ever built. 



George C. Scott in Charles Dickens’ 

Oliver Twist 
ITT THEATRE CBSTV TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 9PM. ET/PT, 8 PM. CT 

The classic story of a young boy's rise from the poverty of an English 
workhouse, to the restoration of his rightful heritage. Starring George C. Scott, | 

as the scoundrel Fagin, in a sparkling new television production. 
It's an “Oliver Twist” even Charles Dickens would have loved. 

Starring TIM CURRY, MICHAEL HORDERN, TIMOTHY WEST EILEEN ATKINS, 
CHERIE LUNGHI, OLIVER COTTON, and introducing RICHARD CHARLES as Oliver. 
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Hassled Cartel 
OPEC heads for a showdown 

W ith world oil markets already in 
shambles, ministers from the 13- 

nation Organization of Petroleum Ex- 
porting Countries are planning to gather 
this weekend in Vienna to make a desper- 
ate gamble. They will try to shore up the 
price of crude on world markets by agree- 
ing to set a production ceiling of 18.5 mil- 
lion bbl. per day, down from 19.2 million 
bbl. per day currently, and to parcel out 
the resulting cuts. That is something that 
the fiercely nationalistic members of the 
organization have never before managed 
to achieve. Many Western analysts, em- 
boldened by strife-torn OPEC’s recent set- 
backs, are predicting that the effort will 
fail, putting further pressure on prices, 
which have already slipped by about 3.6% 
in the past year, to an average of $33.55 
per bbl. Others, recalling OPEC’s clout 

| during the 1970s, are more wary. Says 
Standard Oil of Indiana’s chief economist, 
Theodore Eck: “They wouldn't have 
agreed to a special meeting if they weren’t 
confident of achieving some results.” 

Over the years, OPEC ministers have 
had no trouble raising prices to sky-high 
levels. Now, however, the world is awash 
with excess crude—2 million to 3 million 

| bbl. of unused oil per day—and the pro- 
duction cuts necessary to firm up the mar- 
ket are more than some members have so 
far seemed willing to bear. 

Several cartel members are short of 
cash and badly need to sell every barrel of 
crude they can pump. One such country is 
Nigeria, which is burdened with a popula- 
tion of 80 million and a superambitious 
agricultural development program. In a 
desperate move to boost sales, the govern- 
ment last week threatened to slash a full 
$5 per bbl. off its officially quoted $36.50 

oil from the North Sea. 
Saudi Arabia, which produces 40% of 

OPEC's oil, holds the key to any agreement 
that would keep prices from plunging still 
further. The Saudis could dry up the sup- 
ply glut singlehanded by slicing their out- 
put, now at about 7.5 million bbl. per day, 
to 5 million bbl. But the House of Saud 
cannot go below 6.2 million bbl. per day 
without dipping into capital reserves to fi- 
nance a variety of ambitious construction 
and industrialization plans. The Saudis 
are also reluctant to step out on a limb 
within OPEC. Says Lawrence Goldstein, 
research director of the Petroleum Indus- 
try Research Foundation: “If the Saudis 
cut, they have to have some indication 
that the rest of the organization will not 
simply make up the reduction in volume 
and take away the market share.” 

A member like Libya, which needs 
cash to underwrite the grandiose political 
ambitions of Colonel Muammar Gaddafi, 
could be tempted to do just that. Libya’s 
production has been about 20% below its 

price, in order to compete with non-OPEC | 
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December output and may fall further as 
a result of the Reagan Administration’s 
formal halt to Libyan imports last week. 

On balance, some oilmen think that 
the best possible outcome of the Vienna 
meeting would be no agreement at all. In- 
stead of the familiar spectacle of cartel 
members announcing yet another price in- 
crease, OPEC’s quarrelsome ministers may 
simply head home in scowling silence, 
sending the price of oildown even more. @ 

Hands Off | 
RCA to Bendix: No Thanks 

F°. more than a year, William Agee, 
chairman of Bendix Corp. (1981 sales: 

$4.4 billion) has been shopping for 
a high-technology company to buy with 
Bendix’s $570 million cash trove. But 
when Bendix revealed last week that it 
had quietly acquired more than 5% of the 
stock of RCA Corp. (1981 sales: $8 bil- 
lion), the ailing conglomerate reacted like 
a tough old dowager who had just been 
propositioned, cutting loose with the kind 
of language not normally used in corpo- 
rate communications. 

RCA, which reported an 83% drop in 
profits and slashed its dividend in half 
this month, suggested that 
Agee keep his hands to 
himself. In a press release, 
RCA harrumphed that 
the Bendix chairman “has 
not demonstrated the 
ability to manage his own 
affairs, let alone someone 
else’s.” The slam was an 
obvious reference to the 
close relationship between Bradshaw 
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Agee, 44, and Mary Cunningham, 30, 
who became a Bendix vice president for 
strategic planning just 15 months after 
joining the company and then resigned 
amid rumors that she and Agee were ro- 
mantically Jinked. In another broadside, 
RCA Chairman Thornton Bradshaw not- 
ed that his firm is engaged in the delicate 
maneuver of deciding which businesses to 
sell and which to keep to become more 
profitable. Said he: “This is precisely not 
the time for us to permit anyone to at- 

bilize the effort under way now.” 
Bendix insisted all along that it 

planned to buy no more than 9.9% of 
RCA’s stock, and that the shares it now 
owns are for investment purposes only. At 

7.3% of RCA shares outstanding, worth 
about $106 million at current prices. The 
Michigan auto parts, aerospace and elec- 
tronic equipment maker said it would stop 

48 hours’ notice before buying more 
shares. 

Bendix’s unsuccessful courting of 
RCA had been going on for months. Ac- 
cording to one source, Agee first ap- 

merger proposal, but “Bradshaw threw 
him out of his office.” Bendix has con- 
firmed that Agee discussed an investment 
in RCA at the meeting. Last week, when 
Agee returned to reveal the Bendix pur- 
chase, Bradshaw reportedly told him that 
“there were going to be no punches pulled 
and that they [RCA] were going to drag 
in his personal life” if Agee persisted. 

on the report. 

An. meanwhile, noted several 
possible motives for the Bendix ac- 

quisition. Agee has repeatedly expressed 
an interest in acquiring a high-technology 
firm, and may have been attracted by 
RCA’s electronics and communications 
businesses, which make computer micro- 
chips, space satellites and other sophisti- 
cated equipment. On the other hand, 
Agee may simply have been intending all 
along to hold RCA stock in hopes of prof- 
iting from a future rise in price. In fact, no 
sooner did the word of Bendix’s invest- 
ment hit Wall Street than RCA’s stock 
rose %, to $20 a share. It closed the week 

| by dropping to 19% 
Over the long haul, Bendix may in- 

deed have been wise to buy into RCA, 
| despite the unusually tart reaction. The 
only risk for Bendix is that RCA’s price 

will fall. For that one 
chance of failure, how- 
ever, there are several 
of success. Says Analyst 
James Magid of L.F. 

’ Rothschild, Unterberg, 
Towbin: “Bendix just put 
its money on the table and 
now can sit back and 
wait. The long-term value 
is there.” = 

| proached Bradshaw last September witha | 

Bradshaw himself has declined comment | 
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tempt to meddle with or in any way desta- 

week's end Bendix acknowledged holding | 

| | there for at least 30 days, and would give | 



Economy & Business 

Current Shock 
| A California Rate Revolt 

o the company’s shareholders, the ini- 
tials PG&E stand for Pacific Gas & 

Electric, the largest U.S. commercial sup- 
plier of electricity. But more and more of 
the California utility’s customers prefer 
“Piggish, Greedy and Egotistic” instead. 
In recent months residents from Oregon 
to the Mexican border have been hit with 
unimaginably steep jumps in their electric 
bills. 

In the Northern California town of 
Orland, Donna Marley, 40, a widow, saw 
her December electric bill of $87 leap to 
$210 in a month. Neighbors Barney and 
Verna Cushman were shocked when their 
December bill of $360 surged to $624 in 
January. Nor have PG&E customers been 
the only ones hit. In San Diego, Verna 
Murray, a customer of San Diego Gas & 

Angry PG&E customers rally in Sacramento 
Utility rates doubled and even tripled. 

Electric, thought that her $250 per month 
electricity payments were already exces- 
sive; her December bill exploded to 

| $1,854.26. 

The main cause of the run-up has 
| been a series of rate adjustments by the 
| California Public Utilities Commission, 
and the result has been to enrage consum- 
ers. Residents in 21 counties have staged 
electrical blackouts in protest, and at least 
1 million people have signed petitions 
calling for a statewide rollback in rates. 
Last week more than 1,000 demonstrators 
converged in Sacramento for a “Califor- 
nia tea party” and demanded that Gover- 
nor Edmund G. Brown Jr. declare a state 
of emergency. In Loomis, a crowd gath- 
ered in a school auditorium and chanted, 
“We're mad as hell and we're not going to 
take it any more.” 

Rates exploded after the PUC granted 
PG&E and San Diego Gas & Electric in- 
creases of $909 million and $166 million, 
respectively. In January, PG&E was also 
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allowed to adjust its “tier system,” by | Harp and Ely’s education in = 
which the electrical charges go up as us- 
age increases. As a result, at least 50% of 
the state’s residents saw their bills double 
and in some cases triple. 

The utilities contend that the hikes 
are necessary to cover the rising costs of 
fuel, labor and materials. Critics retort 
that gross mismanagement is the real 
problem. Both utilities committed them- 
selves in the late 1970s to buy oil under 
long-term contracts at prices far higher 
than those now prevailing. Conservation 
has cut electrical consumption, but the 
companies must still incur tens of millions 
of dollars in expenses to dispose of oil that 
they are obligated to buy but do not now 
need. 

Responding to public pressure, PUC 
has ordered PG&E to roll back $100 mil- 
lion of its January rate increase immedi- 
ately. Last week Governor Brown asked 
the commission for a further reduction 
and ordered an investigation into PG&E's 
construction-cost overruns, including its 
ill-fated Diablo Canyon nuclear facility, 
whose completion has been delayed by a 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission probe 
into its design and safety. 

California’s lawmakers have also be- 
gun to feel the heat. Four major bills have 
been introduced into the state legislature, 
including one that would require utilities 
to pass cost overruns on to stockholders 
instead of consumers. That may not solve 
the current squeeze on electricity users, 
but it should make shareholders more at- 
tentive to how well the utilities are run. 

Computer Coup 
Vector Graphic finds a niche 

by ix years ago, the fondest hope of Car- 
ole Ely and Lore Harp was to escape 

the bored-housewives trap and do some- 
thing really bold like, say, opening a trav- 
el agency. When Lore’s husband Bob, a 
scientist at Hughes Research Laborato- 
ries in Malibu, Calif., suggested that they 
think big and take a plunge into comput- 
ers instead, they responded with what 
amounted to uncomprehending stares. 
Neither knew the first thing about the ex- 
otic world of computers. 

Today the two women are acknowl- 
edged leaders in the fast-tracking field of 
microcomputers, and their six-year-old 
company, Vector Graphic Inc., stands out 
as one of the industry’s wilder success sto- 
ries. By offering a line of desk-top com- 
puters more powerful than most personal 
computers but less costly than the larger 
machines that are usually sold to small 
businesses, the company has carved out a 
market niche largely overlooked by other 
competitors. Sales have zoomed from 
$404,000 in 1977 to $25 million last year, 
and more than 12,000 Vector Graphic 
systems have been installed around the 
country at retail prices ranging from 
$4,000 to $25,000. 

ers actually began when Bob Harp, a one- 
time engineer at the California Institute 
of Technology and an inveterate high- 
tech tinkerer on weekends, proposed that 
the two try to market a memory board, 
which stores information, that he had de- 
signed in his spare time. With $6,000 they 
bought inventory and printing materials 
and started assembling the boards in the 
Harp home. Styrofoam packing materials 
were stored in a downstairs shower; the 
dining room became a testing area. 

Success led the group into an even 
bolder venture: assembling entire desk- 
top computers. Today that work takes | 
place in 120,000 sq. ft. of leased office and 
manufacturing space in Thousand Oaks, 
Calif., and involves 400 people who de- 
sign, assemble and sell eight microcom- 
puter models. All involved with the start- 
up have become millionaires: together the 
founding trio owns more than half of Vec- 
tor Graphic stock, worth around $29 mil- 

NOSITIOO MIT 

Vector Graphic Founders Harp and Ely 

From a dining room to sales of $25 million. 

lion at last week's over-the-counter close | 
of $9.75 a share. 

The group has avoided the mistakes 
of other young computer companies. 
From the start it relied on the advice of 
accountants and demanded payment 
from customers in cash. Rather than mar- 
keting its wares through catalogues and 
mail-order houses, the firm courted well- 
established dealers like Computerland, a 
coast-to-coast retailing network for per- 
sonal and small-business computers. To 
assure reliable servicing, Vector worked 
out a deal with TRW, a Cleveland-based 
aerospace and electronics conglomerate. 

Though the feisty young company so 
far shows no signs of stumbling, corporate 
success has claimed two casualties: the 
Harp and Ely marriages. Says Bob of his | 
separation from Lore last year: “It was an 
ego conflict. She wanted to do things one 
way; I wanted to do them another.” Says 
Carole Ely: “I was running away from a 
marriage into a company.” td] 
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CNN never sells 
Wall Street short. 
Other TV networks only have time for —_ important financial stories. Also through- 

short reports on what happened in the out the weekend, “/nside Business” gives 
market or the economy. business press the opportunity to ques- 
CNN (Cable News Network) not only tion chief executives of top corporations 

has time to give business the depth of about current economic issues. 
coverage it deserves but also report fast- And, of course, whenever anything im- 
breaking stories as they hap- portant happens, business or 
pen, whenever they happen. b otherwise, day or night, we 

“Moneyline,” for example, In usiness, report it right away on CNN. 
brings you up-to-the-minute CNN i IS See for yourself why so 
world and national financial many business people now 
news, plus comprehensive the news. consider CNN one of their 
Wall Street reports every top economic advisors. Turn 
weeknight. It’s anchored by LouDobbs _ tocable’s most important network on your 
with financial editor Myron Kandel and _ system. Or, if you don’t have CNN, just 
expert commentary by Dan Dorfman. contact your cable operator to get it. 

“Money Week” on Saturday 
and Sunday offers the busy 
executive a thorough sum- 
mary of the week’s most 

~ 



Blueprint for Union | 

~—Religion— 

Anglicans and Catholics negotiate the role of the papacy 

fter the Second Vatican Council, the 
Roman Catholic Church dropped its 

aloof attitude toward the ecumenical 
movement and began discussions with 
numerous other Christian churches. The 
most promising negotiations of all were 
with the Anglican Communion, which 
originated when King Henry VIII broke 
with Rome but which still considers itself 
a bridge between Protestantism and Ro- 
man Catholicism. For more than a decade 
a joint Anglican—-Roman Catholic com- 
mission has been working to develop a 

| theological basis for reunion. Next week 
Rome and Canterbury are expected to is- 
sue the group's final proposals. 
In the report both sides agree 
that there is no doctrinal barrier 
to reunification, and that even 
the most difficult problem—the 
office of the Pope—need not 
stand in the way. 

The negotiations were au- 
thorized in 1966 by Pope Paul VI 
and the then Anglican leader, 
Archbishop of Canterbury Mi- 
chael Ramsey. Meeting under 
the joint chairmanship of the 
Anglican Archbishop of Dublin, 
H.R. McAdoo, and Roman 
Catholic Bishop Alan Clark of 
Great Britain, the participants 
in the talks included other bish- 
ops, theologians and two offi- 
cials of the Vatican Secretariat 
for Promoting Christian Unity. 

The negotiators first devel- 
oped statements of consensus on 
the theological meaning of both 
the Eucharist and of the priest- 
hood. By 1976 the Anglicans had 
agreed that in a future union it would be 
“appropriate” to have the center of the 
universal church in the See of Rome 
That, of course, was only the beginning for 
the touchy issues involving the papacy 
After years of further labor, the negotia- 
tors polished their final recommendations 
late last summer on the grounds of Eng- 
land’s Windsor Castle, where Henry once 
walked. 

To avoid old angers, the new docu- 
ment shuns the word Pope altogether, In- 
stead it speaks of the “Bishop of Rome” 
acting in the role of “universal primate.” 
If the terminology is unfamiliar, so is the 
result. The report describes a leader who 
is more of a Pope than Anglicans are ac- 
customed to, yet less of a Pope than Ro- 
man Catholicism—and Pope John Paul 
Ii—may find acceptable. 

The text begins with the Catholic be- 
lief that Jesus Christ established Peter as 
the first Pope, and that this authority was 

| passed to Peter’s successors. Even if An- 
| = 

glicans do not find New Testament sup- 
port for that version of history, the new 
document says, they can still accept the 
concept of a single head of the church in 
Rome, both as a gift of God and as a prac- 
tical necessity. 

The knottiest troubles came from the 
extension of papal powers by the First 
Vatican Council of 1870, necessitating the 
most important, and most intricate, word- 
ing of the new accord. Vatican I had pro- 
claimed that the Pope has personal and 
direct jurisdiction over all church mem- 
bers. The negotiators offer grudging ac- 
ceptance of the idea that a universal pri- 

grant that such personal decrees might be 
| “preserved from error.” The two sides dif- 

fer, however, on whether this errorless 

quality is conveyed automatically (the 
Catholic view), or depends on later accep- 

| tance by the church 

Many emotional controversies were 
not addressed, among them the Catholic 
ban on birth control; acceptance by some | 
Anglican churches of abortion, divorce 
and women priests; the role of the laity in 
church government; the powers of the 

| Vatican Curia; the question of who will 

Bishops Runcie, McAdoo and Clark during final negotiations 

choose bishops; and the rigorously Bible- 
based views of Anglican Evangelicals. 
The commission believes such matters 
can be settled more easily once a broad 
commitment to reunion is under way. To 
that end, the commission calls for the “es- 
tablishment of a new relationship be- 
tween our churches,” and Pope John Paul 
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to appoint a follow-up group to 
work out the practical steps nec- 
essary to produce reunion. One 
likely form of such a reunion 
would involve not an absorption 
of Anglicans into the existing 
Church of Rome, but a confed- 
eration of distinct, spiritually 
united, sister churches. 

f course, the world’s 750 
million Roman Catholics 

and 65 million Anglicans may 
never merge. Despite the com- 
mission’s optimism and its best 
efforts to deal with the general 
nature of the papacy, there is the 
particular nature of John Paul to 
contend with. Whatever his own 
ecumenical design, he is central- 
izing and strengthening papal 
authority, rather than moving it 

Creating less ofa Pope than the Pope may want. 

mate of the church has a responsibility, | 
now and then, to speak and act on behalf 
of the entire church, or to involve himself 
with the affairs of local bishops and dio- 

ceses. That is considerably less than what 
Vatican I said, but it is still a major con- 
cession by the Anglicans. 

The other big hurdle was Vatican I's 
declaration that the Pope has the power to 
define teachings of faith and morals infal- 
libly. Here the two sides could not reach 
unanimity. But once again the Anglicans 
were remarkably open to papal authority. 
The accord concedes that there are occa- 
sions when the primate may need to state 
the judgment of the church without con- 
sulting a synod involving other leaders. 
But to do so, says the report, he must first 
seek to “discover the mind of his fellow 
bishops and of the church as a whole,” a 
requirement which is light-years away 
from Vatican I’s emphasis on one-man 
rule. The report avoids the term “infalli- 
bility,” but the Anglicans were willing to | the churches.” 

in a direction that would attract 
Anglicans 

One Roman Catholic commission 
participant says it will be difficult “to win 
grass-roots approval of what has been 
done.” An early test of that, on the Angli- 
can side, will come in two months when 
John Paul goes to England, the first visit 
ever by a Pope. With news of the reunion 
proposals having leaked, there are al- 
ready signs of resistance. Last week Arch- 
bishop of Canterbury Runcie was forced 
to abandon a speech on Catholic relations 
when 150 members of the Liverpool con- 
gregation he was addressing staged a 
noisy protest 

But for all the trouble and debate that 
clearly lies ahead, the commission’s ac- 
cord is still a major milestone on the ecu- 
menical road. Said Cambridge Religion 
Professor Henry Chadwick, one of the 
Anglican negotiators: “This is not an 
agreement to differ—it is an agreement. 
We have agreed that the papacy should be 
the focus of Eucharistic communion of all 

—By Richard N. Ostling 

us and Archbishop of Canterbury | 
Robert Runcie have been asked | 
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—— Behavior — 

Away with “Ego” and “Id” 
An analyst contends that English translators distort Freud 

Fe wrote in plain German and 
avoided “sonorous Greek” for his 

in contact with the popular mode of 
| thinking ... our teachings ought to be 
| comprehensible to our patients, who are 
| often very intelligent but not always 
learned.” Indeed, in German-speaking 
nations Freud is considered an eloquent 
Stylist, accessible to ordinary readers. 

| How then did psychoanalysis grow into a 
| full-blown intellectual system complete 
with jawbreaking jargon like “‘cathexis,” 
“parapraxis” and “scopophilia’”? 

Psychoanalyst Bruno Bettelheim, 78, 
hasasimpleandstartling answer: 
Freud was betrayed by his Eng- 
lish-language translators. As a 
result, Bettelheim writes in The 
New Yorker, Freud the passion- 
ate, plain-speaking humanist 
crosses the Atlantic as Freud the 
cold, remote scientist. “Freud’s 
direct and always deeply person- 
al appeals to our common hu- 
manity,” he writes, “appear to 
readers of English as abstract, 
depersonalized, highly theoreti- 
cal, erudite and mechanized—in 
short, ‘scientific’—statements 
about the strange and very com- 

plex workings of our mind.” 
The Viennese-born analyst, 

author of The Uses of Enchant- 
ment and twelve other books, 
says he first noticed the problem 
in the 1940s, when he became 
director of the University of 
Chicago's Orthogenic School for 

ideas because, he said, “we like to keep | 

| author, just as drily: “One can- 

have been translated as “drive” or “im- 
pulse,” became “instinct” in English, with 
the result, says Bettelheim, that Freud’s 
“death instinct” seems inborn and genet- 
ic, instead of simply a destructive impulse. 

Bettelheim seems most upset by the 
handling of mainstream Freudian lan- 
guage. Freud’s “See/e’—soul—refers to 
the whole passionate self, mind plus emo- 
tions, but emerges in dry English as mind 
or mental apparatus. Says the 

not be expected to gain an un- 
derstanding of the soul if the soul 
is never mentioned.” To Bettel- 

ENKELIS—-BLACE STAR 

Bettelheim at his home in Portola Valley, Calif.; inset: Freud 
disturbed children. Staff mem- 
bers at the school, he says, had 

were long on theory, short on sympathy 
and emotional closeness to the troubled 
youngsters. “It was of little use in helping 
children afflicted by severe psychiatric 
disorders,” Bettelheim says. “Often it was 
even an impediment.” 

In English, Bettelheim complains, 
| Freud’s “Schaulust’—the sexual plea- 
| sure in looking—is inadequately rendered 
as scopophilia. “Fehlleistung,” a word 
coined by Freud that translates roughly as 
“faulty achievement” or “erroneous ac- 
complishment” and is used to describe the 
familiar Freudian slip, is known in Eng- 
lish as parapraxis. Translators have 
dutifully removed all that is poetic and al- 
lusive in Freud, says the author: “Beset- 
zung,” which refers to a fixation, is an 
ordinary German noun meaning “occu- 
pation.” In German it has overtones of 
“occupation by the military,” a nicety 
that disappears in the technical English 
term cathexis. And “Trieb,” which could 

Converting a passionate humanist into a cold, remote technician. 

read Freud in English. As a result, they | heim, Freud’s famous trio of ego, id and | 
superego are misleading versions of the 
German words ich, es and iiber-ich (I, it 
and above-I), another attempt to gussy up 
ordinary speech as high-tech jargon. 

reud Scholar Peter Swales agrees that | 
Freud is unnecessarily cold and ab- 

stract in English: “If Freud writes in the 
present tense, it is generally put in the 
past tense in English. And if he writes, ‘I 
asked Dr. N.,’ that will come out as ‘a 
medical specialist was consulted.’ They 
have tried to expunge all allusion, every- 
thing personal or relaxed about Freud, so 
his works will stand as Holy Writ.” Still, 
Swales thinks Bettelheim has only half a 
case. English is so much more precise 
than German, he says, that “Freud was 
able to hide behind linguistic uses, where- 
as in English you can see that his ideas 
were sometimes muddled. The translator 
has to make some hard decisions to have 
him make sense in English.” 

a 

Bettelheim’s principal villain appears 
to be James Strachey, a psychoanalyst 
who translated the 24-volume Standard 
Edition of Freud. Strachey, who was psy- 
choanalyzed by Freud after World War I, 
was the younger brother of Author Lytton | 
Strachey (Eminent Victorians). The only 
other prominent English translation was 
the earlier work of Psychoanalyst A.A. 
Brill, an immigrant to the U.S. from Hun- 
gary who had his troubles with both Eng- 
lish and German but who managed to 
avoid most of the language that offends 
Bettelheim 

Strachey makes a difficult target be- 
cause he was Freud's hand-picked transla- 

chey’s brother was some sort of 
slouch in English is ridiculous,” 
says Freud Scholar Paul Roazen 
of York University in Toronto 
and author of Freud and His 
Followers. Adds Psychoanalyst 
Charles Brenner, former presi- 
dent of the American Psychoan- 

edition available in the world, in- 
cluding the German-language 
edition, so scholarly and so care- 
fully annotated that there are 
very few changes you would wish 
to make.” 

Brenner points out that the 
German scientific tradition, not 
just Freud, uses “homey lan- 
guage” for technical terms: 
“Sauerstoff”’ (sour stuff) is the 

“Wasserstoff”’ (water stuff) is the 
term for hydrogen. Brenner's 

Greek- or Latin-based words be- 
cause that is the scientific termin- 
ology used in English. 

One problem with Bettelheim’s ar- 
gument: If the translations were so 
wretched, why did Freud not object? He 

German word for oxygen, and | 

tor. “The idea that Lytton Stra- | 

alytic Association: “No transla- | 
tion is perfect, but Strachey’s | 
translation of Freud is the best | 

conclusion: any responsible | 
translator would have turned to | 

was at home in English and wrote | 
graceful English letters to his followers 
in the U.S. and Britain. Bettelheim sug- 
gests, rather lamely, that Freud’s “indif- | 

| ference” toward English versions may 
be due to “his low esteem for the mate- 
rialism of American society.” 

In effect, Bettelheim is reopening an 
old debate about Freud: Was he essen- 
tially a humanist or a scientist? Bettel- 
heim, a nonmedical analyst, sees Freud 
as a poet and littérateur who invites 
readers to join him on a “spiritual jour- 
ney of self-discovery.” This is a minority 
view of what the founder of psychoanal- 
ysis thought he was up to. In 1917, Sex- 
ologist Havelock Ellis called Freud an 
artist, not a scientist. The master dis- 
missed Ellis’ cheeky opinion by analyz- 
ing it as “a highly sublimated form of 
resistance.” —By John Leo 
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EVERY DAY THE AVERAGE 
BUSINESSMAN COMMUTES TO THE 

NINETEENTH CENTURY. 

It wouldn’t take very long for the average twentieth century business- 
man to feel right at home in the average nineteenth century office. 

Because for the most part, the way office workers and executives 
work and the tools they use are merely refinements of 
procedures and products invented in the 1800s or before. 

The typewriter was patented in 1827. The pencil 
with an eraser attached was patented in 1858. The 
telephone was invented in 1876 and the ball-point pen dates from 1888. 

No wonder productivity in the office isn’t keeping pace with the times. 
At Xerox, helping people work more productively is our business. 
Today we produce advanced machines that not only make copies of 

incredible quality, but automatically reduce, collate and staple sets together. 
— Machines that create, store and retrieve documents faster 

than humanly possible. Machines that print out computer 
information faster than ordinary computer printers. 

And machines that help business scofasiarals who earn 
77% of the salaries paid by American business, create reports 

with charts, tables and graphics, in hours instead of days. 
There’s even a special cable—called the Xerox Ethernet cable—that 

can connect these machines into an information network. So that 
the people in your office and in offices around the country can have 
the information they need to get their jobs done. 

In fact, Xerox people, machines and services can not only 
help you stay on top of your job, but even get ahead of it. 

Which can put you a century ahe a where you were yesterday. 

XEROX 
XEROX® isa trademark of XEROX CORPORATION 



Education 

‘Who Is Really Better at Math? 
_ Chicago study renews the debate over boys’ and girls ‘ability 
| 

| §f Cis well known that teen-age boys tend 

to do better at math than girls, that 
male high school students are more likely 

| than their female counterparts to tackle 
advanced math courses like calculus, that 
virtually all the great mathematicians 
have been men. But why? Are women 
born with less mathematical ability? Or 
does society’s sexism slow their progress? 

In 1980 two Johns Hopkins 

Professor Zalman Usiskin, a specialist in 
high school mathematics curriculums and 
an author of several math texts, studied 
1,366 tenth-graders. They were selected 
from geometry classes and tested on their 
ability to solve geometry. proofs, a subject 
requiring both abstract reasoning and 
spatial ability. Says Usiskin: “If you're a 
math whiz or a computer bug, you're go- 

ILLUSTRATION FOR TIME BY MICHAEL WITTE 
— University researchers tried 

to settle the eternal nature/ 

nurture debate. Julian Stan- 
ley—who is well respected for 
his work with precocious math 
students of both sexes—and | 
Camilla Benbow had tested 
10,000 talented seventh- and 
eighth-graders between 1972 
and 1979. Using the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test, in which math 
questions are meant to mea- 
sure ability rather than knowl- 
edge, they discovered distinct 
sex differences. While the ver- 
bal abilities of the males and 

at the recent Johns Hopkins findings. 
They argued that Benbow and Stanley 
had measured performance, not ability. 
Says Usiskin: “To assume that the SAT 
has no connection with experience is 
poppycock.” Replies Stanley, who now 
has 50,000 subjects to bolster his conclu- 
sion: “People are so eager not to believe 
that there is a difference in mathemati- 
cal reasoning ability between boys and 
girls that all kinds of people are taking 
potshots.” 

The Chicago study, says Stanley, is 
“irrelevant” because it tests knowledge of 
mathematics rather than raw ability. He 

points out that the students 
were receiving geometry in- 
struction at the time of the test. 
“What they've done,” says 
Stanley, “is to show that when 
you teach boys and girls to- 

| gether in math classes, the girls 
learn quite well, and we've 
known that for 50 years.” 

While the critical volleys 
fly between Baltimore and 
Chicago, some educators be- 
lieve that both sides are miss- 
ing the real target. University 
of Wisconsin Professor Eliza- 
beth Fennema, who has been 
studying sex-related differ- | 

females hardly differed, twice 
as many boys as girls scored 
over 500 (on a scale of 200 to 800) on 
mathematical ability; at the 700 level, the 
ratio was 14 to 1. The conclusion: males 
have inherently superior mathematical 
reasoning ability. 

Benbow and Stanley’s findings, which 
were published in Science, disturbed some 
men and not a few women. Now there is 
comfort for those people in a new study 
from the University of Chicago that sug- 
gests math is not, after all, a natural male 
domain. With Researcher Sharon Senk, 

ing to pick up equations and formulas that 
will help you with tests like the SAT. But 
geometry proof is never learned outside of 
school.” The conclusion reached by Usis- 
kin and Senk: there are no sex differences 
in math ability. 

The results of their study will be 
presented at this week’s meeting of the 
American Educational Research Associ- 
ation in New York City. In a draft that 
has already been circulated, the Chicago 
researchers decided to take a few swipes 

ences in math for twelve years, 
maintains that most female 

mathematical disabilities result from en- 
vironment. Says she: “Neither study has 
collected a bit of data on the genetic evi- 
dence. Neither is measuring innate abili- 
ty.” She discourages debate over mathe- | 
matical genetics, since she believes it is 
insoluble and burdens one sex with an im- 
plied deficiency for which there is no rem- 
edy. Indeed, the researchers agree on one 
important fact: if boys and girls are given 
capable teaching and comparable atten- 
tion, both will achieve. a | 
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Milestones 
EXPECTING. Lindsay Wagner, 32, TV ac- 
tress (The Bionic Woman), and Henry 
Kingi, 37, stunt man on The Dukes of Haz- 
zard: their first child. 

BORN. To John Ritter, 33, who plays the 
smirking wolf of TV’s Three's Company, 
and Nancy Ritter, 32, actress (Ameri- 

| cathon): a second child, first daughter; in 
Santa Monica, Calif. Name: Carly Con- 
stance. Weight: 9 Ibs. 1 oz. 

BORN. To Michelle Phillips, 37, singer and 
actress (Dillinger; Sam Marlow, Private 
Eye), and Grainger Hines, 33, actor: a son: 
in Los Angeles. Name: Austin Devereux. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 8% oz. 

MARRIED. Carol Lawrence, 49, singer, danc- 

and Greg Guydus, 46, Los Angeles busi- 
er and TV actress (Valley of the Dolls); 

nessman; she for the third time, he for the 
second; in Los Angeles. Lawrence has two 
teen-age sons by her second husband, 
Singer Robert Goulet, whom she divorced 
in 1981. 

DIED. Dorothy Eden, 69, prolific writer and 
master of the gothic tale; of cancer; in 
London. Among the most popular of 
Eden’s more than 30 romantic novels 
were The Vines of Yarrabee and Speak to 
Me of Love. 

DIED. Richard Austen (“Rab”) Butler, 79, 
urbane, politically astute Tory leader who 
served in seven Conservative govern- 
ments and was sometimes called “the 
best Prime Minister Britain never had”: 
in Great Yeldham, Essex, England. But- 
ler was Under Secretary of State at the 
India Office early in his career and 

| architect of England’s social reforms and | 

helped formulate the Government of In- 
dia Act of 1935, which strengthened In- 
dia’s provincial legislatures. As a major 

development of the welfare state, he as- 
sisted in renovating his country’s penal 
System, modernizing the public drinking 
laws and shaping an education act that | 
gave every British child free secondary 
school education. 

DIED. Stanislaw Karpinski, 90, Polish flying 
ace who was called Poland’s Billy Mitch- 
ell because he advocated a strong air de- 
fense years before the Nazi invasion of his 
country; in Los Angeles. 

DIED. Charles (“Zip’’) Finn, 104, oldest Ro- 
man Catholic priest in the U‘S. and first 
chaplain of the Catholic Club at Harvard 
University; in Boston. 
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Here's How You 
Can Becomea 
Foster Parent 
And Without Sending 
Any MoneyNow! 

Request a boy or girl from the country of your choice 
listed in coupon. 

Or: Check Emergency List box in order to help a 
“Child of Greatest Need.” 

Second: 
Fill out your name and address and mail coupon to Foster 
Parents Plan. 

You do not need to send any money. 

HERE’S WHAT WILL HAPPEN: 
1. You will receive your child’s name, photograph, and a 

copy of the child’s and the family’s personal case 
history. 

2. You will have ten days to make your final decision. 

AND HERE'S WHAT YOU WILL RECEIVE! 

1. A complete Foster Parent Information Kit, telling you 
exactly how your support is helping the child, the fam- 
ily, and the entire community where the child lives. 

- The original of the personal case history of the child. 
+ One additional photograph of your child. 
- Regular letters from your child. 
- Special reports from Foster Parents Plan staff workers. 
. Fact sheet about the country. 
- Information about the problems facing the family and 
community. 

- Acomplete Progress Report each year. 
- Anew photograph of your child each year. 
- The privilege of sending letters, special money gifts— 
and love. 
Our guarantee: Your love and support will not be lost 

in a massive, impersonal relief program. 
Instead, you will learn exactly how your $22 monthly 

support helps the child, the family and the entire commu- 
nity. An audited financial report is available upon request. 

Ready to make a decision right now? If so, fill out the 
coupon, enclose your first monthly support of $22, and 
you will receive your complete Foster Parent Informa- 
tion Kit, and a child will be assigned to your love and care. 

Call us TOLL-FREE 
800-556-7918 

Anytime day or night! The sooner we hear from 
you, the sooner we can help your Foster Child. 

(In Rhode Island call 738-5600) 

SA US WN 

oem 

T Write to: Reinhart B. Gutmann, A.C.S.W. 

Foster Parents Plan 
157 Plan Way, Warwick, R.!. 02887 
| want to become a Foster Parenttoa O Boy O Girl 

Age (3-14) Country 
| want to help a “Child of Greatest Need” from your 

| 

| 

| 
| 

| 
| COEMERGENCY LIST 

| 
| 
| 

Foster Parents are needed for children in Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, 
E! Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Indonesia, Mali, Nepal, Nicara- 
eed India, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Egypt, the Philippines, Sierra Leone, the 
udan and Upper Volta. All gifts are tax deductible. We are a nonpoliti- 

cal, nonprofit, nonsectarian, independent child sponsorship organi- 
zation. We will be happy to send you our annual report and financial 

L statements 485 

Little Angela Margarita has lovely chestnut brown hair to match her 
mischievous brown eyes. She suffers from a serious respiratory prob- 
lem, and lives with her family in this mud and cane house, with a floor 
of damp packed earth. By the time you read these words, a Foster 
Parent will have come to her rescue. But so many other children are 
waiting for your love . . 

| understand you will send me a photograph and case history 

introducing me to a specific child. After 10 days, | will become a 
Foster Parent to the child, sending support of $22 monthly, or return 
the material to you 

I've made my decision and here's my first check for $22. Please 
send me a child's photograph, case history and complete Foster 
Parent Information Kit 

| am unable to become a Foster Parent at this time but | want to 
contribute $ 
0 Send more information about becoming a Foster Parent 

Name 

oe gp ee 

State 



Living — 

Return of the Mini 

Fo those optimists who believe that 
stock prices and hemlines rise simul- 

taneously, the sidewalks and store win- 
dows will provide ample reason for rejoic- 
ing this spring. From Rome’s Via Veneto 
to Beverly Hills’ Rodeo Drive, the skirt 
has moved above the knee. In fact, the 
miniskirt is back. At Filene’s department 
store in Boston, where one-fourth of all 
higher-priced junior sales are now minis, 
Buyer Ann Freedberg exults, “They look 
right. The timing is right.” At the young 
women’s department of Galeries La- 
fayette, the big Parisian department 
store, minis are this season's best- f 
sellers. At Chicago's fashionable bou- 
tique Ultimo, customers snap up Nor- 
ma Kamali’s short skirts almost as fast 
as they can be reordered. 

Most of the new minis are fuller and 
more feminine than the tight, boxy ‘60s 
style. “Flippy” is the word used by some 
skirt watchers. Says New York’s Cuban- 
born designer Adolfo: “The old minis 
looked like clothes that had been chopped 
off at the bottom. Now they are different, 
looser.” Adds Milan’s Giorgio Armani: 
“The new miniskirt is not stiff and 
straight but soft, fitted at the hips and 
gathered for a short volume effect. It is 
also a natural evolution toward femininity 

| after the dizzying circus of pants, knick- 

. = ——e 

| The short, short skirt is back—and no one’s complaining 

ers, Bermudas, gauchos and Zouaves.” | 
Valentino, the dean of Italian designers, | 

Top, De la Renta dress (about $1,100); below, white linen outfit by Ellis (about $360); Armani ensemble ($1,545); Kamali top 

| argues that “women feel the need for 
greater liberty. They want to seduce and 
flirt. The new short skirts are wide and 
swing as you walk—it’s hide and seek.” 
U.S. Designer Perry Ellis, who has been 
showing short skirts for three years, notes 
that they have taken off, so to speak, only 
this year. Says he: “One of the most im- 
portant parts of our business is change— 
looking fresh.” 

Unlike the short skirts of the 1960s, 
the new minis are not political or sexual 
proclamations. For many a dashing lass 
in that pioneering wave, the A-line mini 
was a kind of manifesto at the feminist 
barricades. The first cutoff skirts of Great 
Britain's Mary Quant, recalls Fashion 
Writer Suzy Menkes in the London 
Times, “were conceived as a rejection of 
everything that existing fashion stood 
for.” They were also “an explicit sexual 
statement. Today’s minis are far less 
predatory, and when they are worn over 

thick tights with leg warmers and big 
sweaters, they are a lot less revealing than 
a pair of stretch jeans.” 

Those early minis were also something 
of a joke, of course. Some Quant creations 
consisted of less material than a Victorian 
hanky and—at eleven inches above the 
knee—barely covered the area once re- | 

served for underwear. On the way up from 
the pert Chelsea shopgirl look, the ultra- 
short skirt was given the imprimatur of 
couture by Parisian Designer André 
Courréges in the middle '60s. The mini’s 
bon voyage across the Atlantic was largely 
the work of Enfant Terrible Rudi Gern- 
reich, who was not only the first U.S. de- 
signer to bare the thigh, but also earned 

and skirt ($98) 
a te 
3 

e; 
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Saint Laurent’s skirt ($550) 

dubious fame with his topless 
swimsuit, the No-Bra bra and 
the see-through nylon blouse. By 
contrast with such outré expres- 
sions, the mini, if not the micro- 
mini, seemed positively respect- 
able. Its social acceptance was Betsey 
assured when Jacqueline Kenne- 
dy surrendered to the new fashion. 

The current trend toward high hem- 
lines has even caught the fancy of Yves 
Saint Laurent, whose fashions tend to be 
statements and who is seldom brief. For 
the first time in years, Saint Laurent’s 
spring-summer collection included mini- 

| skirts. His mini customers are mostly in 
the 25-to-35 age bracket, but women of al- 
most every age who have good legs seem to 

favor abridged lengths. “Women are not 
trying to be 16 and Twiggy,” says Betsey 
Johnson, the designer who was the U.S.’s 
head cheerleader for the mini in the '60s. 
“Mini is the most wonderful, healthy, ex- 
treme statement that can be made, be- 
cause it defies fashion.”’ Since women tend 
to stay younger these days, it can defy age. 
Designer Carol Horn, whose short skirts 
and dresses of suede have sold well this 
season, sees her customer as “a working 

executive woman who has money at her 
disposal and knows how to put herself to- 

gether in different looks.” Bloomingdale's 
Manhattan store has sold more than 4,000 
Kamali minis, priced from $38 to $80, in 
the past ten months; Kal Ruttenstein, vice 
president for fashion direction, notes, 
“They have a universal appeal. We were 
surprised by the age and size diversifica- 
tions. The mini seems to be bought by peo- 

ple with an interest in fashion and a lot 
of self-confidence, including the older 
woman who still has her figure.” 
Even those designers who shun the ex- 

treme approach of the mini are succumb- 
ing to the currents of fashion and are rais- 

\ 

Johnson's cotton miniculottes ($64 each) 

ing some of their hemlines at least an inch 
or two above the knee. As an Atlanta ap- 
parel buyer puts it, “Middle-aged women 
will follow the fashion trend as closely as 
possible, and they will raise their hem- 
lines. But they buy designer clothes as an 
investment and won't invest in anything 
as whimsical as miniskirts.” In Washing- 
ton, a notoriously conservative town, fash- 
ionable women tend to follow the example 
of the redoubtable New Jersey Congress- 
woman Millicent Fenwick, who once was 
a Vogue editor. According to an aide, 
“she has never changed her hemline in all 
the years she has worn suits. She always 
wears them one inch below the knee.” 
Nor, says a White House watcher, is Nan- 
cy Reagan about to be shorn again. In 
this respect she has an unlikely ally in 

Italy's Gina Lollobrigida, who at 54 can 
sull flash an eye-popping leg. “Mini- 
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skirts,” snorts La Lollo, “are ridiculous.” 

In any case, the era when designers 
could dictate to women is well past. The 

emphasis today is on diversity. The real 
contribution of the mini vogue is to pro- 
vide an alternative way to dress. “We call 
it optional impact,” says Rita Johnston, 
fashion coordinator at I. Magnin, Chica- 
go. “So many styles are available this 
year, from short to quite long, from linear 
to the prairie adaptation, that no one 
trend is the order of the day. If you don’t 
want to commit yourself to the shorter 
length, you have options. This is one of 
the better seasons for everyone.” 

For those venturesome women who do 
opt for the mini, ruffly tops, short 
sweaters and T shirts are suitable 

| accompaniments. Knee socks, 

pantyhose and petticoats are 
also popular accessories. Kamma 
Sadler, clothing manager for Bos- 
ton’s Shop for Pappagallo, sug- 
gests, “You can wear little pant- 

} ies underneath. Something that’s 
) attached tc the skirt, so you won't 

feel naked.” In winter, Pierre 
| Cardin puts the mini atop pants 

{ ora thick leotard. Kenzo, whose 
low-waisted minis and blouson 
tops have been well known for a 

| dozen years, is widely copied. 
Few fashion experts, however, 
think that short hemlines will 
crowd out pants or longer dresses, 
particularly for evening. As New 
York’s Oscar de la Renta puts it, 
“The wonderful thing about life is 

| to have a little variety. You don’t 
| want to eat Chinese food every 
day.” —By Michael Demarest. 

| Reported by Kathryn Jackson Fallon/ 

New York and Simonetta Toraldo/ 

| Rome 

Carol Horn’s suede skirt ($238) 
, 
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A Grand Phantasmagoria 

Music— 

Offenbach’s Tales of Hoffmann returns the Met to top form 

F rom a distance, seemingly beyond the 
stage, the workshop of an eccentric in- 

ventor swims into view, its cheery interior 
alive with whirring mechanical toys that 
no child has ever imagined. Gondolas 

glide serenely through the perfumed, dec- 
adent atmosphere of La Serenissima— 
Venice, dark and dangerous. A placid 

bourgeois home suddenly explodes with 
the nightmarish visitation ofa sinister, ca- 
daverous physician who walks through 

walls and bursts from fireplaces in a ball 
of flame 

The phantasmagorical spirit of 
E.T.A. Hoffmann lurks everywhere in the 
Metropolitan Opera’s brilliant new pro- 
duction of Jacques Offenbach’s Les 
Contes d'Hoffmann (The Tales of Hoff- 
mann), which opened last week. Vividly | 
directed by Otto Schenk and imagina- 
tively designed by Giinther Schneider- 
Siemssen, Hoffmann is the Met’s most 
successful, satisfying effort in months. It is 
all the more welcome because the season, 
still somewhat colored by 1980's labor dis- 
putes, began in a lackluster fashion. So- 
prano Renata Scotto was booed in her 

opening-night performance of Norma, 
and a Ring semicycle (Das Rheingold 

and Siegfried) fizzled out in something 
less than Wagnerian glory. It was in De- 
cember, with Franco Zeffirelli’s lavish 
cast-of-thousands production of La Bo- 
héme, that the company began the return 
to form 

Hoffmann is best seen as the progres- 

68 

sion of a soul. There is the comic slapstick 
of Act I, in which the eponymous poet 
falls in love with Olympia, a mechanical 
doll. Next there is the sobering disap- 
pointment of Act II, in which the hero 
falls in love with a faithless Venetian 
courtesan. Finally, there is the tragic ca- 
tharsis of Act III, in which Hoffmann’s 
sincere love for the simple, shy singer An- 

| tonia is destroyed by the vicious machina- 
| tions of the evil Dr. Miracle. Each affair 

Domingo with Welting as the doll he loves 

The progression of a feverish, inspired soul 

NYMSSOHS AEN3H 

should appear to be more intense than the 
last 

The production illustrates the pro- 
gression perfectly. The first act—all 
bright colors and gaily spinning contrap- 
tions—is an extended divertissement, with 
Hoffmann the butt of a joke shared by ev- 
eryone except him. Olympia, the crown- 
ing achievement of Spalanzani’s work- 
shop, is obviously a machine, and in a 
fine, broad comic touch, Director Schenk 
has the inventor's assistant twist each of 
her fingers to produce the dazzling colora- 
tura of her famous Doll's Song. The mood 
turns passionate when Hoffmann meets 
the sensuous Giulietta, and Schneider- 
Siemssen’s Venice creates an atmosphere 
of dark mystery, with shadowy palazzi 
looming over dark canals whose waters 
hold untold secrets. The intensity deepens 
and comes to a climax in the third act: as 
in a horror movie, the normality of An- 
tonia’s surroundings only heightens the 
terror prescribed by Dr. Miracle. The epi- 
logue finds Hoffmann back in the tavern 
where he began the evening—drunken, 
disheveled and disabused of idealistic no- 
tions, but inspired to write his feverish 
tales. For all its legerdemain, the staging 
provides an unsentimental, clear-eyed 
view of the only serious opera by the man 

whom Rossini called the “Mozart of the 
Champs Elysées.”’ 

eading an exceptionally able cast, 
Tenor Placido Domingo makes Hoff- 

mann into a cross between a matinee idol 
and a bespectacled down-on-his-luck poet 
who loves not wisely, and far too well. Do- 
mingo sings with a youthful ardor and 
freshness that belie his frantic performing 
schedule these days. Perhaps because his 
voice is more declamatory than those of 
other Latin tenors, less reliant on sheer 
beauty, it has held up well under heavy 
use and a wide-ranging repertory and, if 
anything, sounds better than ever. Sopra- 
no Ruth Welting, who stopped the show 
on opening night with her delightful 
Olympia, tosses off her sparkling roulade 
with graceful ease and fine comic preci- 
sion. In the role of Giulietta, Tatiana 
Troyanos’ smoky mezzo is redolent of the 
promise of sensuality, and Bass Baritone 

| Michael Devlin cuts a commanding figure 
as all four of Hoffmann’s nemeses. 

In the pit, Conductor Riccardo Chail- 
ly, 29, leads a performance that marks him 
as potentially one of the most important 
opera conductors to emerge in years. Like 
the director and designer, Chailly imposes 
a unity on his conception of the score, see- 
ing it as the servant of the story and 
moving it along crisply with an unerring 
rhythmic sense. He communicates both 
Hoffmann’s playfulness and passion, mak- 

ing the listener ultimately believe that the 
opera is a greater, more organized work 
than it really is. This is a more effective il- 
lusion than any that afflict Offenbach’s 
earnest, deluded hero. —By Michael Walsh 
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Video— 

Hi there, night owls! Have we got an 
extravaganza for you tonight! If you're 
thinkin’ of goin’ to sleep, forget it. You 
won't forgive yourself if you miss ... the 
man from the Potato Museum! Later on, 
you ll meet the guy with the Worm Farm— 
yes, a colony of live worms to enthrall you 
tonight! And as if that weren't enough— 
and you d better believe it will be—we have 
an investigative report on ... Celebrities 
and Their Dry Cleaning! More Stupid Pet 
Tricks! An in-depth profile on Alan Alda, 
the Man and His Chinese Food! And right 
after this word from one of our several 
sponsors, we'll place a phone call to Mrs. 

Porkettes, and their Make-It-with-Lard 
Cherry Pie Bake-Off? I mean, we're gonna 
have more fun tonight than humans should 
be allowed to have. But why not, folks? Hey, 
this is Network Television! 

t is? At first glance, second gasp and 
third giggle, it seems like a 4-H show 

gone considerably askew. Since its debut 
| six weeks ago in the post-Carson slot on 
NBC, Late Night with David Letterman 
has been winning fans and increasing its 
ratings with a tossed salad of celebrity 
interviews, low-key comedy and just 
about every uninstitutionalized eccentric 
it could find in the Lower 48. This recipe 
makes for the liveliest, least predictable 
talk show since Fernwood 2-Night 
in 1977. But Fernwood was a scripted 
show—a deadpan, dead-on satire of 
smarmy MCs and their desperately 
cheerful, no-talent guests. Late Night is 
different: a chatcom whose mixture of the 
real and the surreal keeps the viewer 
agreeably off-balance. It deals in the 
brand of humor that recent Late Night 
Guest Gloria Steinem described as 
“found humor.” Most talk shows demon- 
strate only that famous people are boring; 
Late Night means to prove the contention 
of Head Writer Merrill Markoe that 
“most people are intrinsically funny.” 
This is Fernwood 4-Real. 

Tall, slim and laid-back—indeed, al- 
most supine, like a Perry Como on mesca- 
line—Letterman, 34, responds to his odd- 
er guests with the wary smile of a farmer 
who has just opened his door to yet anoth- 
er shingle salesman. The cockeyed parade 
passes in review, and Letterman gets 
laughs merely by squinting at the audi- 
ence and, once in a while, spitting a thim- 
bleful of wry through the gap in his front 
teeth. He speaks in a voice as gracefully 
modulated and wickedly bland as that ofa 
hip, small-town disc jockey reading a 
mortuary commercial. “I like to call as lit- 
tle attention to myself as possible and still 

David Nelson in Loomis, Neb., who's going | 
to tell us all about her social club, the | 

And Now, Fernwood 4-Real 
Laid-back David Letterman tosses a late-night comedy salad 

be funny.”’ He seems to have been created 
for and by television, working within a 
narrow band of emotions, charming view- 
ers with his unflappable attitude rather 
than with quick reactions, political satire 
and confrontation comedy. He wears well, 
like Hush Puppies. 

Letterman honed his style as a phone- 
show host on a Muncie, Ind., radio station. 
“It was around the time of Watergate,” he 
says, “and most of our callers thought ho- 
mosexuals and people from Jupiter were 
behind it all.” In 1975 he moved to Los 
Angeles and began writing and perform- 
ing comedy. After exposure on Mary Ty- 

| found its loose-limbed form toward the 
| end, won two Emmys (for best host and 
writing) and became the prototype for 
Late Night. Upon its demise, NBC signed 
him, at a reported $750,000 a year, to wait 
around for a slot to open up. When Tom 
Snyder was deposed from his eight-year 
milk run, Letterman was ready to step in. 
Carson’s company co-produces Letter- 

man’s show, scanning the guest list for du- 
plications and overlap with The Tonight 
Show, an arrangement that enables Car- 
son to foster Letterman’s rise while also 
keeping a benign eye on the proceedings. 

“Late Night is equaling Tom Snyder's 
ratings,” notes NBC Programming Chief 
Brandon Tartikoff, “and is even more 
popular with the 18-to-34-year-olds. 
We're very pleased with it.” Barry Sand, 

| who brought order to the morning show’s 
early chaos and now produces Late Night, 

Letterman discusses his eccentric brand of “found humor” with Guest Gloria Steinem 

Seeing a man with a lawnmower on his chin, 

ler Moore’s 1978 variety show (“The pro- 
ducer kept wanting me to dress up in a 
gopher suit and dance’’), Letterman won 
bookings on The Tonight Show, first as a 

| guest and then as a frequent guest host. In 
1980, when Johnny Carson threatened to 
quit his show, Letterman was often men- 
tioned as most likely to succeed. Like 
Steve Allen, whose syndicated talk show 
in the 60s had much of Late Night's loopy 
spontaneity, Carson has been a major in- 
fluence on Letterman—ever since the 
*50s, when Johnny got laughs on Who Do 
You Trust? by bantering with contestants. 
Recalls Letterman: “There was one guy 
who balanced a lawnmower on his chin— 
quite a booking coup—and Carson just 
made fun of him. I thought, ‘What a great 
way to make a living!’ ” 

he living has been good for Letter- 
man. Though his first regular series— 

a morning comedy-variety show on 
| NBC—ran for only 18 weeks in 1980, it 

he knew it was a great way to make a living. 

points to unexpectedly long lines of spon- 
sors and ticket holders. Markoe, a dark- 
haired, Liza-eyed Berkeley graduate who 
has lived with Letterman since 1977, is 
proud of the show’s progress but eventual- 
ly plans to move on: “I have things I'd like 
to write that are not out of the mouth of 
David Letterman.” 

Since December, Markoe and Letter- 
man have been bunkered in a Manhattan 
hotel suite working on the show. They 
miss their Malibu, Calif., home and, most 
of all, their German shepherds, Bob and 
Stan. Dogs are a major topic of Letter- 
man’s comedy, and absence from Bob 
and Stan may help drive Letterman and 
Late Night to California. For now. 
though, there is plenty to smile about— 
and Letterman does, with his patented 
platypus grin. “I just want to make the 
show as playful as possible,” he says. And 
why not? Hey folks, it’s only Network 
Television. —By Richard Corliss. Reported by 
Peter Ainslie/New York 

| 1 
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Hail, Poetry—and Tedium Too 
Linda Ronstadt & Co. put Pirates of Penzance on film 

“Moviemaking is like working in a fac- 
tory gluing fenders on cars. Three minutes 

and stop, three minutes and stop. I said 1 

wouldnt do it if they paid me, so they didnt 

pay me and I did it. | haven't talked to any- 

one who wasn't wearing a costume in a 
month and a half 

Linda Ronstadt 

inda, ever so slightly bored out of her 
Liming. has gone stale in London to- 

ward the end of filming her first and may- 
be her last movie, Joseph Papp’s New 
York Shakespeare Festival production of 
Gilbert and Sullivan’s Pirates of Pen- 

zance. She knows it and she is sorry, be- 

cause she loves Pirates, and Papp, and Di- 
rector Wilfred Leach, and Cast Members 
Rex Smith (the seraphically stupid hero 

Frederic), Kevin Kline (the pirate king), 
George Rose (the major general), Angela 

Lansbury (the nursemaid Ruth) and Tony 

Azito (the double-jointed police sergeant) 

Except for Lansbury, who joined the 
company for the movie, they have all been 

together since Papp had the idea a couple 

of years ago that Pirates might make a 
few weeks of fun in the summer of 1980 
for Central Park’s outdoor theater. Their 
mutual loyalty is so strong that the 

five principals—Azito’s role is smaller 

agreed to an almost unheard-of pay 
scheme by which each of them took an 
equal and relatively small salary so that 

Papp could afford to make the film (hence 
Ronstadt’s remark about acting without 
being paid). Papp, for his part, is proud 
of keeping his congenial 
family together, and of 
fighting off Hollywood of- 
fers—for instance, to fi- 
nance Pirates if he cast 
John Travolta as the pi- 

rate king instead of Kline 
All true, and true also 

that Ronstadt, 35, was 

both enthusiastic and jeal- 

ously protective of her 
Stage role as Mabel, the 
prettiest and cleverest 

of the major general's 
eight wonky daughters. “I 
would have died before I 

let my understudy take 

over onstage,” she says 
Not that I begrudged her 

a chance to shine before 
an audience, but it was 
my part.” Now she is pre- 
serving it against the fend- 

er-gluing tedium of film 
making, with its rhythm 
of endless delays. Between 

takes on the set, she hikes 

her white Victorian hob- 

0 

Show Business 
ble skirt up to her knees so that she can sit 

down in it, finds her place in Henry 
James’ Portrait of a Lady, and until a 
hand appears between page and eyes—a 

makeup woman minutely improving Ma- 
bel’s face—she reads subtle paragraphs 

about Americans abroad. But it is now 
harder for her to find the intensity that 

the stage show always seemed to generate, 

and Director Leach has noticed that late- 
ly she seems to grit her teeth when think- 

ing of England. Love scenes with Rex 
Smith are still to be shot, and she must be 
shyly radiant. Leach has told her to take 

some time off, fly back to her home in Los 
Angeles and soak up those shy, radiant 
freeway vilamins 

With a day off in London and freedom 
on the horizon, she is cheerful. She has 
worked out for an hour on the weight ma- 
chines ata health club, eaten a hamburger 

and bowl of chili at a Park Lane beanery 

that Californians consider reliable be- 
cause dreaded steak-and-kidney pie does 
not appear on the menu, and rummaged 
successfully in a bookstore for the three 
volumes of the Bodley Head edition of 
Henry James that she did not yet own: The 
Spoils of Poynton, The Awkward Age, and 

What Maisie Knew. Now she warms her 
toes, bare and red-nailed, before a coal fire 

in her hotel suite and considers the person- 

ality of Mabel: “Basically earnest, curious 

and innocent, and no dummy; she’s smart- 

er than you think. It’s a facet of my own 
personality, not one I wear every day, but 
it felt authentic. When I walked onstage. 
Mabel would do things.” 

ome critics found Ronstadt’s acting to 

be wanting. But they found it; it was 

there. An observer notes, incidentally, that 

she does not have pigeon toes in the offstage 
world. In Pirates, her little 

Ronstadt portrays the innocent Mabel; Kline swashes a buckle as the pirate king white toes gaze bashfully at 

each other as they stick out 
of the bottom of her long 
white dress, and strong 

men fall in love. It is 
clear, however, that this 
croquet player's stance, 
denoting naiveté and en- 
dearing awkwardness, is 
characterization and not 
malformation 

Most of the early re- 
views marveled that Ron- 
stadt, a rock-'n’-roll belter, 
could hit the high notes so 

neatly and sweetly. Heras- 
tonishing soprano seemed 
to float upward without ef- 
fort past the last row of 
seats. Pirates Adapter and 
Conductor William Elliott 
had offered to recast her 
songs in a lower key. In 
fact, he says now. she sings 
optional notes he wrote 
that are higher than the 
ones Composer Sir Arthur 
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Sullivan called for. Ronstadt says she 
learned this high range—“a heady little 
boy’s soprano, not connected to the rest of 
me"’—by imitating her older brother when 
they were both children. She didn’t know 
she still possessed it until one day, while 
driving down Sunset Boulevard, she start- 
ed singing along with a Puccini opera on 
the radio. “I realized that I could blast out 
these sounds, and I drove to a phone and 
called my friend John Rockwell” (a New 
York Times music critic) and said, ‘Listen 
to what I can do, squawk. squawk, 
Squawk.’ ” 

Her vocal problem was in her insecure 
mid-range, between her boy soprano high 
notes and her solid rock-’n’-roll chest 
tones. Nine months of operatic training 
helped by letting her shift into the high ex- 
tension at a lower pitch. But when she 
made a rock-’n’-roll tour of Japan after 
leaving the Pirates company on Broad- 
way, she found that she had lost some of 
her chest tones: “I couldn’t belt as hard.” 

Talk with any member of the Pirates 
company, and what you are likely to hear 
is a succession of admiring stories about 

A congenial family y that tells admiring stories about each other, Henr -y James between takes, and a break for radiant freeway vitamins. 

other members of the cast. Basic Pirates 
lore, told from different viewpoints, is an 
account of the night on Broadway when 
the pit band came in drunk from a Christ- 
mas party and couldn’t toot together or on 
key. Ronstadt, making her first entrance, 
a point at which she must sing Poor Wan- 
dering One in a way that tells everyone 
who's boss, heard their clamor and got the 
giggles. She couldn't stop. Rex Smith, on- 
stage with her, felt himself begin to 
laugh—a realization, this open-faced, 26- 
year-old rock singer recalls, that is not at 

all pleasant, but rather like that of a 
mountain climber who feels himself be- 
ginning to slide. 

Linda broke up totally, and Smith was 
almost as far out of control. The first act 
was a horror, and by the end of it the audi- 
ence was booing. Linda, giggling and cry- 
ing backstage, told Director Leach she 
couldn’t continue. He said, very calmly, 

tain, before the second act began, apolo- 
gize to the audience and sing Poor 
Wandering One again. She did, with 
Smith beside her, and the night was 
saved. Leach tells this as a tribute to 
Ronstadt and Smith. Ronstadt says that 
Leach is wise and solid, and that Smith, 
who hadn't caused the problem, had with 
characteristic generosity shared the 
blame. And Smith is awed that Ronstadt 
pulled herself together, and that her 
apology did not mention the miscreant 
musicians 

ext day, on a sound stage got up to re- 
semble a pirate cove on the coast of a 

Cornwall that never was, Ronstadt is 
dead on her feet. She leans her head on | 
Smith’s shoulder between takes. All the 
pirates are on hand, and so are the major 
general’s daughters. George Rose, the 
major general, a veteran Shakespearean 
actor trained at the Old Vic and Royal 
Shakespeare Theater, is never out of 
character and never needs a retake. 
Kevin Kline, the pirate king, has a fenc- 
ing shirt with a décolletage that makes 

matrons of good reputation go googly 
The company has been trying for sev- 

eral hours to shoot a scene featuring the 
song Hail, Poetry (“For what, we ask, is 
life/ Without a touch of poetry in it?”) 
Director Leach sees the scene as a tab- 
leau, a Victorian postcard. He has shot it 
before, but the results seemed to him “like 
a bunch of people standing in a field.” 
Shooting it again is costing money, and 
Universal Pictures has begun prodding 
Papp about costs; the production, which is 
scheduled for release later this year, was 
budgeted at $9 million and now seems 
likely to come in at about $10 million, But 
Papp and Leach, neither of whom has 

made a film before, are confident that 
they like what they have done, and they 
are not about to take any guff from a film 
studio. Papp has told Leach to reshoot 

| and get it right. 
Leach has brought in a costly and 

that she must go out in front of the cur- | flexible French camera crane to do the 
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overhead shot. The Hail, Poetry music, 
like the rest of the score, was recorded 
months before in New York City, and is 
now played over a loudspeaker so the per- 
formers can mouth it for the camera. 
Wind machines agitate cellophane water. 
Three grips with white mechanical sea- 
gulls dangling from fish poles manipulate 
their birds. Kline leads the singing hand- 
somely and athletically. His pirate king is 
a sunstruck Errol Flynn who expresses 
consternation, delight and perplexity in 
the same way, by bouncing into a fencer’s 
lunge, and frequently by stabbing himself 
in the foot. He is splendid, and he had bet- 
ter be, because in two hours he has to be | 
on an airplane. The following day, in New 
York, he begins filming Director Alan 
Pakula’s Sophie's Choice, in which he 
plays opposite Mery] Streep. 

The scene works. Everyone rushes to 
an adjoining sound stage for one last shot 
in which Kline must appear. There are 90 
minutes left. Leach gets the shot he needs 
in 914. Rex Smith jumps up on a statue of 
Queen Victoria and yells, “Hurrah for the 
pirate king!” Everyone kisses Kline, or 

Azito notes uniform n leanings among his constabulary; Smith, as the seraphically psa hero Frederic, matches wide-eyed looks with Mabel 

whacks him on the back, or both. He dis- 
appears. Papp breaks out champagne. 
Ronstadt vanishes to work out again on 
the weight machines at her health club. 

After she returns from Los Angeles 
and finishes Pirates, she has said, she has 
an album that is overdue. Standards, she 
says: Ghost of a Chance and I've Got a 
Crush on You. Melodic, structured for a 
singer. ‘See, rock 'n’ roll is structured for 
guitar players, and the singing line is sec- 
ondary.” Smith wants to play Laertes if 
Joe Papp stages Hamlet. Leach will direct 
a London stage company in Pirates, and 
then he and Papp want to do more films, 
“maybe one a year.” And George Rose 
and Police Sergeant Tony Azito will re- 
turn to the Broadway company of Pirates, 
which is still going strong. Azito, a funny, 
narrow man of 6 ft. 3 in—that’s 6 ft. tall 
and 3 in. wide—answers the obvious ques- 
tion: “You don’t get tired of acting in 
a hit.” — By John Skow 
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Objective: Produce a dependable, 
high-quality radial engineered 
for safety, comfort, and excellent 
mileage. 

Solution: The Advantage T/A 

The Advantage T/A” is so 
dependable, it comes with 
Free Replacement Warranty 
Coverage—honored nation- 
wide for your convenience 

A RCD. £ 

© 1982, BFGoodrich Co. 

HIGH TECH 32 

This unique combination 
of advanced materials 
and technology makes The 
Advantage T/A the perfect 
choice in dependable, 
high-quality radial tires: 
A. Wraparound tread design. 
B. Deep tread depth. 
C. Dual compound tread. 
D. Four-ply DuroGard" folded 

belt system 
E. Two radial plies. 
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BFGoodrich 

BFGoodrich makes the only complete 
line of advanced T/A" High Tech™ 

Radials. Radials that are respected 
worldwide for their outstanding road 

performance. If you're looking for a 
tire that maintains your high 

= standards of quality, there's a 

The Advantage T/A radial T/A High Tech Radial designed for you. 

tire features handsome white 
sidewalls bearing the 
distinctive T/A trademark— 

the symbol of high quality. 

The Advantage T/A tire’s safety 
features include a low rubber-to- 
void ratio, traction block tread 

with deep lateral grooves, and an 

open shoulder—which all help 
reduce dangerous hydroplaning. 
A rayon construction and computer- 

optimized tread with varied pitch 
ratio offer a smooth, quiet ride. 
The Advantage T/A tire’s radial con- 
struction offers excellent mileage. too. 



When Al Haig said“nyet” 
CNN sad“da? 

When the State Department refused — during the recent military takeover. 
to extend Soviet spokesman Georgi And why we broadcast Secretary 
Arbatov’s visa to attend a scheduled of State Haig’s speech live from Ber- 
PBS interview, we scheduled an im- lin denouncing the alleged Soviet use 
mediate interview with Mr. Arbatov of poison gas in Afghanistan. 
live on CNN (Cable News Network). After all, CNN viewers are intelli- 
(Which prompted Mr. Arbatov to re- —_ gent enough to make up their own 
mark rather uncommunistically: “Tell minds. Our jobis to make sure they 
my good friend Al Haig that you live —_ have enough information to do so. 
ina ace a) ‘ See for yourself why 

ich just happens to be interviews, ‘illions of Americans who 
our point. As TVs only news Ini Ni ? want to knowall sides of 
network, we believe Ameri- IS a story know that they can 
cans have the right to know the news. always find them on CNN. 
all sides of a story. Cable's most important net- 

That’s why we interview people with — work. TurntoCNN 
opposing viewpoints on CNN. on your system. Or CINN 

That's also why we simulcast and contact your cable 
translated actual Polish newscasts operator to get it. CABLE NEWS NETWORK 

GEORGI! ARB} 
Central Comm. somnmunist 
Party of the SByiet Union 

Sa 



Man of Iron Director Wajda scouting locations for Danton in Paris 

He was in a way Solidari- 
ty’s cinematic messenger, a di- 
rector whose films, including 

Man of Marble and Man of 

/ron, were surprisingly critical 
of life in Communist Poland 

Rounded up along with other 
Solidarity dissidents during 
the Polish government's decla- 

ration of martial law last De- 
cember, Andrzej Wajda, 56, was 

held under house arrest. Then, 
in a reversal, Polish authorities 

decided to let him leave Po- 
land temporarily to shoot a 
film in Paris. Wajda, whose 
Man of Iron was nominated 

for an Oscar, has refused all 

interviews in France. But in a 

formal statement, he did say, 
‘The message of my films 
these past 25 years has been 

the need to prevent [Poland] 

from falling into the state it 

4 
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has found itself.” The message 
of his new movie could be even 
stronger. To be called Danton 
it is based on the life of the 
flery, outspoken French revo- 
lutionary champion of demo- 
cratic rule 

a 

When the Los Angeles 

Dodgers’ training camp 

opened this month, the club 
and Pitching Sensation Fernan- 

do Valenzuela, 21, were talking 
money but found themselves in 

different ballparks. Fernando 
and his agent, former Actor 
Tony De Marco, were asking for 

about $1 million a year, but 
would settle for a package re- 
portedly totaling $850,000. Los 

Angeles is willing to pay 

$350,000. Unable to bridge the 
gap, the lefthander picked up 

Umar flanked by Amin and his son Souleiman during interview in Jidda 
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Dodger Holdout Valenzuela 

his glove and went back to Fer- 

nando’s Hideaway in Mexico 
Said Valenzuela, who earned 
$42,500 last year: “We are flex- 
ible. Why can’t they be?” 

It’s Idi Amin Dada, all right, 
shapeless thobe robes, ghutra 
headgear and all. The onetime 

President-for-Life of Uganda 
who fled from his country 

three years ago, has lived a rel 
atively secluded and unchar- 

acteristically quiet existence in 
Jidda, Saudi Arabia. From an 

interview with a Turkish jour- 

nalist, Leyla Umar, it is evident 

that Amin is as feisty and fan- 

ciful as ever. He commented 

on President Reagan (“I don’t 

like him any more”) and told 
of how his fellow Ugandans 

pine for his return. The former 
dictator shed 20 Ibs. so he 

could beat his offspring in 

swimming races. He says he 
lost the weight in one week by 

eating smaller portions. “If I 
can lose several more pounds 

he says, “no one will be able to 
beat me, whether here or any- 
where else on earth.” 

It was a meeting of per- 
haps the two most photo- 
graphed women in the world, 

Actress Elizabeth Taylor, 50. 

and Diana, Princess of Wales, 

20. Taylor was in London to 

perform in her Broadway hit, 

The Little Foxes. Diana turned 
up in the royal box of the Vic- 
toria Palace Theater to catch 
Queen Liz in action. At the 

end of the show, the Princess 

trooped backstage. “Thank 
you for a lovely performance,” 
said Diana. When asked for a 

rundown of their chat, Taylor 
was uncharacteristically close- 

mouthed. “I was more than 

thrilled to meet her,” said Liz, 

“but I never discuss private 
conversations.” 

—By E. Graydon Carter 

8 a 

On the Record 
Maureen McGovern, 32, pop 
singer who switched to Broad- 
way to perform in Gilbert and 
Sullivan's The Pirates of Pen- 

zance, On the career of a re- 
cording star: “You're only as 
good as your last two minutes 
and 47 seconds.” 

Alex Haley, 60, celebrated Roors 

author, on the Tennessee of his 
youth: “White or black, it 

didn't matter. You were classi- 

fied in the Bible Belt South as 
either Methodist, Baptist or 
sinner.” 

~ 
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Italso has 
front-wheel drive. 

The Honda Accord LX Hatchback has every- 
thing. It’s luxuriously comfortable. It’s incredibly 
well engineered. 

Honda has been out in front with front-wheel 
drive for years. In fact, Honda has always been the 
only auto manufacturer to sell all of its cars in 
America with front-wheel drive and a transverse- 
mounted engine. 

Front-wheel drive gives excellent traction 
because the weight of the engine is over the driving 
wheels. You corner confidently. And the engine 
mounted sideways is easy to service. 

With front-wheel drive, there’s more interior 
space. As you can see, it has been used to beautiful 
advantage in the Accord LX. 

Everything you see is standard equipment. 
Including something you also feel. 

Airconditioning with new push-button controls 
and an improved ventilating system. 

One thing you hear is a warning chime that 
sounds when the halogen headlights are left on. 

Other features you'll sense are the smoother 
and quieter ride and better road handling. With 
Michelin steel-belted radial tires and variable-assist 
power steering. And ventilated front disc brakes. 
Again standard equipment. 

The Accord LX. It has quality engineering. It 
has luxury. It simply has all 
the comforts of Hada EOCESIEJES 

We make it simple. 

©)1982 American Honda Motor Co., Inc 



Cinema 
Gays to the Fore, Cautiously 

46% here’s nothing more inconvenient 
than an old queen with a head 

cold,” Toddy sniffles as he contemplates 
being down and out in Paris, 1934. He has 
just lost his job in a gay nightclub, his lover 
has left him, and his new roommate, Vic- 
toria (Julie Andrews), is a singer with a 
voice that can shatter glass but not the in- 

difference of booking agents. 
Toddy, who is played with great good 

spirit by Robert Preston, speaks too soon. 
For the old queen is anything but an object 
of pity. Since his new pal looks so dapper 
in the suit she borrows from him after her 
clothes have been ruined in a rainstorm, 

he shrewdly conceives the idea of having 
| her become a female female imperson- 

ator: in other words, a woman who plays a 
man playing women. 

Things get really delirious when 
James Garner, as a determinedly hetero- 
sexual gangster from Chicago, falls for 
her/him. “I’m not a man!” she cries when 
he finally embraces her. “I don’t care if 
you are,” he replies. As he squires her 
around, the world is bound either to mis- 
take him for a homosexual or learn the 
truth about her, which will destroy a very 
promising career. To further complicate 
matters, the gangster’s bodyguard (sweet- 
ly played by former Detroit Lions Tackle 
Alex Karras), encouraged by what he 
takes to be a conversion by his master, 
comes out of the closet and starts an affair 
with the ever amiable Toddy 

In short, by the end of Victor/ Victoria, 

Writer-Director Blake Edwards (‘/0,” 
The Pink Panther series) has managed to 
overturn virtually all his characters’ sexu- 
al roles and the audience’s expectations as 
well. He has also made, in the midst of 

Several new releases try a freer portrayal of homosexuality 

much well-timed farce, a fairly serious 
point: namely that sexual identities have 
precious little to do with the qualities, 
moral and otherwise, that make people 
good, attractive or fun to be with 

Besides being perhaps the most enter- 
taining American comedy since the last 
Edwards film (S.0.B.), Victor/ Victoria 
adds further proof that, like Toddy in the 
film, homosexuals are ceasing to be an in- 
convenience to moviemakers. Already out 

and doing quite well in the theaters is 
Making Love, in which a terribly nice fel- 
low (Michael Ontkean) leaves his terribly 
nice wife (Kate Jackson) to take up witha 

Ontkean and Hamlin in Making Love 

No longer seen as an illness but as a choice. 
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“Old Queen” Preston and Impersonator Andrews in Victor/Victoria; Policemen Hurt and O'Neal in Partners; Hemingway and Donnelly in Best 

not-quite-so-nice novelist (Harry Ham- 
lin) before he finds a more stable male 
mate. Also doing well is Personal Best, 
which purposely makes no big deal about 
the fact that its two leading figures (played 
by Mariel Hemingway and Patrice Don- 
nelly) indulge in a lesbian affair while 
pursuing their careers as Olympic-level 
track athletes. 

Making Love is a case of the bland 
leading what its creators consider to be the 
blind. Says Director Arthur Hiller of his 
highly sanitized love scenes: “We weren't 
trying to say this is how gays make love. 
This is terribly new for most of the coun- 
try, so you must lead them into it gently.” 
As for Personal Best, Writer-Director 
Robert Towne has come to resent his 
film’s identification as a gay tract. “The 
name of the movie is not ‘Personal Fruit.’ 
There are two minutes of lovemaking and 

> | 

an hour of competition in it, and as far as I 
know, sex between any genders has not 
yet qualified as an Olympic event.” 

Also appearing in the theaters this 
week is the adaptation of the hit Broad- 
way show Deathtrap, in which homosex- 
uality is used more to give a sharp twist to 
the first-act ending than as prime subject 
matter, though at one Los Angeles screen- 
ing someone cried out at the sight of Mi- 
chael Caine kissing Co-Star Christopher 
Reeve, “Say it isn’t so, Superman!” This 
spring will bring Partners, about a gay po- 

liceman (John Hurt) and a straight one 
(Ryan O'Neal) who set up housekeeping 
in the Los Angeles homosexual communi- 
ty in order to entrap a murderer who is 
preying on it. Like all the other pictures in 
what looks suspiciously like a trend, it re- 
portedly shows homosexuality neutrally, 
as just another fact one is likely to encoun- 
ter while stumbling through modern life 

If this is the way gays are going to be 
portrayed in films, it represents real prog- 
ress from the prissy sissies played by the 
likes of Franklin Pangborn and Grady 

J 
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Sutton 40 or 50 years ago, and from the 
self-tortured gays of The Boys in the Band | 
and the monsters of Cruising, among more 
recent characterizations. Some observers | 
liken the new gay movies to the Sidney 
Poitier period pieces about blacks: neces- 
sary non-evils designed to disarm the mid- 
die-class public by stressing a minority 
group’s similarities to it as a (possible) pre- 
lude to more eccentric and individualistic 
portrayals. For the moment, at least, that 
is the way gays prefer to see these pictures. 
Says Lucia Valeska, executive director of 
the National Gay Task Force: “If gayness 
is seen not as a deviant life-style but as 

| something that happens to a lot of people, 
this can only be positive for us.” 

There is, however, something more at 
stake here than sexual politics. The new 
films about gays have so far refused to ac- 
knowledge that sexual outlook has an in- 
fluence on aesthetics. We would not ex- 
pect a celibate straight director to make a 
film indistinguishable from that of a cele- 
brated roué. No more should a film by or 
about gays look as though it was financed 
by the ACLU. Indeed, in modern popular 
culture there is no more distinctive aes- 
thetic than the gay one. As defined by 
Canadian Critic Lawrence O'Toole, it 
includes a taste for grand romantic ges- 
tures, excesses of “spirit, personality and 
desire” and “a refusal to apologize for out- 
landish behavior.” This spirit, O'Toole 
argues, informed the mannered and styl- 
ized American comedies, musicals and 
romances of the °30s and ‘40s, many of 
which are now considered classics. These 
days he finds it notably lacking. Of the 
current crop, Victor/ Victoria perhaps as- 
pires to some of it, though the musical 
numbers unfortunately miss the oldtime 
zip and fizz. 

J ust as the freedom to bring all of het- 
erosexuality’s nasty little secrets out of 

the closet has robbed our films of roman- 
tic tension and symbolic inventiveness, it 
may be that open, but rather middle-class 
portrayals of homosexuality will also ex- 
act their subtle costs. It is hard to imagine 
any American in the near future achiev- 
ing the intensely ironic and utterly 
riveting self-awareness (and occasional 
self-disgust) of German Director Frank 
Ripploh in Taxi Zum Klo. And just as 
well too, many would argue. Movies, like 
the rest of society, are just beginning to 
move beyond the notion that homosex- 
uality is an illness rather than a choice. 
Some people will never make that leap. 
Or abandon their understandable con- 
cern that gay love affairs, depicted by 
role-model movie stars, may have a 
baneful influence on the impressionable 
young. We are, therefore, a long way 
from being able to portray the infinite 
range of other choices within the larger 
homosexual choice. But within the past 
decade some kind of beginning has been 
made. It was time, at last, for American 
movies to recognize that simple fact, 
however simplistically they have done 
SO. —By Richard Schickel. Reported by Martha 

Smilgis/Los Angeles 
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Theater 

Decline of the Wasp — 

Imost never does a U.S. playwright 
deal with bloodlines, class lines and 

cultural totems and taboos. That is what 
makes A.R. Gurney Jr.’s drama some- 
thing of a novelty. It is not a play, proper- 
ly speaking, but a series of vignettes, 
almost like revue sketches, set in North- 
eastern Wasp territory, where the inhab- 
itants go to Ivy League schools, often pos- 

| sess inherited wealth and hold their 
opinions in their obdurate spines. 

The Dining Room might be subtitled 
The Decline of the Wasp, except that it is 
clear-eyed, touching and buoyantly fun- 
ny. The stage set itself is something of an 
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THE DINING ROOM by A.R. Gurney Jr. 

mother’s edict that she attend a dance 
that will enhance her status in the Junior 
League and opts to attend a performance 
of Saint Joan with her spinster aunt. Still 
later, as an Amherst student photographs 
his aunt’s chinaware in the room, he tells 
her that he is doing an anthropology pa- 
per on “the eating habits of vanishing cul- 
tures” and that her crystal finger bowls 
symbolize “a neurotic obsession with 
cleanliness associated with the guilt of the 
last stages of capitalism.” 

In a six-person cast that is admirably 
flexible, Remak Ramsay is outstanding. 
He combines a ramrod to-the-manor- 

I Sha 

Remak Ramsay, center, presides at a family festivity in one of the vignettes in Dining Room 

anachronism with its Sheraton table, 
Hepplewhite chairs and dour ancestral 
portraits. The time span is from the De- 
pression to the present. The dining room 
used to be the site of unalterable tribal 
rites—Thanksgiving, Christmas, family 
fiscal confabulations. Now people eat in 
the kitchen. 

Gurney uses the room as a kind of re- 
volving door for life’s large and little iro- 
nies. Through it troop generations of dis- 
parate families as well as a feudal array of 
maids much given to the response “Yes, 
Missus.” In the first episode, a brother 
and sister who have inherited the house 
argue testily about which of them is to 
have the dining room. Subsequently, an 
architect advises a psychiatrist purchaser 

| of the house to split the room up into his 
office and a reception area. 

Two teen-age schoolgirls violate the 
sanctity of the room and go AWOL from 

| their parents’ code by valiantly swigging a 
| blend of gin, vodka and Fresca. In a duel 
| of social proprieties, a daughter defies her 
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Where the inhabitants go to Ivy League schools and hold their opinions in their spines. 

born stance with a tissue-thin vulnerabili- 
ty. This holds true through a variety of 
roles: a small boy who is devastated when 
a maid (his surrogate mother) tells him 
that she is leaving to start a family of her 
own; a middle-aged man painfully hu- 
miliated by his teen-age son's awareness 
of his liaison with his best friend’s wife; an 
old man meticulously detailing his own 
funeral arrangements to his son while so- 
liciting some final word or gesture of love 
from him. 

Perhaps Ramsay is most formidable 
as a conservative autocrat of the breakfast 
table who tells his young son that the gov- 
ernment is ruining the country. The boy 
replies that his teacher says the govern- 
ment should help people in Depression 

002 HYSNS 

times, Fuming in anger, the father delib- | 
erately makes the boy late for school. 
Ramsay seems to embody the Wasps as 
Gurney critically and compassionately 
sees them—a breed whose manners calci- 
fied into morals while the society around 
them abandoned morality. —By TE. Kalem 
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DENVER —Of the 56,000 men- 
tally retarded residents of Colorado, 
an estimated 85% can achieve social 
and vocational independence, if 
given proper help. 

Yet due to lack of public 
understanding, they are more often 
treated as objects of curiosity and 
need, than as responsible and use- 
ful citizens. 

To help correct this percep- 
tion, KBTV, the Gannett station in 
Denver, turned its cameras on 

retarded adults who are marrying, 
living independently and holding 
regular jobs. In a documentary 
series entitled “Doing the Best We 
Can’ these residents spoke for 
themselves and told their own stories 
to KBTV reporter Bertha Lynn and 
cameraman John Fosholt, revealing 
interests and aspirations similar to 
those of their fellow citizens who 
are not handicapped. 

KBTV was applauded for 
furthering public awareness of the 
facts about mental retardation by 
the Association for Retarded Citi- 
zens with its Excellence Award for 
Community Television. The series 
was also recognized by the One to 
One Foundation, a national organi- 
zation concerned with the needs 
of the developmentally disabled. 

The real reward came, how- 
ever, in doing the best we can to 
help others do the best they can. 

©) 1982 Gannett 

At Gannett, we recognize the 
responsibility our newspapers and 
broadcasting services have to the 
needs of the entire community. And 
from Denver to Detroit, Tucson to 
Tarrytown, Pensacola to Port Huron, 
each Gannett member is free to 
serve those needs in its own way. 

For more information about 
Gannett, write: Gannett Co., Inc.; 
Corporate Communications; 
Lincoln Tower; Rochester, N.Y. 
14604, or call (716) 546-8600. 

A WORLD OF DIFFERENT VOICES 
WHERE FREEDOM SPEAKS 



Books —— 

Hard Times in Hard-Cover Country 
Can the Three Bears save the book business? 

ook sales were up an average 14% in 
1980. So why do writers have long 

faces? And why are publishers worried? 
The answer can be found in the bestseller 
they all ignored: The Coming Currency 
Collapse and What to Do About It. Cheery 
Statistics of last year can no longer hide the 
sober economic facts of 1982: higher costs, 
escalating book prices and dwindling prof- 
its. “I haven't seen times like this before,” 
confesses William McCarthy, buyer for 
the 20-shop chain of Kroch’s & Brentano’s 
bookstores in the Chicago area. “The book 
business is being hit by everything at once: 
a soft economy, cost increases and an un- 
certain audience.” 

If the audience is uncertain, 
publishers are downright fran- 
tic. Only yesterday they could 
count on six- and seven-figure 
sales to paperback houses and 
thereby raise needed operating 
capital, fund new ventures and 
enrich writers’ wallets. But Fat 
City is rapidly becoming as leg- 
endary as the Land of Oz. Ac- 
cording to New York Publishing 
Consultant Leonard Shatzkin, 
author of the forthcoming analy- [ 
sis of U.S. publishing, Jn Cold 
Type, the times get leaner by the 
month: 1977 paperback-reprint 
rights, for example, “contrib- 
uted approximately 60% of total 
subsidiary-rights income to pub- 
lishers. That went down to 37% 
in 1980. I see it going down close 
to 0% in the next few years.’ 

What went wrong? In- 
flation, principally—and poor 
planning for it. Printing and pa- 
per costs rose; prices were passed 
on to the consumer. But in a 
high-volume business, where the 
shelf life of a book is measured in 
days, the average $2.25 per pa- 
perback could no longer be con- 
sidered an impulse-buying item. 
The result: of the 900 million pa- 
perbacks shipped last year, near- 
ly one-third were unsold. The 
paperback recession was echoed 
in the diminishing rewards to 
writers. Saul Bellow’s Hum- 
boldt’s Gift brought $313,000 
back in 1975, but The Dean's De- 
cember earned about two-thirds 
of that sum this year, even 
though the author had become a 
Nobel laureate in the interim. 
E.L. Doctorow’s Loon Lake 
(1980) got one-third of the $1.85 
million paid for his Ragtime 
in 1975. Colleen McCullough’s E-L. Doctorow 

Birds, sold for $1.9 million. But An Inde- 
cent Obsession (1981) managed much less. 
Watergate Conspirator John Ehrlichman 
and bestselling Feminist Author Betty 
Friedan recently shared the same fate: 
their books were withdrawn from paper- 
back auction because the five-figure bids 
were insultingly low. There was only one 
bidder for Gael Greene’s Doctor Love; and 
although Diana Trilling’s Mrs. Harris 
went for $125,000, her publisher, William 
Jovanovich, says, “Two years ago, it 
would have brought over $200,000.” 

The cutbacks are just beginning. Says 
Louis Wolfe, president of Bantam, the 
largest U.S. paperback house: “We're 

Betty Friedan 

Diana Trilling 

| paying more attention to what we pay up 
| front and with good reason. We can’t af- 

ford a lot of money for what might be a 
| big book and then find out it isn’t. We 
| have to have a bottom-line profit, and we 
can no longer afford to keep some of the 
hard-cover publishing houses going.” 
Shatzkin is less sanguine: “There will defi- 
nitely be failures among the original trade 
publishers.” 

Ss ome of those houses are already pre- 
paring for a siege by selling directly to 

customers: cookbooks in gourmet shops, 
tax guides in banks. Most have pared 
their lists dramatically to lower costs. 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich has cut back 
from 110 titles in 1970 to 70 books this 
year. Says Jovanovich: “Nobody used to 
make money on first-time authors, but we 
considered that part of our business. Now, 
we can’t do that.” Even established writ- 

ers are affected. Simon & Schus- 
ter, for instance, now retains 
the foreign-reprint rights—tra- 
ditionally a low-register gift to 
the author—on 75% of its con- 
tracts. Not every writer is apply- 
ing for food stamps, of course. 
John Irving's Hotel New Hamp- 
shire brought $2.25 million; Al- 
bert Goldman’s Elvis nailed 
down $1 million, and Mario 
Puzo sold a “prequel” —an ante- 
cedent—to The Godfather story 
for about $2 million. 

But more than a handful of 
winners are necessary to avert a 
full-scale depression in the book 
business. Some major corpora- 
tions that backed publishing in 
the '60s and ‘70s, hoping for a 
big score, are pulling out. RCA 
sold Random House; CBS jetti- 
soned Fawcett Books; textbook 
giant Scott, Foresman aban- 

- doned William Morrow. And 
the film studios, whose pictures 
often earned outsize profits for 
paperback tie-in editions, are 
equally cautious. A seven-figure 
property like Gay Talese’s Thy 
Neighbor's Wife has yet to make 
it to the screen. Currently, the 
odds are against its ever getting 
to a sound stage. Says Willie 
Hunt, vice president of produc- 
tion at United Artists, “Every- 
body’s trying to figure out what 
the 15- to 25-year-olds are going 
to see. You're not going to find 
that in manuscript form.” 

Still, the publishing business 
has endured crises before. The 
paperback revolution of the ’50s 
was perceived as a threat to 
hardback publishing; so were 
television, outlandish contracts, 
school and library closings, and 
federal cutbacks. The business 

1977 blockbuster, The Thorn What went wrong? Inflation, principally, and poor planning for it. survived them all. And today it 
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Come to Taste City!” 



Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

Kent TT taste "ae 
takes Windy City |} 
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It’s where taste and ultra low tar come together. Kent III. Taste City! 



EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO GIVE YOUR 
INSURANCE COMPANY A HARD TIME. 

You can complain, plead 
Argue until you're blue in the face 
But if you don't have the right cov- 
erage to begin with, there's little you 
can do when your claim is denied. 

To get the protection you need, 
you need the facts. And the time to 
get those facts is before you sign 
fovamiat-meleli(creR ace 

Before fire devastates your 
home and you find out that cover- 
age on your burned-out property 
hasn't kept pace with skyrocketing 
inflation. 

Before your silverware is 
stolen and you discover that your 
rele) i(on'm ogo) (e(-s-M-lalelelelamee\ a -1¢-(e(-m (6) 
replace only the forks and spoons. 

Before all that, you need the 
facts. Information to help you sort 
out the options and choose the one 
that's right for you 

Getting this information has 
just gotten a lot easier. The com- 
panies of the Utica National Insur- 
ance Group have prepared a very 
Jel -leirelB-icié(ci-me) Mm elele) dicit-welelele)| 
several forms of insurance. They'll 
tell you the things you need to know 
to ask the right questions—so you'll 
get nothing less than the protection 
Nelemalc—e 

They're written in plain English, 
not Jargonese. And they're yours 
free. Just write us. 

Or call your independent agent 

who represents the companies of 
the Utica National Group. (He’s 
listed in the Yellow Pages.) 
Because he’s an experienced pro- 
fessional, you can ask him ques- 
tions. And because he's indepen- 
dent, not bound to any one 
TaieleclalersMere)ialerelaN Am ele n me (211 
straight answers. 

Your independent agent will 
work with you to get you the insur- 
ance that meets your needs. Not 
the sales objectives of some insur- 
FlaleroMere)anlerclayia 

In insurance—as in life— 
knowledge is power. And we 
believe in putting that power into 
the palm of your hand. . 

@ UTICA NATIONAL INSURANCE GROUP 
INSURANCE THAT STARTS WITH YOU. 

Member companies: Utica Mutual Insurance Company/Graphic Arts Mutual Insurance Company/Utica National Life Insurance Company 
Utica National Insurance Company of Texas. Principal Office: New Hartford, N.Y. © Utica Mutual Insurance Company, 1982 

Utica Mutual Insurance Company, 180 Genessee St., Dept.T 1 New Hartford, N.Y. 13413 



NOW THAT YOU 
FIRST GEN 

TAKE A LOOK 

| He wie tt- Pack: ard | IBM Personal Apple III Xerox 820 : 
Xerox 82¢ 125— -Model 10 Computer 

It started with the simple notion that computer 
power ought to be available for the individual, not 
just the corporation. 

Admittedly, a revolutionary idea back in 1976. 
But one which proved quite popular. So popular, —_ 

that last time we stopped to count we'd sold over a - L— mb. 
half billion dollars in personal computers. — 

Before we knew it, a half dozen corporate biggies | aos ) 
moved into the marketplace. coniguren” son 

Not to fear. froaaiteae : ; = — = 

We more than held our own. Even with all this a BY? ~The 
competition, the Apple" II remains the largest selling [i¢9>u. 
personal computer in the world. Tha a a —Z_- 
Good enough, right? Not right. There were still 

a lot of people w ho needed more power and more Display Graphics Capability , 
capacity than even the Apple II could deliver. ee a eee |e 

THE BIGGEST APPLE Soham pak 

Our answer was the Apple’ III. ————— 
Which in all due modesty is,dollar for dollar,the | T 

most powerful personal computer on the market. 
The Apple III has up to 256K RAM of usable 

internal memory 
That's more memory than any other personal | CP/M® library | CP/M® library | CP/M" 86 

computer. So you can solve alimitless number of | iad 
business problems easier and faster than you ever ST a eee 
thought possible. ' mf : 

Standard Memory 
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FIRST RUN PROGRAMS. 

For openers, we have developed new software 
packages exclusively for the Apple III. 

First, there's VisiCalc” III—a"Super VisiCalc” 
that lets you create and revise the most complex 
forecasts, budgets, strategies and projections with 
unimagined speed. 
Then there's Apple Business Graphics, which 

lets you generate graphs, plots, bars or pie charts. 
All in 16 high resolution colors or 16 gray scales. 
Add Apple Writer III software and you've got 

professional word processing capability — for oe 
than the price of most word processors. 

You can create, edit and print memos, letters or 
large documents in record time. 

For those long cumbersome mail lists, there's 
Mail List Manager. This lets you store nearly 1,000 
names on one disk. And retrieve them in any way 
you wish. Alphabetically, occupationally, whatever. 

In addition, all of these programs are totally 
interactive with each other. 

For example: you can take the information from 
VisiCalc III, convert it to a graph, and print the 
graph in a personalized form letter to be sent toa 
select list of customers. 

AT OUR THIRD. 

VE SEEN THEIR 

There's another Apple III exclusive, Access III 
communications software. 

Which gives you just what the name implies, 
access to mainframe computers. 

You can remove information from your firm's big 
machine, even work with it, and put it back. Or plug 
right into re or the New York Times. 
And if your fancy runs to Goodspell, Job Costing, 

Personal Finance Manager or virtually any of the 
other Apple II programs, you're in luck. 
The Apple III can run thousands of Apple II 

programs. And soon you'll be able to run thousands 
of existing CP/M* programs. 

Taken together, this gives Apple II more available 
software than any other personal computer. 

APPLE III'S NEW PROFILE” 

Another Apple III exclusive is ProFile, a new 
hard disk option that greatly expands the capabilities 
of your Apple III. 

With this addition, your Apple II can store over 
1,200 pages of text (5 million bytes of information). 
Which enables you to handle problems once 
reserved for big computers. 
About the only thing we didn’t build into the 

Apple III is obsolescence. 
Unlike many of our competitors’ first generation 

machines, the Apple III is built to grow as your 
business needs grow. Even when you've equipped 
the Apple III with a printer, a plotter, a phone 
modem and extra disk drives, you've still got room 
for more. 

Finally, Apple II is backed by a network of over 
1,000 full service dealers in the U.S. and Canada, 
offering complete technical support. 

Visit one of them. Compare our Apple III with 
our competitors’ machines. 

We're sure you'll find that between our third 
generation and their first, there's quite a gap. 

The personal computer. 

For the authorized dealer nearest you, call (800) 538-9696. In California, call (800) 662-9238. Or write: Apple Computer Inc., 10260 Bandley Dr, Cupertino, CA 95014. Apple is a registered trademark 
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INVESTMENT 
IN PURITY. 

When assessing the true 

value of a gold investment, 
consider the question 

of purity 

The Canadian Gold Maple 
Leaf coin is exactly one 

troy ounce of solid 

unalloyed gold, 999 fine 

In fact its purity is finer 
than more popular coins 

The recognized fineness of 
the Gold Maple Leaf has 
contributed substantially 

to its wide acceptance 
among knowledgeable 

investors, who also know 
that it can be bought and 

sold easily 

Having made the decision 
to add gold bullion coins 

to an investment portfolio, 
it then becomes simply a 

question of purity 

To buy the Canadian Gold 

Maple Leaf call toll free 
800-331-1750, (In 

Oklahoma 800-722-3600), 

and we'll tell you the name 
and number of your 

nearest dealer 

Canadas Gold 
Maple Leaf. 

ya 

Garry Wills 

Inflation 
THE KENNEDY IMPRISONMENT 

by Garry Wills 

Atlantic-Little, Brown 

310 pages; $14.95 

. = many others, Author Garry Wills 
was surprised by Edward Kennedy's 

long nosedive through the 1980 Demo- 
cratic primaries. The man who could not 

possibly lose to Jimmy Carter did so spec- 

tacularly. Plenty of explanations surfaced 

The candidate ran halfheartedly, bowing 
to sense of duty rather than conviction; 
new austerities left voters impatient with 

free-spending liberal promises; Chappa- 
quiddick would not go away; the hostages 
in Iran kept Carter safely off the hustings 
and out of Teddy’s range. But Wills sus- 

pected that something more metaphysical 
was afoot. The Senator was not undone by 

ineptitude and adverse circumstances; his 
last name, with all that it had come to 
symbolize, fated him to fail 

This conclusion rests on a paradox 
that Wills insists on throughout The Ken- 

nedy Imprisonment: power is debilitating, 

and power as conceived by the Kennedys 

is especially so. The driven patriarch gave 
his sons the means and the marching or- 

ders to impose themselves on the world 
“They need not scramble, or be predators 
They would live on the heights to which he 
lifted them.” The result of this freedom, 
Wills argues, was utter confinement 

To make his case, the author has to re- 
cycle much dirty laundry. He starts off 
with sex. Old Joe Kennedy showed his 

boys an example of relentless womanizing: 
he courted their dates and embarrassed 
their mother with his public attentions to 

Gloria Swanson. The lesson was clear 

Kennedy men asserted themselves by 
breaking rules. When John followed this 
path, though, he got into trouble. The FBI 

taped the young naval officer's wartime 

dalliance with a European beauty-contest 
winner who had Nazi connections. In the 
White House, another affair put him in 
worse jeopardy. His partner, Judith 

Campbell (later Exner), was also seeing 
Mobster Sam Giancana, whom the CIA 
was trying to enlist in a plot to kill Castro 

Wills’ point in rehashing all this is to 
claim that J.F.K.’s private behavior crip- 
pled him and his brother Robert in their 
public roles. Neither the President nor his 
Attorney General could cross or restrain 
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, for fear of 
what he knew and might leak 

Some links in Wills’ chain of reason- 
ing are obviously speculative, although he 
does not always label them as such. To 
show the Kennedy brothers unknowingly 
destroying themselves, in bedrooms and 
strategy sessions, he must assume much 
and exclude even more. J.F.K.’s attempts 
to circumvent the federal bureaucracy are 
recalled in detail and condemned. His use 
of a loyal cadre of White House advisers 
set a futile precedent: “The real impact of 
Kennedy on his successors was not so 

much an inflation of the office they suc- 
ceeded to, but the doomed way they imi- 
tated his attempt to rule against the gov- 
ernment.” The possibility that the 
national legislative machinery has grown 
too large to control is never raised. In 
Wills’ view, later Presidents were mes- 

merized by the example of John Kenne- 
dy, not frustrated by the sluggish response 
that met their own commands. 

Even the most ardent Kennedy loyal- 
ist would blush at such a claim. In his ten 
earlier books, Wills proved himself a daz- 
zling inverter of conventional wisdoms. 
Nixon Agonistes (1969), his best work, of- 

fered amiable, golfing Ike as Eisenhower 
the Machiavellian governor; the old Red- 
baiting Nixon was refurbished as “the last 
liberal.” But in trying to puncture the 

Kennedy reputation, Wills falls victim to 
the paradox of debunking: the loudest 
noise must be preceded by the greatest ef- 
forts to inflate —By Paul Gray 

Trebles 
PINBALI 

by Jerzy Kosinski 

Bantam; 287 pages; $14.95 (hardback) 
$7.95 (paper) 

f all hazardous materials handled by 

Jerzy Kosinski, none has been as vol- 
atile as the metaphor. Properly used, it il- 
lumined a century; in The Painted Bird 
(1965) the speechless child became a great 
symbol of the inadequacy of language 
confronted by atrocity. In Being There 
(1971) the hero, Chance, acutely parodied 
the modern condition: he was a blank; the 

cyclopean screen was full of ideas 
But in recent works, Kosinski’s meta- 

phors have proved unstable. Life was pre- 

sented, with mixed results, as a cockpit, a 

series of blind dates, a skirmish on a polo 
field. In his latest novel, existence is 

} 
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Northwestern Mutual Life 
just made things a little hotter 
for the competition. 
Last year The Northwestern’s “Get More 
Out of Life” program provided an 
astounding three billion dollars in extra 
coverage to our policyowners without an 
increase in premiums! 

And after the dust had settled, the life 
insurance industry breathed a collective 
sigh of relief. Surely, Northwestern Mutual 
would wait a while before initiating any 
more precedent-breaking innovations. 

But they were wrong. 
This year we are introducing seven new 

plans specifically designed to provide you 
with superior value in life insurance. 
From great new whole life plans, to an 
Extra Ordinary Term policy that builds 
cash value. 

And we are now offering the most 
coverage for the lowest premiums in 
our history! 

But this is nothing new. For the past 
125 years Northwestern Mutual Life has 
constantly improved the products we 
offer you. 
Why should this year be any different? 
Our newest plans are just another 

example why other life insurance com- 
panies have come to realize that we're a 
tough act to follow. 

Menus fie” 
The Quiet Company 

A tough act to follow 
© The Northwestern Mutual Life insurance Company, Mitwaukee, Wisconsin 1962 



The best luxury car value in America. The 1982 Chrysler New Yorker $11,391" 

Engineering excellence is the 
theme of the new contemporary- 
sized New Yorker. Craftsmen and 

engineers pay extraordinary atten- 
tion to detail. And precise quality 
control checks help make New 
Yorker a superbly comfortable car. 

Luxury abounds. New Yorker 
ts so well endowed that it is clearly 

Base sticker price excluding taxes, title and destinatior 

eage may vary depending on sper 1, trip length and we 

the best equipped luxury car value 
in its class. No other luxury car can 
match its combination of astonish- 
ing equipment and favorable price. 

New Yorker standard luxuries 
include * 60/40 Cloth & Vinyl 
Seats with Passenger Recliner ¢ Air 
Conditioning * Automatic Transmis- 
ston * Electronic Ignition ¢ Power 
Windows * Power Steering « Power 
Front Disc Brakes *WSW Steel 
Belted Radials « Premium Wheel 
Covers * AM Radio ¢ Electronic 
Digital Clock ¢ Special Sound Insu- 
lation ¢ Galvanized Steel for Corro- 
sion Protection * Front Torsion Bar 

haraqes larges Use EPA e 
ather, Highway and Ca 

stimated MPG for comparison 

f. mileage lower 

Suspension System ¢ Rear Window 
Defroster * Halogen Headlamps 
¢ Dual Remote Mirrors « Premium 
Plush Pile Carpeting ¢ Tinted Glass 
* Trunk Dress Up * Trip Odometer 
¢ Warning & Interior Light Packages 
¢ Bumper Rub Strips & Guards 
¢ Padded Landau Vinyl Roof 
¢ Warning Chimes « And More. 

The plush new 
New Yorker is the flag- 
ship of Chrysler lux- 
ury, Chrysler value, 
Chrysler engineering. 
It drives on pride. ‘ 

ie f EPA 22. (18 est Chrysler 

THE NEW CHRYSLER CORPORATION 

ee 



Books | 
viewed as a pinball machine complete 
with odd caroms and freighted signs: BE- 
GIN GAME. ONE TO FOUR CAN PLAY. The 
device obscures an intriguing notion: 
What if America’s greatest rock star was 
unseen by the public, known only by his 
voice? The man who lived at the top of the 
charts would be as disembodied as a ghost 
and as influential as a President. 

His name is Goddard and he becomes 
the elusive quarry of Pinball, pursued by 
Domostroy, a burned-out composer 
whose trebles are all behind him. Like al- 
most all Kosinski heroes, Domostroy is an 
adrenal wanderer, ready for any existen- 
tial errand. His employer is the beautiful 
groupie Andrea Gwynplaine, who mails 

| for him to emerge, panting, from his lair. 
With Domostroy’s collaboration, she 
manages to run her quarry to earth. But 
Andrea’s success is her undoing: her pur- 
pose is not worship but murder, and God- 
dard’s is not obscurity but survival. 

On the trail, exclamations detonate 
with the force of comic-strip balloons: 
“You have such light eyes and fair skin!” 
“I know who you are!” “Yes I do!” Yet, 
despite these excesses, Pinball has its pay- 
offs. Throughout his prolific career, Ko- 
sinski has been a novelist of ideas, and his 
observations of the American way of life- 
style have kept their salinity. He deftly 
lampoons contemporary lyrics, his scenes 
of the South Bronx seem torn from a 
Bosch triptych, and his discussions of 
classical music are informed with the in- 
sights of a connaisseur. 

This has been a peculiar period for 
Kosinski. He is one of the best actors in 
Reds, and he supported and later repudi- 
ated the parole of convicted murderer 
Jack Henry Abbott. These excursions on 
nonliterary turf may have contributed to 
the inconsistencies of a work that, in the 
end, can only prompt admirers to re- 
spond; “What a premise!” “What talent!” 
“What a waste!” —By Stefan Kanfer 

Jerzy Kosinski 

Ready for any existential errand. 
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Goddard hard-core snapshots and waits | 

eave awear 

Within 
ourself. 

“Thousands of miles away, a very poor child 
urgently needs help. Without love and con- 
cem, that child will almost certainly become 
even more malnourished. There will be little 
chance to go to school.Little medical attention. 
Little hope for a future filled with anything 
except unending poverty. 

“But there’s one person who can definitely 
improve that child’s life—you. And no expe- 
rience is necessary. 

= “All you have to do is:look within yourself, 
and see if you can share just a small amount 

of your good fortune with a truly needy child. 
“Christian Children’s Fund sponsorship is only $18 a month —just 

60¢ a day. Yet those few dollars can work wonders in Third World coun- 
tries. Your sponsored child will get nutritious food. Schooling. A doctor's 
or nurse’s care. Necessary clothing. Or whatever it takes to help meet 
the child’s needs. 

“You don't have to decide today about becoming a sponsor Just 
send in the coupon;.CCF will ee sae a child’s photo and family back- 
ground. You'll ie leam how your caring will help 
that child. Then make up your mind. 

“I know how much your love and. concem are 
needed, so please let this be one Help Wanted ad 
you answer 

“A poor child far away is waiting and hoping for 
you to say yes” 

Send Your Love Around The World. 
ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 

Dr James MacCracken Di 
CHRISTIAN CHILDREN’S FUND, Inc., Box 26511, Richmond, VA 23261 

elp Wanted. 
A Sy 

luishtosponsoraboyO girlO either Din 
C) Bolivia C) India UO Mexico 0) Thailand 
2) Brazil 0 Indonesia C) Niger (2) Uganda 

i C2 Guatemala C) Kenya 0 Philippines 

©) Any child who needs my help. (If you would like to sponsor more than one child in any of the 
above countries, please specify the number in box {es} of your choice.) 

PLEASE SEND MY INFORMATION PACKAGE TODAY. 

C Iwant to learn more about the child assigned to me. If | accept the child, I'll send my first sponsor 
ship payment of $18 within 10 days. Or I'll return the photograph and other material so you can ask 
someone else to help 

C1 | prefer to send my first payment now; enclosed is my first monthly payment of $18 for each child 
CJ I cannot sponsor a child but would like to contribute $ 

Name — 

Address 

City = — State __ 
In the U.S.: CCF Box 26511, Richmond, VA 23261 
In Canada: CCF, 2409 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario M4P 2E7 
Member of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service, Inc 
Gifts are tax deductible. Statement of income and expenses available on request NTIM34 

Christian Children’s Fund, Inc. 
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Press 

Late Late Show Newswatch/Thomas Griffith 

CBS schedules news at 2 a.m. 

._e television is a wasteland of Hindsight on Romantic Haze 

old movies and shopworn reruns, But : 

Ted Turner’s 24-hour cable news service WwW hen the press misjudges a major turn of events, right-wingers in particular 

has shown the networks that there is a big are apt to suspect a liberal bias. That charge infuriates press pro’ i 

off-hours audience for news. Now CBS has who think they know how to put aside whatever political opinions they have 

moved to meet his challenge. Starting in when going after a story. The reason the press misjudged some events in Poland, 

September, it will offer its affiliate stations Egypt and Nicaragua is more complicated. It was less a case of bias than of mind- 

| three hours of news weekdays between 2 set, to apply a clumsy but useful vogue word. 

| a.m.and 5a.m., when a surprising 4.9 mil- In Poland, the mind-set was that the army would not act against the Polish 

lion of the nation’s 81 million TV house- people. Never mind that the U.S. Government, most West Europeans and per- 

holds are still tuned in. Says Gene Jan- haps the Poles believed this too. The press prides itself on listening to a lot of 

kowski, president of the CBS Broadcast opinions but making up its own mind, and so must share in the error. Some ana- 

Group: “CBS will be the first [broadcast] lysts are now convinced that the Polish government was more effective in per- 

network on which news in effect will be suading the army than the Polish people that Solidarity had “gone too far.” 

available 24 hours a day.” In Egypt, the press. misjudged Anwar Sadat’s popularity with his own people. 

The new show will practically double With his bold gesture to Israel, Sadat was the first modern Arab to capture the 

the number of hours CBS News is on the non-Arab world’s fancy. He was so articulate, attractive and reasonable in chat- 

air. It is a major step, perhaps the most ting with “Barbara” or “Walter” or “John.” When in the last weeks of Sadat’s life, 

important to date, in a trend that network he arrested upwards of 1,000 critics, the mind-set in the Western press was that he 

executives have been predicting for sever- hiwkus—wiawiversco Was OVerreacting to domestic 
opposition. Not until after his 
assassination did Western 

_ journalists learn how little 
loved he was at home. 

Mind-set too was in- 
volved in misjudging the San- 
dinistas who took over Nica- 
ragua when the Somoza 
dictatorship collapsed. In a 
temarkable article in the 
Washington Journalism Re- 
view, Shirley Christian, Pulit- 

al years: a growing network reliance on 
news, sports and other live events. The 
networks feel that their resources and ex- 
perience give them a big advantage over 
cable operators in these areas. But 
Turner’s improving Cable News Net- 
work already reaches 11.25 million 
homes. Another cable news service, joint- 
ly owned by ABC and Group W, starts 
June 21 in an estimated 2 million house- 
holds. By that time, Turner’s second 
round-the-clock news service will be 
available to broadcast stations. This ven- Shirley Christian of the Miami Herald in Cuba zer-prizewinning correspon- 

ture, called CNN2, may pose the first seri- dent for the Miami Herald, 

ous challenge to the networks as exclusive analyzes with more “soul-searching” than anger how the New York Times, 

providers of news to their affiliates. Washington Post and CBS covered the story in the crucial years of 1978 and 1979. 

CNN2’s first broadcast customer: WBNS of Because Somoza’s regime was corrupt and reporters witnessed the brutality of his 

Columbus, a CBS affiliate. National Guard, the opposition Sandinistas were seen by the press through a “‘ro- 

All this jockeying for the future is mantic haze.” “Probably not since Spain has there been a more open love affair.” 

painfully costly in the present. Turner has The press correctly reported the Marxist origins of the Sandinista movement but 

lost an estimated $50 million. The ABC— believed that it had been taken over by “the sons and daughters of the bourgeoisie 

Group W operation projects large initial _, , The sources quoted on this trend were primarily the non-Marxists themselves, 

losses. And CBS will not disclose how large most of whom are now in exile or otherwise disillusioned.” The Marxists insisted 

an audience is needed to break even on its that they were not strong enough to take over and thus favored a “pluralistic de- 

| new service, which will cost an estimated mocracy.” SANDINISTAS DISCLAIM MARXISM was a Washington Post front-page 

| $10 million annually. But among CBS af- headline. Perhaps these preconceptions explain what Christian regards as the 

filiates there is widespread enthusiasm. press’s worst misjudgment in Nicaragua. 

The chairman of the affiliate board, A longtime specialist on Latin America, Christian faults her colleagues for 

James Babb, executive vice president of ignoring, then misinterpreting, the rise of Tomas Borge. A friend of Fidel Castro’s 

WBTV in Charlotte, N.C., says: “If this isa with “almost mystical stature” among Latin guerrillas, Borge was jailed and tor- 

way of stemming long-range losses [to ca- tured during Somoza’s rule. When Somoza fell and Borge got control of the Interi- 

ble], then the short-range benefits may or Ministry and the security forces, both the Post and the Times forecast that 

not be easily measurable.” Borge was now, in the Times's words, “in a position to control the most radical 

The new show’s format, on-air per- elements among the rebels.” Before long, Borge’s men killed one business leader, 

sonalities and content are still under de- arrested others, and sent mobs to attack the newspaper La Prensa. Christian con- 

bate at CBS. Despite plans for a relaxed cludes: In Nicaragua the American media went on a “guilt trip.” The story that 

morning-show style, the late-night news reporters told—with a mixture of delight and guilt— was the ending of an era in 

may take on a feisty chemistry all its own. which the U.S. had once again been proved wrong. . . “Intrigued by the decline 

The audience, notes CBS Vice President and fall of Anastasio Somoza, they could not see the coming of Tomas Borge.” 

Tony Malara, will be primarily “insom- Christian is now covering the troubles in El Salvador. In some ways the situa- 

niacs, shift people and people who watch tion is similar to Nicaragua, but in important ways different. El Salvador is too 

a lot of television.” Those who appear for violent, too confused, too changing to report except in grays. But, Christian said 

live interviews, adds News President Van last week, one European journalist of her acquaintance has been reproached by 

Gordon Sauter, are likely “to have bizarre his editor for not seeing more clearly in black and white the approaching and de- 

living patterns or something they desper- served victory of the guerrillas. Mind-sets again. 
ately want to say.” = 
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Frequent Fliers Rate 
American’ Service Best 

TIME! 
For the fourth time in a row, frequent fliers rule, American remains committed to giving 
have named American the preferred airline you the kind of service you deserve. 
for domestic travel in the Airline Passengers We're giving you our best. From getting 
Association survey. you through the airport faster to making you 

The reason once again is service. Just as _ feel right at home in the air, And we'll keep 
it has been each time before. And we couldn't right on d ving it. 
be prouder. Because at a time when service Because if we gave you anything less, we 
is fast becoming the exception instead of the — would not be giving you our best. 

We're American Airlines. Doing what we do best. 

American 



new biography of Admiral Hyman Rickover records a 
Navy captain’s assessment: “ “Look around. Do you see ex- 

cellence anywhere? In medicine? In law? Religion? Anywhere? 
We have abandoned excellence .. . But Rickover was a genius 
who gave a generation of naval officers the idea that excellence 
was the standard.’ ” Only the nuclear submarines ran on time. 

“Abandoned” seems a little strong to describe what we have 
done to excellence. But of course a note of elegy always haunts 
discussions of excellence and quality. It is human nature to 
imagine that our present reality is squalid, diminished, an igno- 
minious comedown from better days when household appliances 
lasted and workers worked, and manners were exquisite and 
marriages endured, and wars were just, and honor mattered, and 
you could buy a decent tomato. The lament for vanished stan- 
dards is an old art form: besieged gentility cringes, indignant and 
vulnerable, full of memories, before a present that behaves like 
Stanley Kowalski: crude, loud, upstart and stupid as a fist. 

Americans seem especially wistful about excellence now. 
Standing waist-deep in a recession, after 20 
years of change that hurled the cultural fur- 
niture around and turned much of it to 
junk, they are apt to think longingly of ex- 
cellence. They may watch a film like Chari- 
ots of Fire, for example, with a nostalgic 
pang for the simplicity of its moral lines, 
its portrait of excellence unambiguously 
pursued. 

Is the Navy captain correct? Has a 
quality called Excellence gone under like 
Atlantis in an inundation of the third-rate, 
a deluge of plastics, junk food, bad movies, 
cheap goods and trashy thought? The ques- 
tion has been asked since well before the 
decline of Athens; the answer is generally 
yes—but wait. There is an enduring ecology 
of excellence in the world. It is a good idea 
to remember Thomas Merton’s question: 

Essay 

ILLUSTRATION FOR TIME BY JO TEQDORESCU 

Have We Abandoned Excellence? 
excellence acquired in the past 20 years a sinister and even 
vaguely fascistic reputation. It was the Best and the Brightest, af- 
ter all, who brought us Viet Nam. For a long time, many of the 
world’s young fell into a dreamy, vacuous inertia, a canned wis- 
dom of the East persuading them—destructively—that mere be- 
ing would suffice, was even superior to action. “Let It Be,” 
crooned Paul McCartney. Scientific excellence seemed apoca- 
lyptically suspect—the route to pollution and nuclear destruc- 
tion. Striving became suspect. A leveling contempt for “elitism” 
helped to divert much of a generation from the ambition to be 

excellent. 
The deepest American dilemma regarding excellence arises 

from the nation’s very success. The U.S. has been an astonishing 
phenomenon—excellent among the nations of the world. But as 
the prophet Amos said, “Woe to them that are at ease in Zion.” It 
is possible to have repose, or to have excellence, but only some 
decorative hereditary monarchs have managed to simulate both. 
Success has cost Americans something of their energetic desire. 

And those Americans not yet successful (the 
struggling, the underclass) are apt to aim at 
ease, not excellence: the confusion contami- 
nates character and disables ambition. 

he manic overstimulation of Ameri- 
can culture also makes excellence rar- 

er. The great intellectual flowering of New 
England in the 19th century (Hawthorne, 
Emerson, Melville, Thoreau, Longfellow, er 
al.) resulted in part from the very thinness 
of the New England atmosphere, an under- 
stimulation that made introspection a sort 
of cultural resource. America today is so 
chaotically hyped, its air so thick with ki- 
netic information and alarming images and 
television and drugs, that the steady gaze 
required for excellence is nearly impossible. 
The trendier victims retreat to sealed isola- 

“How did it ever happen that, when the 
dregs of the world had collected in Western 
Europe, when Goth and Frank and Norman and Lombard had 
mingled with the rot of old Rome to form a patchwork of hybrid 
races, all of them notable for ferocity, hatred, stupidity, crafti- 
ness, lust and brutality—how did it happen that, from all this, 
there should come the Gregorian chant, monasteries and cathe- 
drals, the poems of Prudentius, the commentaries and histories 
of Bede . . . St. Augustine's City of God?” 

A couple of rules may apply to generalizations about excel- 
lence: 1) all recollections of past excellence should be discounted 
by at least 50%; memory has its tricks of perspective; 2) what 
might be called the Walt Whitman Rule: exuberant democratic 
energy usually finds its own standards and creates its own excel- 
lence, even though the-keepers of the old standards may not like 
the new. A Big Mac may sometimes surpass the concoctions of 

Julia Child. 
Of course, much that was once excellent has fallen into disre- 

pair, or worse. The dollar, for example. New York City. Ameri- 
can public education. Cars from Detroit. Standards of civility 
(which may not have been as civil in the past as we imagine). 
Public safety. But who said that any excellence is permanent? 

Excellence demands standards. It does not usually flourish 
in the midst of rapid, hectic change. This century’s sheer velocity 
has subverted the principle of excellence; a culture must be able 

to catch its breath. 

L 

In America and elsewhere in the industrial world, the idea of | ville called “top-gallant delight.” 

tion tanks to float on salt water and try to 
calm down. 

Yet excellence remains. The U.S. has won 140 Nobel Prizes 
since World War [I—although cuts in Government research 
grants will reduce the level of that particular excellence in the 
years to come. American medicine, biology and physics lead the 
world. American politicians (that least excellent breed) may be 
better educated, more honest and industrious—more excel- 
lent—than ever. Vermont maple syrup is excellent. American 
agriculture is excellent. Ted Hood’s sails are excellent. Ameri- 
can telephone service is excellent. American professional sports 
would be excellent if they were not so drenched in greed. Look 
abroad: the French language is excellent. Some would argue 
that the entire country of Switzerland is excellent (if somewhat 
savorless), from its unemployment rate (.3%) to its scenery to its 

national airline. 
Americans have historically allowed themselves to become 

confused by the fact that their practical excellence has been so 
profitable. But the meaning of excellence (serious excellence, not 
Big Macs) is essentially metaphysical. Excellent things are con- 
stantly destroyed, of course—bombed, defaced, or else misun- 
derstood; a conquering army may some day bivouac in the Sis- 
tine Chapel and take idle target practice at the ceiling. But 
excellence is essentially invulnerable. It carries the prestige of 
the infinite with it, an ancestral resemblance to the ideal. It is ec- 
static, For an irrevocable moment, it gives the mind what Mel- 

—By Lance Morrow 
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In world events, 
_the nation, business, 
interviews and sports, 

CNN is the news. 
In fact, inanything, anyplace, anytime, sent the news in an accurate manner.* 
CNN is the news. See for yourself why so many Ameri- 
No wonder recent research shows cans now consider CNN cable’s most 

that more than 2 million peo- important network. Watch our 
ple now watch CNN most of- CNN is wide variety of news program- 
ten for the world and national — ming 24 hours a day. And be 
news. And rate CNN higher the news. sure to watch for our complete 
than ABC, NBC and CBS in __CNN schedule in the April3 
its ability to provide in-depth coverage, | TV Guide. Or, if youdon't have CNN, 
report fast-breaking stories and pre- contact your cable operator to get it. 

*Opinion Research Corp., January 1982 

ig System, Inc 
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